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Foreword
This thesis presents the results of the researh ativity I have arried out during
the three-year period spent as a PhD. student at the Department of Informa-
tion Engineering of the University of Parma. My work onerns the study of two
dierent modulation shemes, partiularly suitable for wireless ommuniations
systems, namely ontinuous phase modulations (CPM) and multiarrier mod-
ulation shemes. In detail, I fae the major problems in the design of pratial
systems employing CPM signals (i.e., the large reeiver omplexity and the
sensitiveness to arrier synhronization) and I ope with the problem of spe-
tral eieny evaluation and maximization. Speial fous is devoted to typial
satellite hannels. Seondly, I address the issue stemming from the most riti-
al drawbak of standard orthogonal frequeny-division multiplexing (OFDM),
i.e., the inreased sensitivity to the hannel impulse response time variations.
Hene, in order to perform reliable digital transmissions over doubly-seletive
hannels, I resort to the derivation of some alternative multiarrier modula-
tion formats, based on low-omplexity disrete-time implementation shemes
and inspired by the tight onnetion between multiarrier modulation and the
Gabor ommuniation theory.
Chapter 1
Introdution
1.1 Bakground and Objetives
Wireless ommuniations is the fastest growing setor of the ommuniation
industry. In partiular, suh a growth onerns both wireless terrestrial ommu-
niations (represented for example by ellular phones, wireless loal networks,
and wireless sensor networks) and satellite ommuniations (whih are proba-
bly the major omponent of the wireless ommuniations infrastruture). How-
ever, many tehnial hallenges remain in designing low ost, spetral/energy
eient wireless systems, in order to be ompetitive with respet to the orre-
sponding wireline ounterparts.
Continuous phase modulations (CPMs) and multiarrier shemes, are two
modulation shemes whih seem to be very suitable for wireless ommuni-
ations. In partiular, CPM is a wide lass of modulations haraterized by
ontinuous phase and onstant envelope. Thanks to the onstant envelope,
CPMs do not require power ampliers working in the linear region, but low
ost ampliers working in the saturation region an be employed. Moreover,
sine the phase is ontinuous and onstrained to follow some well strutured
variations, this lass of modulations shows very good bandwidth oupany.
Hene, CPM signals have reeived an enthusiasti interest by the international
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researh ommunity in the past, but have so far been employed in a very
limited number of appliations only. Among these, a CPM signalling sheme,
the GMSK (Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying) modulation as been suess-
fully used by the GSM standard. More spetral/energy eient CPM shemes
have found no ommerial appliations in the past. The reason is that CPMs
ahieve good spetral/energy eieny at the prie of an inreased omplexity
with respet to linear modulations. In fat, the main drawbak of the phase
ontinuity is the introdution of a memory in the modulator and demodulator
stages. In partiular, more eient CPM shemes, imply a large omplexity in
the detetion stage. The other major drawbak of CPM signals, is the strong
sensitivity to arrier synhronization.
In the following work, rst of all we analyze the CPM signal from an in-
formation theoreti point of view. We employ the method proposed by Arnold
and Loeliger to ompute the information rate of CPMs over Additive White
Gaussian Noise (AWGN) hannel and over hannels aeted by phase noise
(PN). In partiular, we onsider a Wiener PN proess and also a more pra-
tial phase noise proess, typial of some satellite real hannels (SATMODE
PN). Moreover, sine despite the good spetral properties of CPMs, linear mod-
ulation oer a muh better eieny, espeially at medium and high spetral
eienies, we propose a spetral eieny maximization method, where we
modify the input probability distribution. We restrit our searh to Markov
inputs of a given order and we denote the maximum found spetral eieny,
as Markov apaity.
Seondly, in order to overome one of the main CPM disadvantages, we fae
the problem of the design of redued-omplexity shemes for CPM signals. In
partiular, we onsider serially-onatenated CPM (SCCPM) shemes, whih
admit a low-omplexity reeiver based on the serial onatenation of a CPM
modulator with an outer error orreting ode. These reeivers are partiularly
interesting sine they an ahieve pratially the same performane of an opti-
mal reeiver, in a low omplexity way. The overall reeiver omplexity mainly
depends on that of the CPM detetor and hene, we fous on the derivation
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of redued-omplexity CPM detetors. In partiular, we resort to detetion
algorithms derived from the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) sym-
bol detetion strategy, sine it allows us to obtain soft-deision algorithms,
neessary in a SCCPM sheme. We onsider two alternative approahes for al-
gorithm derivation: one based on some alternative representations of the CPM
signal, and the other based on tehniques for trellis omplexity redution. The
ombination of the two approahes is also investigated. We will show that,
for all the onsidered CPM formats, at least one low-omplexity reeiver with
optimal performane, exists.
Then, we address the other CPM main drawbak (i.e., the sensitiveness
to inaurate arrier synhronization) by deriving redued-omplexity soft-
input soft-output (SISO) detetion algorithms suitable for iterative dete-
tion/deoding in the presene of PN. In partiular, PN estimation is arried out
jointly to the detetion stage. In this ase, we onsider two approahes while
deriving the algorithms: a non-Bayesian approah, whih does not require any
assumption on the statistial properties of the phase noise, sine the PN is sim-
ply onsidered as a sequene of unknown parameters to be properly estimated,
and the Bayesian approah, whih onsists of assuming a proper probabilisti
model for the PN, and to exploit it for detetion algorithm derivation. In parti-
ular, we propose Bayesian algorithms assuming both a Wiener PN model and
a statistial model we have derived to desribe SATMODE PN. We ompare
all the derived algorithms on hannels aeted by the two PN and we relate
bit error rate (BER) results with information rate results previously obtained.
The other onsidered senario is represented by multiarrier shemes, em-
ployed in digital transmissions over doubly-seletive hannels. We start by
onsidering orthogonal frequeny-division multiplexing (OFDM), whih is an
eient modulation sheme belonging to the wide lass of multiarrier modula-
tions. OFDM is today well understood and largely implemented in terrestrial
networks as a mean to provide good spetral and energy eieny over fre-
queny seletive hannels. Example are both wireline appliations (as in the
digital subsriber line (DSL) standards) as well as a wide range of wireless
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appliations, ranging from the digital audio and video broadasting (DAB-
T, DVB-T, DVB-SH, DVB-H) standards, to the loal and metropolitan area
networks (WLANs and WMANs). The hannel haraterizing these servies
is frequeny seletive, for whih OFDM is partiularly suitable, sine OFDM
deomposes linear time-invariant hannels into a set of orthogonal, interferene-
free sub-hannels. However, the main OFDM disadvantage is the strong sensi-
tivity to the hannel impulse response (CIR) time-variations: in the presene
of a rapidly time-varying CIR, the orthogonality between the sub-arriers is
destroyed and inter-arrier interferene (ICI) appears. In suh a ase, we have
two viable solutions:
 to derive reeivers with memory, able to ope with the interferene or
omplex equalization tehniques;
 the design of modulation formats suh as to redue the interferene
(rather than to ope with it).
We resort to the seond approah, by deriving multiarrier modulation shemes
alternative to the OFDM, to redue the sensitivity to time-variations, in order
to employ these modulations on doubly-seletive hannels
In partiular, starting from a general lter-bank system, we propose an
oversampled disrete-time system model in order to get a pratial implemen-
tation of various multiarrier modulation formats in realisti ommuniation
systems. We show that all multiarrier modulation formats an be derived from
suh a disrete-time model, with a general prototype lter (rather than with
the lassial retangular lter) and a general time and frequeny spaing be-
tween the oded symbols. In other words, we apply pulseshape tehniques to all
shemes, extending the tehniques already proposed in the literature. Finally,
inspired by the tight onnetion between multiarrier modulations and the
Gabor ommuniation theory, we onsider the Wilson base, whih is a lever
way to design well-loalized and orthogonal frames in the windowed Fourier
framework, and we derive a novel pratial multiarrier modulation sheme,
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very promising on doubly seletive hannels. It is important to remark that for
all modulation shemes we will derive, a fast implementation exists.
1.2 Continuous Phase Modulation Signals
The omplex envelope of a CPM signal an be written as [1℄
s(t;x) =
√
2ES
T
exp
{
j2πh
N−1∑
n=0
xnq(t− nT )
}
(1.1)
where ES is the energy per information symbol, T is the symbol interval, h is
the modulation index, N is the number of information symbols, x = {xn}N−1n=0 is
the information sequene, and q(t) is the phase response, onstrained to be suh
that
q(t) =
{
0 t ≤ 0
1
2 t ≥ LT ,
(1.2)
L being the orrelation length. Several examples of ommonly used phase re-
sponses are reported in [1℄.
We assume that the modulation index an be written as h = r/p (where r
and p are relatively prime integers), and that the information symbols belong
to the M -ary alphabet {±1,±3, . . . , ±(M − 1)}, M being a power of two.
In this ase, it an be shown [2℄ that the CPM signal in the generi time
interval [nT, (n+ 1)T ] is given by
s(t;x) =
√
2ES
T
exp
{
j2πh
L−1∑
l=0
xn−lq(t− (n− l)T )
}
exp
{
jπh
n−L∑
l=0
xl
}
(1.3)
and it is ompletely dened by the atual symbol xn, the orrelative state
ωn , (xn−1, xn−2, . . . , xn−L+1) = xn−1n−L+1 (1.4)
(whereas xn−1n−L+1 is a vetor olleting symbols from the time interval n−L+1
to n− 1) and the phase state πn
πn ,
[
πh
n−L∑
l=0
xl
]
2π
(1.5)
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(where [·]2π denotes the modulo 2π operator) whih an be reursively dened
as
πn = [πn−1 + π hxn−L]2π . (1.6)
For the initialization of the reursion (1.6), we will always adopt the following
onventions
π0 = 0 (1.7)
xn = 0 ∀n < 0 . (1.8)
At any given time epoh n, the orrelative state ωn an assumeM
L−1
dierent
values, while the phase state πn an assume p dierent values [2℄. In partiular,
if the numerator r of the modulation index h is even, the phase state an assume
the following p values
πn ∈
{
0, π
r
p
, π2
r
p
, . . . , π(p− 1)r
p
}
(1.9)
while it an assume the following 2p possible values when r is odd:
πn ∈
{
0, π
r
p
, 2π
r
p
, . . . , π 2(p− 1)r
p
}
. (1.10)
However, in the latter ase, when the time interval n is odd πn belongs to the
alphabet Ao = {2πhm,m = 0, 1, . . . , p− 1}, while, when n is even, it belongs
to the alphabet Ae = {j2πh(m + 1/2),m = 0, 1, . . . , p− 1}.
It is also possible to provide a time invariant CPM state representation by
onsidering the following symbol mapping
xn = 2x¯n − (M − 1) (1.11)
where x¯n is an integer representation of the ASK symbols xn, x¯n ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,M−
1}. We an also adopt the alternative integer representation φn for the phase
state πn
φn ,
[
n−L∑
l=0
x¯l
]
p
(1.12)
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where φn ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p− 1} independently of the time interval and the reur-
sion (1.6) an be replaed by
φn = [φn−1 + x¯n]p. (1.13)
The phase state dependene on the time index n appears in the relation be-
tween the two phase state denitions:
πn =
[
πh
n−L∑
l=0
xl
]
2π
=
[
2πh
n−L∑
l=0
x¯l − πh(M − 1)(n − L+ 1)
]
2π
= [2πhφn − πh(M − 1)(n − L+ 1)]2π (1.14)
where we have substituted denitions (1.12) and (1.11) in (1.5).
We now reonsider to the expression (1.3) for the CPM signal in the generi
time interval [nT, (n+ 1)T ]; we note that it an be expressed as
s(t;x) = s˜(t− nT ;xn, σn) (1.15)
where
s˜(t;xn, σn) , s¯(t;xn, ωn) e
jπn ∀t ∈ [0, T ) (1.16)
and
s¯(t;xn, ωn) ,
√
2ES
T
exp
{
j2πh
L∑
l=0
xn−lq(t+ lT )
}
(1.17)
and
σn , (ωn, πn) . (1.18)
Hene, we an onsider the CPM waveform (1.16) as the output of a nite-
state mahine with input xn and state σn dened in (1.18), whih an assumes
pML−1 values. In other words, as stated in [2℄, the CPM modulator an be
deomposed as a ontinuous-phase enoder (CPE) followed by a memoryless
modulator, so that enoding operation an be studied independently of the
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CPE
Modulator
Memorylessxn s˜(t; xn, σn)(xn, σn)
Figure 1.1: Blok diagram of CPM modulator deomposed into a ontinuous-
phase enoder and a memoryless modulator
modulation. Moreover, thanks to the assumed state denition, the CPE results
time-invariant and linear modulo-p and hene it an be onsidered as a sort of
onvolutional enoder. Suh a sheme is represented in Fig. 1.1: the symbols
xn are passed through a nite-state mahine (the linear CPE), and then a
time variant memoryless modulator generates the CPM waveforms (1.16) as
a funtion of (xn, σn). Finally, suh a deomposition is very useful to show
how a CPM modulator is espeially suitable to be onatenated with an outer
onvolutional enoder. For this reason, the sienti literature has reserved an
inreasing interest in SCCPM shemes desribed in [35℄, and based on low
omplexity iterative joint detetion/deoding (see Setion 1.3.3).
1.3 General Frameworks
In the following Setion we desribe some general frameworks we will employ
in the remainder of this work.
1.3.1 MAP Symbol Detetion Strategy and BCJR Algorithm
Given a sequene of transmitted symbols xn olleted into vetor x, where
x = (x0, x1, . . . , xN−1) and a hannel with memory, we denoted by the vetor
y the suient statistis of the reeived signal r(t), extrated by the reeiver.
In partiular, the n-th element of the vetor y an be a vetor, denoted in the
following by yn, sine in general, at eah time epoh n the number of suient
statistis an be greater than one. Thus, the MAP symbol detetion strategy
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minimizing the average symbol error probability is
xˆn = argmax
xn
P (xn|y) (1.19)
while MAP sequene detetion strategy is
xˆ = argmax
x
P (x|y) (1.20)
where we denote by the apitol letter P (.) a probability mass funtion (pmf).
In the following work, we always employ MAP symbol detetion, sine it pro-
vides soft-output deisions, while MAP sequene doesn't. In detail, MAP sym-
bol detetion strategy omputes, as a by-produt, the a posteriori probabilities
P (xn|y) whih an be onsidered as reliability estimates on the hosen symbols
xˆn; these estimates allow us to derive Soft-Input, Soft-Output (SISO) dete-
tion (or deoding) algorithms, neessary in order to implement iterative joint
detetion/deoding shemes.
In partiular, by employing the Bayes rule, we an express MAP symbol
strategy in (1.19) as
xˆn = argmax
xn
p(y|xn)P (xn) (1.21)
where P (xn) is the a priori probability of the symbol xn and we denote by
p(.) a probability density funtion (pdf). Thus, in order to satisfy the proposed
maximization algorithm, we need to ompute the pdf p(y|xn). If we onsider a
hannel with memory, whih an be desribed as a nite-state mahine (FSM),
whose state is denoted by σn, we an solve the MAP symbol problem by the
Bahl, Coke, Jelinek, Raviv (BCJR) algorithm [6℄, based on a probabilisti
derivation. In partiular, p(y|xn) expression is given by
p(y|xn) =
∑
σn
ηf,n(σn) ηb,n+1(σn+1)Fn(xn, σn) (1.22)
where
 the funtion Fn(xn, σn) is
Fn(xn, σn) , p(yn|xn, σn) (1.23)
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where yn is the vetor olleting all the suient statistis at the time
epoh n.
 ηf,n(σn) is alled forward metri and is dened as
ηf,n(σn) , p(y
n−1
0 |σn)P (xn) (1.24)
where we denote by yn2n1 the vetor olleting all statistis yn from n = n1
to n = n2.
 ηb,n+1(σn+1) is alled bakward metri and has expression
ηb,n+1(σn+1) , p(y
N−1
n+1 |σn+1) . (1.25)
Forward and bakward metris an be reursively omputed through the fol-
lowing forward and bakward reursions
ηf,n+1(σn+1) =
∑
xn
∑
σn
ηf,n(σn)Fn(xn, σn)P (xn) (1.26)
ηb,n(σn) =
∑
xn
∑
σn+1
ηb,n+1(σn+1)Fn(xn, σn)P (xn) . (1.27)
Hene the BCJR algorithm works in the following way:
 rst, forward and bakward metris ηf,n(σn) and ηb,n(σn) are omputed
by means of (1.24) and (1.25), for eah time epoh n and for eah state
value σn;
 then, the pdf p(y|xn) is derived by (1.22) exploiting ηf,n(σn), ηb,n(σn)
and Fn(xn, σn) values;
 nally, the MAP strategy (1.21) an be implemented by omputing the
a posteriori probabilities P (xn|y).
We refer to [6℄ for more detail on the BCJR algorithm derivation.
Typially, when symbols {xn} are generated from an M -ary alphabet, we
hoose the set {ℓa,n}a ofM−1 logarithmi ratios of the a posteriori probabilities
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P (xn|y), as the reliability estimates of the deision on the symbol xn. ℓa,n is
dened as
ℓa,n = log
P (xn = a|y)
P (xn = 0|y) (1.28)
where a ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M − 1}. ℓa,n is denoted as log-likelihood ratio (LLR).
1.3.2 Fator Graphs and Sum Produt Algorithm
The BCJR algorithm desribed in Setion 1.3.1, solves the MAP symbol dete-
tion problem. It an be alternatively derived by means of the Fator Graphs
(FG) and the Sum Produt Algorithm (SPA), presented in [7℄. These tools
are partiularly suited to nd the way a ompliated global funtion of many
variables fators as a produt of loal funtions, eah of whih depends on a
subset of the variables. This fatorization an be visualized with a FG, whih is
a bipartite graph that indiates whih variable is argument of whih loal fun-
tion. The SPA works on the FG and omputes the marginal funtions derived
from the global funtion.
Let x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) be a olletion of variables, where xi takes on
values on some (usually nite) domain Ai, and let f(x) a multivariate funtion.
Suppose that f(x) fators into a produt of several loal funtions fj, eah
having a subset xj of x, as argument:
f(x) =
∏
j∈J
fj(xj) (1.29)
where J is a disrete index set. A fator graph is a bipartite graph whih has
a variable node for eah variable xi, a fator node for eah funtion fj, and
an edge onneting variable node xi to funtion node fj if and only if xi is
an argument of fj. The SPA is dened by the omputation rules at variable
and at fator nodes and by a suitable node ativation shedule. Denoting by
µxi→fj(xi) a message sent from the variable node xi to the fator node fj, by
µfj→xi(xi) a message in the opposite diretion, and by Bi the set of funtions
fj having xi as argument, the message omputations performed at variable
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and fator nodes are, respetively [7℄
µxi→fj(xi) =
∏
h∈Bi\fj
µh→xi(xi) (1.30)
µfj→xi(xi) =
∑
∼{xi}
fj({y ∈ Bj}) ∏
y∈Bj\xi
µy→fj (y)

(1.31)
where we indiate by
∑
∼{xi} the summary operator, i.e., a sum over all vari-
ables exluding xi.
Thus, we an be fatorize the pmf P (x|y) in order to nd, through the
SPA, the marginal a posteriori probabilities P (xi|y), required by the MAP
symbol strategy (1.19). If the FG has yles, the SPA is inherently iterative
and onvergene to the exat marginal pmf is not guaranteed. Nevertheless, for
many relevant problems haraterized by FGs with yle, the SPA was found
to provide very good results and therefore it represents a viable solution to the
approximated marginalization of multivariate pmfs when exat alulation is
not feasible beause of omplexity.
Finally, we dene the message-passing shedule in the SPA as the spei-
ation of the order in whih messages are updated. In general, espeially for
graphs with yles, the so-alled ooding shedule is adopted [8℄: in eah iter-
ation, all variable nodes and subsequently all fator nodes, pass new messages
to their neighbors.
1.3.3 Iterative Joint Detetion/Deoding Shemes
When we onsider a ommuniation system haraterized by an error orret-
ing ode together with a hannel with memory, the ardinality of the over-
all system state an be very large, and thus, optimal MAP symbol detetion
strategy at the reeiver beomes unfeasible. In these ases, we an resort to a
suboptimal iterative joint detetion/deoding sheme, whih exhibits omputa-
tional omplexity absolutely lower than the omplexity of the optimal sheme,
but a performane whih tends to the optimal one (as veried by numerial
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results) [9℄. In partiular, here we desribe the operations of a serially onate-
nated sheme, whih is the sheme adopted in Chapters 3 and 4 for detetion
of CPM signal in the presene of an outer error orreting ode.
In an iterative onatenated joint detetion/deoding sheme, eah om-
ponent blok (i.e., the detetor and the deoder) works separately, by imple-
menting the MAP symbol strategy optimal for the single blok, assuming that
no other memory soures are present in the system. They employ a detetion
(deoding) algorithm based on the MAP symbol rule, whih provides reliability
estimates on the algorithm deisions (Setion 1.3.1), sine we need soft-output
deisions in order to onatenate the two bloks. In general, an iterative on-
atenated sheme is based on the following basi onept: eah omponent
blok exploits the suggestion provided by the other omponent blok, in or-
der to derive deisions whih beomes more reliable with the iteration. In
detail, a serially onatenated sheme works as follow. First of all, the dete-
tor performs an instane of the detetion algorithm, operating on the hannel
suient statistis y. Then, the soft-deisions it produes on eah symbol xn,
are forwarded to the deoder, whih employs the detetor a posteriori prob-
abilities, as a priori probabilities on {xn} while performing deoding. Thus,
it also produes soft-deisions on the xn symbols, whih are in turn passed
to the detetor. The detetor exploits suh reliability estimations as a priori
probabilities on {xn} and it starts a new iteration of the serially onatenated
sheme. The joint detetion/deoding strategy ontinues for a xed number of
yles; then, hard nal deisions on the symbols {xn} are derived.
In order to aelerate the onvergene of the iterative detetion/deoding
proess, eah omponent blok must reeive as input an information whih
is not self-produed. With this aim, in [10, 11℄ the onept of extrinsi infor-
mation is introdued, whih identies the reliability information produed by
a omponent blok whih does not depend on the information it reeived as
input. In detail, if we denote by ℓ outa,n the LLRs dened in (1.28), produed by
a blok and representing the reliability measure of a MAP symbol algorithm
on the deision on the symbol xn, the extrinsi information ℓ
e,out
a,n generated by
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suh blok, is given by
ℓ e,outa,n = ℓ
out
a,n − ℓ e,ina,n . (1.32)
The FG/SPA tool intrinsially propagates extrinsi information, as desribed
by (1.30)-(1.31).
Chapter 2
Capaity Evaluation for CPM
signals
2.1 Introdution
Continuous phase modulations (CPMs) form a lass of onstant envelope sig-
naling formats that are eient in power and bandwidth [1℄. In order to om-
pare CPMs against linear modulations, e.g., phase-shift keying (PSK) and
quadrature-amplitude modulations (QAMs), as well as to optimize the various
parameters whih desribe a CPM signal, namely phase response, alphabet
size, and modulation index, information theoreti arguments ould be used. In
partiular, the availability of expressions for the hannel apaity, in terms of
bits per hannel use, and bandwidth oupany of the signal, would allow to
evaluate the amount of b/s arried per band unit (Hz), whih is an important
omparison riterion for system designer. Unfortunately, neither losed-form
results for the apaity of a CPM signal nor simple expressions for its band-
width exist.
In [12℄ and [13℄ an analytial study of the information transfer over additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) hannels for envelope onstrained waveforms
under a xed bandwidth denition is desribed; however the results do not
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seem be immediately appliable to the CPMs. First results on CPMs apaity
are reported in [14℄, where they are presented to justify the hoose of a ertain
outer ode in a serially-onatenated CPM (SCCPM) sheme. The authors do
not desribe the method by whih CPM apaity is omputed and moreover,
the results they arry out do not math with results we will obtain in the
present work. In [15℄ multi-hannel apaity results are applied to the deom-
position [16℄ of CPM signal; unfortunately that method provides bounds too
loose on CPM apaity to be onsidered of pratial interest.
Finally in [17,18℄ and [19℄ CPM apaity is omputed by using the method
by Arnold and Loeliger in 2001 [20℄ and in 2006 [21℄. By this tehnique, the
information rate (IR) over a hannel with memory an be omputed by the
forward metri of a BCJR algorithm (explained in Setion 1.3.1) applied at
the output of suh a hannel. This work was presented in the ontext of linear
modulations over hannels with memory, but an be transposed to all hannels
with memory. Hene, representing CPM signals as a suitable nite-state, nite-
dimensional Markov proess (as done in Setion 1.2), it is possible to derive
the information rate of the hannel omposed by the onatenation of a CPM
modulator and an AWGN hannel. Moreover, in [19℄ the information rate of a
CPM signal is omputed in the presene of a phase noise (PN) proess, modeled
as a disrete time Wiener random proess, whih is a ommonly used model
in teleommuniation shemes.
The remainder of this hapter is organized as follows. First of all, we pro-
vide a more exhaustive desription of the algorithm proposed by Arnold and
Loeliger and we exploit it to derive the IR apaity of a CPM signal over an
AWGN hannel and over an AWGN hannel aeted by phase noise, modeled as
a disrete time Wiener proess. Then, we resort to a phase noise (PN) model of
pratial interest, i.e., the SATMODE phase noise model, whih impairs satel-
lite ommuniations haraterized by low-ost transmitter and reeiver. SAT-
MODE PN is a model usually employed to test the performane of DVB-RCS
(Digital Video Broadasting-Return Channel Satellite) systems. In partiular,
inspeting the phase noise power spetral density (PSD) [22℄, we see that the
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disrete-time phase proess an be well approximated by the sum of two 1st
order auto-regressive (AR1) proesses, and we derive CPM's IR in suh a se-
nario. Finally, we propose a novel iterative method, similar to the generalized
Blahut-Arimoto algorithm reently proposed by Kav£i  [23℄, to evaluate the
Markov apaity of a CPM signal over an AWGN hannel. One of the novelty
of our approah is that we maximize, with respet to the input distribution,
the spetral eieny in bps/Hz rather than the mutual information in bits per
hannel use. We address this problem by taking into aount the bandwidth
oupany of the CPM signal by means of the (properly modied) Carson's
rule bandwidth denition, and solving a linearly onstrained non-linear opti-
mization problem. The results show that Markov apaity obtained with the
proposed input optimization algorithm strongly outperforms the apaity for
independent and uniformly distributed inputs. In the numerial results, we
also onsider a proper bandwidth denition related to the spetral power on-
entration (SPC), although in this ase the optimization an be performed by
resorting to a brute-fore approah only.
2.2 Information Rate for Channel with Memory
2.2.1 Information Rate Denition
Mutual information rate I(X;Y ) quanties the amount of information that an
be transmitted over a hannel with input proess X and output proess Y and
it is expressed in bits per hannel use. In the following work we will fous on
the ase where both X and Y are disrete-time stationary sequenes (in general
not of the same length), denoted with x and y, respetively. From information
theory [24, 25℄, we know that for eah hannel I(x;y) an be expressed as
I(x;y) = h(x)− h(x|y)
[
b/s
Hz
]
(2.1)
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where h(x) is the dierential entropy rate of a soure generating the random
disrete-time stationary proess x
h(x) , −E[log2 p(x)] =
∫ +∞
−∞
p(x) log2
1
p(x)
dx (2.2)
and h(x|y) is the onditional dierential entropy rate of the hannel input
proess x given the hannel output y
h(x|y) , −E[log2 p(x|y)] =
∫ ∫ +∞
−∞
p(x,y) log2
1
p(x|y) dx dy (2.3)
whih depends only on the hannel harateristis (i.e., the transition proba-
bilities p(x|y)). It an be shown that (2.1) is equivalent to
I(x;y) = h(y) − h(y|x)
[
b/s
Hz
]
. (2.4)
2.2.2 Arnold and Loeliger Method
In [20,21,26℄, it is desribed a method to ompute the mutual information of a
nite-state hidden Markov model employing the forward reursion of the well-
known BCJR algorithm. Suh a method an be extended to all hannel models
with an innite number of states (for example an AWGN hannel aeted by
PN) nding an auxiliary nite-state hannel whih well approximates the real
hannel; hene the algorithm allows to ompute a lower limit of the atual
information rate, whih tends to suh value when the number of states of the
auxiliary hannel grows towards innity.
We now present the algorithm in [20℄. Given a ertain hannel input se-
quene xN0 , (x0, x1, . . . , xN ) and the orresponding output sequene y
N
0 ,
(y0, y1, . . . , yN ), the omputation of the dierential entropy rate h(y) and the
onditional dierential entropy rate h(y|x) in a simulation an be arried out
thanks to the Shannon-MMillian-Breimann theorem [25,27℄ whih ensures the
onvergene with probability one of
h(y) = − lim
N→+∞
1
N
E
[
log2 p(y
N
0 )
]
(2.5)
h(y|x) = − lim
N→+∞
1
N
E
[
log2 p(y
N
0 |xN0 )
]
(2.6)
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if xN0 and y
N
0 are stationary ergodi nite-state hidden Markov proesses. By
replaing (2.5) and (2.6) in (2.4), we get
I(x;y) = lim
N→+∞
1
N
E
[
log2
p(yN0 |xN0 )
p(yN0 )
]
. (2.7)
Hene, from (2.7) it is lear that in order to ompute the information rate it is
suient to obtain the values of the probability density funtions p(yN0 ) and
p(yN0 |xN0 ). Suh values an be eetively omputed by the forward reursion
of the BCJR algorithm, employed to implement a maximum a posteriori a
probability (MAP) symbol detetion strategy. In partiular, by dening σn the
hannel state, the forward message ηf,n(σn) is obtained as
ηf,n+1(σn+1) = p(yn, yn−1, ..., y1, σn+1)
=
∑
σn
p(yn0 , σn+1, σn)
=
∑
σn
p(yn|yn−10 , σn+1, σn)p(yn−10 , σn+1, σn)
=
∑
σn
p(yn|yn−10 , σn+1, σn)p(σn+1|σn)ηf,n(σn) (2.8)
as shown in [28℄. At the N -th time symbol interval, p(yN0 ) is obtained as the
sum of the state metris
p(yN0 ) =
∑
σN+1
ηf,N+1(σN+1). (2.9)
Finally, for evaluating the mean value of log2 p(y
N
0 ), we need to repeat the
simulation K times and, by denoting with ρn the p(y
N
0 ) measure at the n-th
simulation, we nd
E[log2 p(y
N
0 )] = lim
K→+∞
1
K
K∑
k=1
log2(ρk). (2.10)
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2.3 IR of CPMs over AWGN
The method desribed in Setion 2.2.2 an be applied to ompute the CPM
information rate for independent and uniformly distributed symbol input, over
AWGN hannel. In partiular, in suh a ase, the omplex envelope of the
reeived signal an be written as:
r(t) = s(t;x) + w(t) (2.11)
where s(t;x) is the CPM signal (1.1) and w(t) is a omplex-valued AWGN pro-
ess with independent omponents, eah with two-sided power spetral den-
sity N0. The value of N0 is assumed perfetly known at the reeiver
1
and we
also assume independent and uniformly distributed symbols x. Sine the han-
nel memory is onentrated in the CPM modulator whih is desribed as a
FSM model in Setion 1.2, the expression for σn is given by (1.18) and the
forward reursion we need to ompute in the Arnold and Loeliger method, is
the forward reursion ηf,n(σn) (2.17) of the MAP symbol detetion algorithm
we will desribe in Setion 2.3.1.
2.3.1 Optimal MAP Symbol Detetion
An overview of the optimal algorithm for MAP symbol detetion, whih turns
out to be an instane of the well-known BCJR algorithm [6℄, is given in the
following.
At eah time epoh n and for eah trial symbol xn and trial state σn, let
us dene
yn(xn, σn) ,
∫ (n+1)T
nT
r(t)s˜∗(t− nT ;xn, σn)dt
= e−jπn
∫ (n+1)T
nT
r(t)s¯∗(t− nT ;xn, ωn)dt (2.12)
1
The onstant amplitude of a CPM signal makes the detetion algorithm very robust
to a possibly inaurate estimate of the value of N0 [1℄. Hene, the hypothesis of a perfet
knowledge of N0 is not ritial.
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where s˜(t;xn, σn) is the CPM waveform in the interval [nT, (n + 1)T ] dened
in (1.16) and orresponding to the trial values of xn and σn, while s¯
∗(t;xn, ωn)
(dened in (1.17)) is the CPM waveform depending on just atual symbol
xn and orrelative state ωn. In pratie, samples {yn(xn, σn)} are obtained
by sampling, at symbol rate, the output of a bank of lters mathed to all
waveforms whih an our in a symbol interval. However, note that mathed
lters are ML instead of pML beause the CPM phase state is onstant over
a symbol interval [nT, (n+ 1)T ]; hene we need a mathed lter for eah of
ML ombinations of atual symbol xn and orrelative state ωn. The vetor y
olleting these samples gives a set of suient statistis for MAP symbol
detetion [1℄.
For eah symbol interval n, the MAP symbol detetion strategy provides
the symbol xn whih satisfy the following ondition (Setion 1.3.1)
xn = argmax
xˆn
P (xˆn|y) . (2.13)
The probabilities P (xˆn|y) an be obtained through the well-known BCJR algo-
rithm (see Setion 1.3.1). This algorithm an be derived in a probabilisti way,
as done in [6℄, but also thanks to FG and SPA, whih allow us to marginalize
the probability mass funtion (pmf) P (x,σ|y) with respet to eah variables
xn, where
x = (x0, x1, . . . , xN−1)
σ = (σ0, σ1, . . . , σN )
and y is the vetor olleting all the suient statistis yn(xn, σn) in (2.12),
with n from 0 to N . In partiular, we fatorize P (x,σ|y) as 2
P (x,σ|y) ∝ p(y|x,σ)P (σ|x)P (x)
= P (σ0)
N−1∏
n=0
Fn(xn, σn)T (xn, σn, σn+1)P (xn) (2.14)
2
The proportionality symbol ∝ is used when two quantities dier for a positive multi-
pliative fator, irrelevant for the detetion proess.
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xn
ηf,n+1
ηb,nσn σn+1
FnT
P (xn)
P (xn)
Pe(xn)
Figure 2.1: Fator graph of the optimal MAP symbol detetor in the n-th time
interval.
where T (xn, σn, σn+1) is the trellis indiator funtion, equal to one if xn, σn,
and σn+1 satisfy the trellis onstraints and to zero otherwise, and Fn(xn, σn)
is the branh metri funtion, dened as
Fn(xn, σn) = exp
[
1
N0
Re{yn(xn, σn)}
]
(2.15)
and where we have assumed independent information symbols
P (x) =
N−1∏
n=0
P (xn). (2.16)
In (2.14) we have introdued the following notation: P (·) indiates a pmf, while
p(·) indiates a probability density funtion (pdf).
Hene, we an drawn a fator graph whose setion at the n-th time inter-
val is represented in Fig 2.1, and by applying the SPA we derive the BCJR
algorithm, haraterized by the following forward and bakward reursions
ηf,n+1(σn+1) =
∑
αn
∑
σn
P (xn)T (xn, σn, σn+1)Fn(xn, σn)ηf,n(σn) (2.17)
ηb,n(σn) =
∑
αn
∑
σn+1
P (xn)T (xn, σn, σn+1)Fn(xn, σn)ηb,n+1(σn+1) (2.18)
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The state metris ηf,n(σn) and ηb,n(σn) have the following probabilisti mean-
ings
ηf,n(σn) ∝ P (σn|yn−10 ) (2.19)
ηb,n(σn) ∝ p(yN−1n |σn) (2.20)
where yn2n1 is the vetor olleting all samples {yn(αn, σn)} from time epoh n1
to time epoh n2. Hene, the metris ηf,0(σ0) and ηb,N (σN ) are initialized
aording to the available information on the atual rst state σ¯0 and last
state σ¯N . When σ¯0 (respetively, σ¯N ) is known at the reeiver, ηf,0(σ¯0) (respe-
tively, ηb,N (σ¯N )) an be set to one while the other metris ηf,0 (respetively,
ηb,N ) are initialized to zero. When σ¯0 (respetively, σ¯N ) is unknown at the
reeiver, all metris ηf,0 (respetively, ηb,N ) are initialized to the same value
this value is irrelevant for the detetion proess, provided that it is positive.
Finally, one performed both reursions, the extrinsi information Pe(xn) on
xn (dened as Pe(xn) = P (xn|y)/P (xn)) is omputed as follows
Pe(xn) ∝
∑
σn
∑
σn+1
T (xn, σn, σn+1)Fn(xn, σn)ηf,n(σn)ηb,n+1(σn+1) (2.21)
in the so-alled ompletion stage.
The number of trellis states an be onsidered as a measure of the om-
plexity of the BCJR algorithm. Hene, for a xed value of the frame length N ,
the omplexity results proportional to pML−1, making the implementation of
the BCJR algorithm impratial when large values of p, M , or L are onsid-
ered. On the other hand, large values of these parameters are of great interest
sine they often provide a better spetral/power eieny [1℄. The design of
redued-omplexity detetion algorithms for CPM formats haraterized by a
large number of states is addressed in Chapter 3.
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2.4 IR of CPMs over Channel Aeted by Phase
Noise
We now onsider the transmission of a CPM signal over a hannel aeted by
phase noise, for example a typial satellite hannel. We represent the phase
noise as a random phase rotation before the addition of independent AWGN.
This is the ase of a lot of hannels of pratial interest (as the forward and re-
turn links in satellite ommuniations). We assume that the dierene between
the phases of the transmitter and reeiver osillators is given by [∆f t+ θ(t)]
where ∆f is the arrier frequeny oset and will be onsidered null in the fol-
lowing work, while θ(t) is the PN, assumed a Gaussian zero-mean stationary
random proess. Hene, the omplex envelope of the reeived signal an be
modeled as
r(t) = s(t;x)ejθ(t) + w(t). (2.22)
In the following we will onsider two models for the random proess θ(t): the
Wiener PN, whih is ommonly assumed in literature and a more realisti
model, i.e., the SATMODE phase noise, whih impairs satellite ommunia-
tions those haraterized by low-ost equipment and whose PSD mask is pro-
vided in the report [22℄. For eah model, we will provide a tehnique to evaluate
the ultimate performane limits in order to quantify the information rate loss
with respet to the CPM transmission over a oherent AWGN hannel.
2.4.1 Wiener Phase Noise Model
We model the PN θ(t) as a time-ontinuous Wiener proess [29, 30℄, whih
is a random proess dened as having zero-mean normally distributed phase
inrements [θ(t2) − θ(t1)] over any interval [t1, t2] and independent phase in-
rements over disjoint time intervals. We assume an inremental variane over
a signaling interval equal to σ2∆ and also assume that the hannel phase θ(t)
is slowly varying suh that it an be onsidered onstant over a symbol time
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T . In other words we assume that the output of the mathed lters is∫ (n+1)T
nT
r(t)s˜∗(t− nT ;xn, σn)e−jθ(t)dt
= e−jθne−jπn
∫ (n+1)T
nT
r(t)s¯∗(t− nT ;xn, ωn)ej[θn−θ(t)]dt
≃ e−jθn
∫ (n+1)T
nT
r(t)s¯∗(t− nT ;xn, ωn) dt = yn(xn, σn)e−jθn (2.23)
where yn(xn, σn) dened in (2.12) is the output of a bank of mathed lters for
an AWGN hannel, θn , θ(nT ) and we assume θn− θ(t) ≃ 0 in [nT, (n+1)T ],
for the slowly varying assumption. From (2.23), only the samples of θ(t) at
disrete-time nT are signiant. These samples satisfy the disrete-time Wiener
model:
θn+1 = θn +∆n (2.24)
where {∆n} are real independent and identially distributed Gaussian random
variables with zero mean and standard deviation σ∆, and θ0 is assumed uni-
formly distributed in [0, 2π). It is worth noting that, having assumed zero-mean
inrements ∆n, we pratially assumed a perfet arrier frequeny synhroniza-
tion (i.e., ∆f = 0 as already stated in Setion 2.4).
The advantage of having a disrete time PN model, applied before the
additive thermal noise, is that we an dene an overall system state, omposed
by the CPM modulator state and by the hannel state, represented by the PN
sample θn. However, sine θn may assume with ontinuity all values between
0 and 2π, the ardinality of the overall system state is innite. Hene, in
order to apply the Arnold and Loeliger algorithm, at the reeiver we evaluate
the forward reursion ηf,n(σn) of a BCJR algorithm mathed to an auxiliary
nite-state hannel obtained by disretizing the phase θn. Suh an algorithm is
dened as the DP-BCJR (i.e., disretized-phase BCJR) and it is desribed in
Setion 2.4.3. In partiular, omputing the forward reursion of DP-BCJR, we
evaluate the information rate of the auxiliary hannel instead of the information
rate of the real hannel with ontinuous PN. In other words there is a mismath
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between the hannel and the reeiver and what we obtain is a lower limit on
the real IR, representing the maximum ahievable bits per hannel use we an
transmit over the hannel, when the DP-BCJR detetor is employed. However,
inreasing the number of quantization levels towards innity, the auxiliary
nite-state hannel tends to the real one and hene, the IR value we ompute
tends to the IR of the real hannel.
2.4.2 SATMODE Phase Noise Model
We now onsider a more realisti PN model, i.e., the SATMODE phase noise
whih aets the satellite ommuniation systems with low-ost equipment [22℄.
Its power spetral density is known and it is represented in Table. 2.1. Even if
in priniple that mask refers to the phasor ejθ(t), it has been assumed that it
approximately orresponds to the PSD of the phase proess θ(t). In order to
Frequeny [Hz℄ PSD [dB/Hz℄
101 -23
102 -48
103 -68
104 -68
105 -80
106 -100
Table 2.1: SATMODE PSD of the ontinuous-time phase proess θ(t).
ompute the IR for CPM modulation shemes over SATMODE hannel and
to derive some mathed detetion algorithms, we need to derive a nite-order
statistial desription of the PN. Sine we want to deal with a disrete-time
proess, we sample the phase proess with a sampling period TS = 10
−7
in
order to avoid aliasing; hene we obtain a disrete-time proess with the same
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Figure 2.2: SATMODE PSD of the ontinuous-time phase proess θ(t).
PSD mask of the ontinuous-time proess.
By analyzing the SATMODE PSD, represented in Fig 2.2, we note that the
mask an be seen as the sum of two dierent slopes and hene the PN proess
an be well approximated as the sum of two 1st order auto-regressive (AR1)
Gaussian proesses, instead of just one AR1. In detail, one AR1 desribes
the PN behaviour at low frequenies (slow proess haraterized by higher
power) while the other one represents the PN at higher frequenies (fast proess
haraterized by lower power).
In general a Gaussian AR1 proess is dened as
uk = auk−1 + va,k (2.25)
where va,k are zero-mean independent and identially distributed Gaussian
random variables, with variane σ2v and where a is a real value suh that
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|a| < 1 (to ensure stability). The variane of uk is then represented by
σ2a , E
{|uk|2} = σ2v
1− a2 (2.26)
and its PSD is
Su(f) =
σ2a (i− a2)
1 + a2 − 2a cos(2πfTS) , f ∈
[
− 1
2TS
,
1
2TS
]
. (2.27)
Thus, in our ase we have
θk , ua,k + ub,k (2.28)
where
ua,k = aua,k−1 + va,k
ub,k = b ub,k−1 + vb,k.
(2.29)
Hene, our aim is to nd the four parameters a, b, σ2a, σ
2
b suh that the target
PSD of the disrete-time phase proess (Fig 2.2) is well approximated by
Sθ(f) =
σ2a (i− a2)
1 + a2 − 2a cos(2πfTS) +
σ2b (i− b2)
1 + b2 − 2b cos(2πfTS) , (2.30)
f ∈
[
− 1
2TS
,
1
2TS
]
.
In Fig 2.3 we report the SATMODE PSD mask along with the PSDs resulting
from the double-AR1 approximations with three dierent set of parameters,
reported in Table 2.2. The approximations denoted as UB (upper bound)
and LB (lower bound) represent respetively an overestimated and an un-
derestimated approximation of the target PSD, while the IA (intermediate
approximation) is a PSD representation falling between the two extreme rep-
resentations. From now on, the PN random proess will be always generated
aording to the IA double-AR1 approximations. Moreover, sine the PSD of
the oversampled disrete-time phase proess we generate by suh parameters
is equal to that of the ontinuous-time proess up to 1/TS , we will denote
suh PN generation method as the ontinuous-time (CT) generation, in on-
trast with the symbol-time generation (ST) we will desribe in the following.
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a σ2a b σ
2
b
LB 1− 10−7 1.40 0.980 8 · 10−3
IA 1− 10−7 2.45 0.985 16.2 · 10−3
UB 1− 10−6 1.00 0.987 2 · 10−2
Table 2.2: Parameters of the oversampled ontinuous-time phase noise double-
AR1 approximation.
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Figure 2.3: SATMODE PSD mask and PSDs obtained from various double-
AR1 approximations.
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Figure 2.4: PSDs of slow and fast AR1 obtained with IA parameters.
In order to better understand the eets of the two PN omponents, we re-
port two gures. In the rst one, Fig 2.4, we see the PSD of eah single AR1
omponents evaluated by replaing in (2.27) the IA parameters of Table 2.2:
if one AR1 (denoted by a) determines the resulting phase noise PSD at lower
frequenies, the other one (denoted by b) determines the phase noise PSD at
higher frequenies. Fig 2.5 shows the time-domain snapshot of the two om-
ponents of the ontinuous-time phase noise θ(t), i.e., the slow one and the fast
one, generated following the double-AR1 approximations with IA parameters
of Table 2.2. The behaviour of the two PN omponents is lear: the fast om-
ponent is aeted by very quik and low power utuations, while the slow
omponent is haraterized by high variane and slow utuations. Note that
in pratie it is very diult to trak the faster omponent, therefore it is
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Figure 2.5: Time snapshot of the two phase noise AR1 omponents, generated
aording to the IA parameters.
the major reason of performane degradation. We disuss in the following, the
eet of phase noise on digital ommuniations. Given the CPM signal (1.1),
the useful reeived signal is
r(t) = s(t;x)ejθ(t) .
We do not are about thermal noise sine its statistis are not aeted by PN.
At the k-th symbol interval the output of the bank of mathed lters is
e−jπn
∫ (n+1)T
nT
s(t;x)s¯∗(t− nT ;xn, ωn)e−jθ(t)dt (2.31)
where the CPM waveform s¯∗(t−nT ;xn, ωn) and the phase state πn are dened
in (1.17) and (1.5) respetively. Due to the presene of the PN θ(t), the output
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of the mathed lter s¯∗(−t;xn, ωn) is no more a suient statisti but it is
a orrupted version of the suient statisti yn(xn, σn) dened in (2.12). In
other words, the phase noise auses a sort of inter-symbol interferene (ISI)
whih, in priniple, an have an extremely harmful eet when a reeiver that
neglets it is employed.
However, we veried that this is not the ase in all senarios of interest (as
shown later). Hene, we neglet its eet and we also provide a dierent PN
generation, denoted as symbol-time (ST) generation, by whih just one sample
is generated at eah symbol interval, without taking into aount the mathed
ltering distortion presents in the ontinuous-time (CT) generation. Then the
mathed lters output (2.31) an be approximated as
e−jπn
∫ (n+1)T
nT
s(t;x)s¯∗(t− nT ;xn, ωn)ejθ(t)dt ≃ yn(xn, σn)ejψn (2.32)
where
ψn =
1
T
∫ (n+1)T
nT
θ(t)dt. (2.33)
Thus the PN proess at symbol time is approximately a windowed and down-
sampled version of the original PN proess. In order to obtain a statistial
haraterization of ψn as done for the ontinuous-time proess θ(t), we derive
the autoorrelation funtion (ACF) of ψn
Rψ(m) = E {ψnψn−m} . (2.34)
In Fig 2.6 the autoorrelation funtion (2.34) for a signal rate of 256 kBaud
is arried out by numerial simulation: we have generated various θ(t) se-
quenes employing IA parameters, derived the orresponding ψn sequenes
following (2.33) when the symbol rate is R = 1/T = 256 kBaud and then
omputed Rψ(m) by averaging over all simulated ψn sequenes. We note from
Fig 2.6 that the symbol-time phase noise proess ψn an again be approxi-
mated as the sum of two independent AR1 proesses, a slowly varying (i.e.,
highly orrelated) omponent and a rapidly varying and low variane ompo-
nent. The set of parameters a, b, σ2a, σ
2
b by whih we derived the ACF in Fig 2.6
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Figure 2.6: Autoorrelation funtion of the ontinuous-time PN proess θ(t)
and of the symbol-time PN proess ψn at 256 kBaud.
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are listed in Table 2.3, together with the same parameters obtained for a set
of seleted baudrates. As mentioned, the major reason of performane degra-
Baudrate [KBaud℄ a σ2a b σ
2
b
64 1− 1.76 · 10−5 2.163 0.263 8.51 · 10−3
128 1− 8.9 · 10−6 2.143 0.447 1.150 · 10−2
256 1− 4.45 · 10−6 2.136 0.604 1.399 · 10−2
512 1− 2.15 · 10−6 2.140 0.758 1.558 · 10−2
1024 1− 1.05 · 10−6 2.126 0.871 1.611 · 10−2
2048 1− 4.7 · 10−7 2.144 0.942 1.609 · 10−2
Table 2.3: Parameters of the symbol-time phase noise double-AR1 approxima-
tion, provided for dierent baudrate values.
dation is the faster omponent, whih is very diult to trak. For example,
from Fig. 2.6 it is lear that suh a omponent at 256 KBaud has a standard
deviation of about 4 degrees and the orresponding samples at symbol-time
are almost independent.
Taking advantage of the double-AR1 PN desription, it is interesting to
investigate the IR of a hannel aeted by SATMODE phase noise, in order
to quantify the mutual information rate loss due to suh a PN. In partiular
we evaluate IR aording to the Arnold and Loeliger method, for dierent
hannel representations and dierent detetion algorithms (neessary for the
forward metri omputation). In partiular, we onsider two possible hannel
generation models:
 the real hannel, whih works in a pratially ontinuous-time setting
(i.e., sampling time 10−7 s), by adding an oversampled version of the PN
proess θ(t) generated aording to the CT double-AR1 approximation,
with IA set of parameters; in suh a ase an ISI eet on the suient
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statistis may ours;
 the auxiliary hannel, whih introdues a disrete-time PN proess ψn
onstant over eah symbol period and following the ST double-AR1 ap-
proximation.
The detetion algorithms we propose are all based on MAP symbol dete-
tion, but in general they annot be mathed to the hannel generation model.
Moreover they are all derived following a Bayesian approah, i.e., we assume
a proper probabilisti model for the phase noise {θn}, and we exploit it for
deriving algorithms for MAP symbol detetion. In detail we onsider:
 DP-BCJR, already antiipated in Setion 2.4.1 and detailed in Setion 2.4.3;
in the algorithm derivation we onsider a rst order auto-regressive PN
model or a Wiener PN model.
 Double-DP-BCJR, whih is a generalization (provided in Setion 2.4.3)
of the DP-BCJR; in the algorithm derivation we onsider two rst order
auto-regressive omponents for the PN model and not just one;
 Improved-DP-BCJR (Setion 2.4.3), whih assumes both the two AR1
omponents, but onsiders all the sample of one omponent (the faster
one) independent to eah others.
We note that when the real hannel generated by the CT double-AR1 approx-
imation is onsidered, there is no one detetor that an be onsidered mathed
to the hannel sine all algorithms are based on a phase disretization teh-
nique (even if the number of levels is very large) and all algorithms onsider
just one PN sample for eah symbol interval (and not a ontinuous-time gen-
eration). However it is interesting to evaluate the IR for the real hannel with
the Double-DP-BCJR in order to quantify the eet of the ISI distortion. On
the other hand, when we take into aount the ST hannel generation, exept
for the phase disretization (whih auses just a little mismath between the
detetor and the hannel model), the double-DP-BCJR is the optimum one
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in the MAP sense. Moreover, it is interesting also to evaluate the IR by a
DP-BCJR operating over a CT or ST hannel generation, sine we derive the
maximum performane we an ahieve, when employing a detetion algorithm
arried out by starting from a single rst order PN model (Wiener or AR1),
over a hannel aeted by SATMODE PN. Finally, the third type of detetor
is partiularly suitable to ompute the IR for double-AR1 PN generation at
low baudrate values. Looking to the double-AR1 parameters in Table 2.3 at
64 kBaud, for example, we see that the fast omponents exhibits a b value so
lose to zero that in the detetor derivation, we an onsider its orresponding
PN samples as almost independent. In suh a way, in the detetion deriva-
tion, we take into aount both the two AR1 omponent but we also ahieve
a redution in the detetor omplexity.
2.4.3 Detetors for IR Computation over Channels Aeted
by Phase Noise
All the following algorithms are derived by a Bayesian approah, and based
on the trellis of optimal detetion algorithm for CPM over AWGN hannel,
reported in Setion 2.3.1.
DP-BCJR (DP)
We take into aount the PN hannel model (2.22) where the ontinuous-time
proess θ(t) is a Wiener proess. Assuming the PN is slowly varying with
respet to the symbol interval T (as done in Setion 2.4.1), (2.22) in the n-th
interval an be approximated as
r(t) ≃ s(t;x)ejθn + w(t) , t ∈ [nT, (n+ 1)T ) (2.35)
where θn represents a disrete-time Wiener proess (2.24). In that ase, the
overall system state is omposed by the CPM state σn and the phase value θn.
We projet the reeiver signal r(t) onto the orthonormal basis by means of
mathed lters; hene for eah trial symbol xn, eah trial CPM state σn and
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trial phase value θn, we dene the sample rn(xn, σn, θn) as
rn(xn, σn, θn) ,
∫ (n+1)T
nT
r(t)s˜∗(t− nT ;xn, σn)e−jθndt
= yn(xn, σn)e
−jθn
(2.36)
where the vetor y olleting yn(xn, σn) (2.12) represents a set of suient
statisti of the reeived signal.
3
Finally we all r the vetor olleting the
sample rn(xn, σn, θn) for eah trial symbol xn, eah trial CPM state σn, and
phase value θn, and eah disrete-time instant.
We now derive the MAP symbol detetion through FG and SPA. To this
purpose, we rst fatorize the joint distribution p(x,σ,θ|r) as
p(x,σ,θ|r) ∝ p(r|x,σ,θ)P (σ|x)P (x)p(θ) (2.37)
= P (σ0)P (θ0)
N−1∏
n=0
Fn(xn, σn, θn)T (xn, σn, σn+1)P (xn)p(θn+1|θn)
where θ ollets θn samples (n from 0 to N), T (xn, σn, σn+1) is an indiator
funtion, equal to one if xn, σn and σn+1 satisfy the CPM trellis onstraints
and to zero otherwise, and Fn(xn, σn, θn) is the branh metri funtion, dened
as
Fn(xn, σn, θn) = exp
[
1
N0
Re
{
yn(xn, σn)e
−jθn
}]
. (2.38)
Finally, as stated in Setion 2.4.1, p(θn+1|θn) in (2.37) is a Gaussian pdf4
p(θn+1|θn) = 1√
2πσ2∆
exp
{
−(θn+1 − θn)
2
2σ2∆
}
. (2.39)
In order to have a nite state representation for suh a hannel, we disretize
the values that samples θn may assume. Obviously, we are approximating the
3
Note that also in this ase, as well as in the oherent optimal detetor, the vetor y is
obtained from a set of just ML lters.
4
Note that, sine the hannel phase is dened modulo 2pi, the probability density funtion
p(θn+1|θn) an be approximated as Gaussian only if σ∆ ≪ 2pi.
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Figure 2.7: Fator graph of DP-BCJR in the n-th time-interval.
real hannel and, by inreasing the number of quantization levels, better ap-
proximations an be ahieved at the prie of a greater hannel state ardinality.
In partiular, we propose an uniform disretization, by whih samples θn are
onsidered belonging to the below alphabet
θn ∈
{
0,
2π
D
, 2
2π
D
, . . . , (D − 1)2π
D
}
(2.40)
whereD is the number of quantization levels. Hene, the pdf p(θn+1|θn) in (2.39)
must replaed by the pmf Pθ(θn+1|θn), whih an be hosen for example as:
Pθ(θn+1|θn) =
∫ θn+1+ πD
θn+1− πD
1√
2πσ2∆
exp
{
−(x− θn)
2
2σ2∆
}
dx . (2.41)
The FG orresponding to (2.37) has yles. However, by lustering [7℄ the
variables θn and σn, we obtain the FG in Fig. 2.7. Thus, by applying to it the
SPA by using a non-iterative forward-bakward shedule, we obtain the exat
a posteriori probabilities P (xn|r) neessary to implement the MAP symbol
detetion strategy. With referene to the messages in Fig. 2.7, the resulting
forwardbakward algorithm is haraterized by the following reursions and
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ompletion:
ηf,n+1(σn+1, θn+1) =
∑
σn
∑
θn
∑
xn
P (xn)Fn(xn, σn, θn)T (xn, σn, σn+1)
Pθ(θn+1|θn)ηf,n(σn, θn)
(2.42)
ηb,n+1(σn, θn) =
∑
σn+1
∑
θn+1
∑
xn
P (xn)Fn(xn, σn, θn)T (xn, σn, σn+1)
Pθ(θn+1|θn)ηb,n+1(σn+1, θn+1)
(2.43)
Pe(xn) ∝
∑
σn
∑
σn+1
∑
θn
∑
θn+1
Fn(xn, σn, θn)T (xn, σn, σn+1)Pθ(θn+1|θn)
ηf,n(σn, θn)ηb,n+1(σn+1, θn+1)
(2.44)
with the following initial onditions for the two reursions: ηf,0(σ0, θ0) =
P (σ0)/(2π) and ηb,N (σN , θN ) = P (σN )/(2π). It is lear that a better approx-
imation of the real hannel, whih is ahieved by inreasing the number of
quantization levels D, determines also an inreased detetion omplexity, sine
the ardinality of the trellis state (σn, θn) is proportional to DpM
L−1
.
Finally, we an extend the DP-BCJR algorithm to all ases in whih the
disrete-time PN proess is a Gaussian AR1 model (2.25). In suh a ase, it is
suient to replae the pmf Pθ(θn+1|θn) in (2.41) by
Pθ(θn+1|θn) =
∫ θn+1+ πD
θn+1− πD
1√
2π(1− a2)σ2a
exp
{
− (x− a θn)
2
2(1− a2)σ2a
}
dx . (2.45)
Double-DP-BCJR (D-DP)
We now onsider the double-AR1 phase noise model desribed in Setion 2.4.2.
Thus, the above DP-BCJR algorithm derivation an be generalized to the ase
of a hannel whose PN model is given by the sum of two disrete-time proesses
θ
(a)
n and θ
(b)
n for whih the following reursive denitions exist
θ
(a)
n+1 = a θ
(a)
n + v
(a)
n (2.46)
θ
(b)
n+1 = b θ
(b)
n + v
(b)
n (2.47)
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Figure 2.8: FG of Double-DP-BCJR detetor in the n-th time-interval.
where v
(a)
n and v
(b)
n are independent and identially distributed Gaussian zero-
mean random variables of variane (1−a2)σ2a and (1−b2)σ2b , respetively. Also
in this ase, the two phase values an be uniformly disretized in the domain
and we denote by Da and Db the number of quantization levels for θ
(a)
n and
θ
(b)
n , respetively.
In order to apply the MAP symbol detetion strategy, we fatorize the
global pmf P (x,σ,θ(a),θ(b)|r) in a way similar to (2.37) and we derive the FG
in Fig. 2.8. The SPA allows us to ompute the two reursions and ompletion;
here we report just the expression for the forward reursion:
ηf,n+1(σn+1, θ
(a)
n+1, θ
(b)
n+1) =
∑
σn
∑
θ
(a)
n
∑
θ
(b)
n
∑
xn
Fn(xn, σn, θ
(a)
n , θ
(b)
n )T (xn, σn, σn+1)
P (xn)P
(a)
θ (θ
(a)
n+1|θ(a)n )P (b)θ (θ(b)n+1|θ(b)n )ηf,n(σn, θ(a)n , θ(b)n )
(2.48)
where we have dened
Fn(xn, σn, θ
(a)
n , θ
(b)
n ) = exp
[
1
N0
Re
{
yn(xn, σn)e
−j(θ(a)n +θ(b)n )
}]
(2.49)
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and P
(a)
θ (θ
(a)
n+1|θ(a)n ), P (b)θ (θ
(b)
n+1|θ(b)n ) are the pmfs desribing the hannel phase
transition, dened as in (2.45).
In suh a ase, the trellis state is (σn+1, θ
(a)
n+1, θ
(b)
n+1) and its ardinality
results DaDb pM
L
.
Improved-DP-BCJR (I-DP)
Looking at the parameters desribing the faster PN omponent in Table 2.3,
we see that its b parameter is very lose to zero, espeially for low baudrate
values. In other words, PN samples θ
(b)
n an be onsidered independent from
eah other and we assume the following model:
θ(b)n = v
(b)
n (2.50)
obtained replaing b = 0 in (2.46); hene
P (θ(b)n ) =
N−1∏
n=0
P
(b)
θ (θ
(b)
n ) . (2.51)
where P
(b)
θ (θ
(b)
n ) expression is equivalent to (2.45) with a = 0. By fatorizing
the pmf P (x,σ,θ(a),θ(b)|r), we derive a new detetion algorithm based on
assumption (2.50), whose fator graph is provided in Fig 2.9. The forward
reursion expression obtained thought the SPA is
ηf,n+1(σn+1, θ
(a)
n+1) =
∑
σn
∑
θ
(a)
n
∑
xn
P (xn)F
(a)
n (xn, σn, θ
(a)
n )T (xn, σn, σn+1)
P
(a)
θ (θ
(a)
n+1|θ(a)n )ηf,n(σn, θ(a)n ).
(2.52)
where the branh metri is
F (a)n (xn, σn, θ
(a)
n ) ,
∑
θ
(b)
n
Fn(xn, σn, θ
(a)
n , θ
(b)
n )P
(b)
θ (θ
(b)
n ) (2.53)
and Fn(xn, σn, θ
(a)
n , θ
(b)
n ) is provided in (2.49). Hene, we an see that employing
the assumption in (2.50), the double-DP-BCJR omplexity is redued sine
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Figure 2.9: FG of I-DP-BCJR detetor in the n-th time-interval.
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here the trellis state is the same of the DP-BCJR, i.e. (σn, θ
(a)
n ). However,
with respet to the DP-BCJR algorithm we take into aount a seond PN
omponent, θ
(b)
n , independent from eah interval n, and so the branh metri
omputation is inreased (see (2.53)).
2.4.4 Numerial results
In the following, we show some numerial results assoiated to the IR ompu-
tation method desribed until now. We will onsider IR of two CPM shemes
over AWGN hannel (urves denoted as oherent) as well as over hannels af-
feted by Wiener PN or by SATMODE PN. As already stated in Setion 2.4.2,
in the latter ase we will onsider two possible phase noise generation methods,
i.e., the ontinuous-time (CT) generation and the symbol-time (ST) genera-
tion, and we will ompute IR with three dierent types of detetors, the DP,
the D-DP and the I-DP (derived in Setion 2.4.3). In suh a way we derive
not the real IR, but just a lower bound on it, whih represents the maximum
information rate onstrained to the employed detetor. Suh a tehnique is
very useful in order to understand what is the maximum performane we an
expet from various detetors.
We start by illustrating the information rate of a binary CPM format with
L = 2, raised-osine frequeny pulse (2-RC) modulation sheme with h = 1/3.
In all the proposed gures, we will report on the y-axis the information rate
expressed in b/h.use and on the x-axis Eb/N0, Eb being the reeived energy
per information bit. In Fig. 2.10, we provide the IR urve for a Wiener hannel
with standard deviation σ∆ = 5 degrees and we use the DP-BCJR detetor
mathed to the hannel (σ∆ = 5) degrees also for the PN model employed in the
detetor derivation. We note that no perfet mathing between the hannel and
the detetor an be ahieved, sine the hannel generates PN samples belonging
to the ontinuous range [0, 2π), while the detetor assumes disretized PN
values. Sine a mismath is always present for all ouples hannel-detetor we
an take into aount, we introdue a parameter NI whih is a onstant (lower
than one) by whih we multiply the thermal noise variane N0 in all the branh
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Figure 2.10: Information rate for a binary modulation with 2-RC h = 1/3 and
D-DP detetor.
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metris omputation (see (2.38), (2.49), (2.53)). In suh a way, we onsider the
mismath by reduing the reliability of the detetor deisions and, by properly
optimizing the parameter NI , we an inrease the IR. The obtained IR is still
ahievable by the detetor whih onsiders a redued thermal noise variane. In
the detetor assoiated to the Wiener hannel in Fig 2.10, we hoose NI = 10
−2
and D = 101 quantization levels. The information rate loss with respet to the
oherent hannel (i.e., the IR loss due to the PN) an be of approximately
1 dB at high IR values. In Fig. 2.10 we also onsider SATMODE PN model
CT generated and ST generated, a symbol frequeny of 64 kBaud and the
D-DP detetor. In both ases we disretize the two PN omponents in two
dierent ways. For the slow omponent we uniformly disretized the interval
[−π, π) with Da = 157 levels, while for the fast omponent we adopt a non
uniform disretization, but thiker around the origin. For suh a omponent
just Db = 19 levels are suient. Hene, looking at the two urves obtained
when we onsider CT and ST double-AR1 PN generation and D-DP detetor,
we an verify that the IR loss due to the PN is pratially negligible (0.1 dB or
less). We understand that the ISI eet, present in the CT generation ase, is
not relevant, sine the urve orresponding to suh a ase is almost overlapped
to the urve assoiated to the ST ase. So in the following we will always
onsider just the ST double-AR1 model. In onlusion, when we employ a D-
DP detetor, we see that in priniple we an ahieve almost the same IR of the
AWGN hannel. However, the omputational omplexity (i.e., the number of
trellis state) of the D-DP is too high and hene suh a detetor annot be of
pratial interest.
Thus, in Fig. 2.11 we resort to some simplied detetors for the same se-
nario of Fig. 2.10. In detail, we generate the PN following the ST double-AR1
generation model but we employ a simple DP detetor (with D = 157 quan-
tization levels, NI = 10
−1
and a = 1 − 18 · 10−6 and σ2a = 2.1625). We have
a redution in the omputational omplexity of the detetor but we pay the
strong mismath between the hannel and the detetor in terms of about than
0.5 dB of IR. Moreover, from Fig 2.12 we see that IR onstrained to the DP
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Figure 2.11: Information rate for a binary modulation with 2-RC h = 1/3 and
DP and I-DP detetors.
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is just few tenths of dB far from IR onstrained to the D-DP, so we onlude
that a simplied detetor based on a single rst-order phase noise model (see
for example the MM-DP algorithm in Setion 4.4.2) an ahieve approximately
the same performane of a more omplex algorithm base on D-DP. When we
employ a I-DP, with D = 157 quantization levels for the slow omponent, we
derive an IR slightly greater than the IR onstrained to the DP. In other words,
by simply inreasing the branh metri omputation of the DP (as done in the
I-DP algorithm), we annot reover the few tenths of dB whih separate the
IR urve onstrained to the DP, from that one onstrained to the D-DP. Fi-
nally, in Fig. 2.11 we also onsider the ase in whih both the hannel and the
detetor are based on a single-AR1 PN model, whih is in turn mathed to the
slow or to the fast SATMODE PN omponents. We an see that the IR urves
of both the slow and the fast omponents are pratially overlapped to the IR
urve of the oherent ase. Hene, for the lowest spetral eient CPM for-
mat we have onsidered, both omponents an be traked by a detetor based
on a single-AR1 PN model mathed to the hannel; that result was expeted,
sine also the performane of the D-DP detetor in Fig. 2.10 is approximately
overlapped to the oherent urve.
We now onsider a more spetrally eient CPM sheme: a quaternary
2-RC with h = 1/5 and with symbol frequeny of 64 kBaud. In Fig. 2.13, we
present, for suh a quaternary sheme, the same urves reported in Fig. 2.10.
Also in this ase, the larger IR loss (from 1 to 2 dB) is exhibited by the Wiener
hannel, with σ∆ = 5 both in the hannel and in the DP detetor (NI = 10
−2
and D = 101 quantization levels). The IR onstrained to the D-DP detetor
(with Da = 101 and Db = 19) is less than one half dB (0.2 dB approximately)
from the oherent IR, both for the hannel with CT PN generation and for the
hannel with ST PN generation. Also in this ase we an neglet the distortion
eet due to the ontinuous-time PN generation (sine the urve related to
the CT ase is overlapped to the ST urve), and with a D-DP detetor we an
obtain a performane quite lose to the oherent one.
In Fig. 2.14, we take into aount redued-omplexity detetors. First of
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Figure 2.12: Information rate for a binary modulation with 2-RC h = 1/3:
omparison between D-DP and DP detetors.
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Figure 2.13: Information rate for a quaternary modulation with 2-RC h = 1/5
and D-DP dete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Figure 2.14: Information rate for a quaternary modulation with 2-RC h = 1/5
and DP and I-DP detetors.
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all, by omparing the IR urves obtained by the DP detetor operating over
a hannel aeted by just one PN omponent (with Da = 157 for the slow
omponent and Db = 19 for the fast one), we derive that while the slow om-
ponent is perfetly traked by the DP detetor (and thus its IR is the same of
the oherent ase), the urve related to the fast omponent is slightly separated
from the oherent one. Hene we derive that fast AR1 PN proess is harder
to be traked, and it is the only ause of the the 0.2 dB of IR loss of D-DP
detetor, remarked in Fig. 2.13.
If we employ a simple DP algorithm (with D = 157 quantization levels,
NI = 10
−1
and a = 1 − 18 · 10−6 and σ2a = 2.1625) on the double-AR1 PN
hannel, the IR loss with respet to the oherent IR is approximately double
of the IR onstrained to the D-DP, as depited in Fig. 2.15. Moreover, IR
onstrained to the DP degrades at large IR values, and the loss beomes almost
1 dB. Thus, passing from a omplex D-DP detetor to a simpler DP detetor,
we expet a BER performane degradation. We take into aount the I-DP
algorithm (with Da = 157) and also in that ase it does not improve the DP
performane.
Finally in Fig. 2.16 and 2.17, we present the same urves of Fig. 2.14 for
two dierent symbol rate frequenies, 256 and 2048 kBaud. What is relevant
is the ase at 256 kBaud, where we an see that the IR degradation related
to DP detetion of just the fast omponent, is greater than its ounterpart at
the 64 kBaud (of Fig. 2.14). This is an unexpeted result, sine in general the
phase noise impairment is stronger at lower baudrates.
2.5 Capaity Improvement: Shaper-Preoder Opti-
mization
In previous Setions, we derived algorithms to ompute IR for CPM signals by
assuming information symbols {xn} independent and with the same probabil-
ity, so that the a priori probability P (xN−10 ) of the information sequene x
N−1
0
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Figure 2.15: Information rate for a quaternary modulation with 2-RC h = 1/5:
omparison between D-DP and DP detetors.
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Figure 2.16: Information rate for a quaternary modulation with 2-RC h = 1/5
and DP and I-DP detetors at 256 kBaud.
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Figure 2.17: Information rate for a quaternary modulation with 2-RC h = 1/5
and DP and I-DP detetors at 2048 kBaud.
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an be fatorized as
P (xN−10 ) =
N−1∏
k=0
P (xk) =
N
M
(2.54)
where M is the symbol alphabet ardinality. Hene, by dividing the IR results
by the signal normalized bandwidth BW (normalized to the symbol rate R ,
1/T ), we obtain a measure of spetral eieny η dened as
η ,
I(x;y)
BW
[
b/s
Hz
]
(2.55)
for independent and uniformly distributed (i.u.d.) symbols. The spetral e-
ieny value we have derived until now annot be onsidered as the apaity
for a CPM signal, sine in order to evaluate the apaity, we need to maxi-
mize the spetral eieny with respet to probability distribution of the input
symbols. Hene, spetral eieny results obtained until now, are the i.u.d. a-
paity Ci.u.d., also known as symmetri information rate (SIR). In other words,
Ci.u.d. is dened as the spetral eieny when the CPM modulator inputs are
independent and uniformly distributed random variables. Of ourse, SIR is an
(ahievable) lower bound of the real apaity.
Furthermore, to be preise the bandwidth oupany of any CPM signal
is innite, albeit in general its power spetral density rapidly goes to zero for
large frequeny values. Hene, some approximate denitions for the bandwidth
of CPM signals were introdued in the literature. Traditionally, bandwidth is
dened via the spetral power onentration. Under this approah, bandwidth
is dened as the minimum number of Hertz arrying a given fration of the
total power (e.g., 99%). Another denition whih was shown to possess good
auray as well as mathematial tratability was the so-alled Carson's rule
bandwidth, originally developed for frequeny modulations (FMs) [31℄ and
extended to CPMs in [17℄.
In [17℄ the authors evaluated the SIR for CPM and plotted it in bps/Hz
taking into aount the bandwidth dened by the Carson's rule. By observing
the results of [17℄, an interesting onlusion is that the high-SNR asymptoti
SIR of CPMs approahes zero as the alphabet size goes to innity, given that all
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the other parameters desribing the CPM format are kept onstant. Though,
at a rst sight, this result ould be misleading, in [18℄ it is shown that this is
due to the sub-optimality of the uniformly distributed input when the alphabet
size is large. Indeed, it is shown that, asymptotially, a muh larger but still
ahievable lower bound on the apaity of CPMs an be obtained by onsider-
ing a orretly shaped input. In partiular, it is demonstrated that Gaussian
shaping is asymptotially optimal. We will indiate the resulting lower bound
as the independent and asymptotially optimally distributed (i.a.o.d.) apaity
Ci.a.o.d.. In [18℄ it is also shown that, at least in the absene of thermal noise,
Ci.a.o.d. is stritly inreasing with the alphabet size.
In this Setion we want to overome the diulties in omputing the spe-
tral eieny maximization required for apaity evaluation, for orrelated
input symbol. We onsider here the Markov apaity [32℄, dened as the in-
formation rate obtained when the modulator input is a nite-state Markov
sequene. In partiular, we take into aount input sequenes whose state is
dened through a shift register aumulating the last Q ≥ 1 input symbols,
Q being a design parameter. In [23℄, an eient iterative method, denoted as
generalized Blahut-Arimoto algorithm, whih usually onverges to the prob-
ability distribution of the input FSM transitions maximizing information rate,
was proposed. We generalize this method to take into aount the bandwidth
also, and we apply it to CPMs. As a result, a new ahievable lower bound on
the CPM apaity, denoted as CQ, being Q the above mentioned input mem-
ory parameter, will be obtained. Despite CQ is still a lower bound of the true
apaity, it always outperforms the previous denitions Ci.u.d. and Ci.a.o.d. and
we an argue that it is arbitrarily lose to the true apaity for large enough
Q.
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2.5.1 Problem Formulation
We reall the expression of the omplex envelope of a CPM signal (1.1)
s(t;x) =
√
2ES
T
exp
{
j2πh
N−1∑
n=0
xnq(t− nT )
}
and we refer to the Setion 1.2 for explanation of the adopted notation.
Assuming that the signal (1.1) is transmitted over an AWGN hannel,
as desribed in Setion 2.3.1, MAP symbol detetion an be arried out on
a trellis, whose state at time n is dened as σn = (ωn, πn), see (1.18). As
mentioned a suient statisti for detetion is the output of a bank of ML
mathed lters (2.12). We ollet the output samples of these lters in the
above mentioned vetor y.
Depending on the onsidered apaity denition, transmitted symbols {xn}
an be independent or orrelated, with a given distribution. In our Markov
apaity derivation, we will always assume that {xn} is a Markov sequene of
memory Q, hene
P (xn|x0, . . . , xn−1) = P (xn|xn−1n−Q) . (2.56)
Under the above mentioned assumption, a supertrellis as the one in [32℄ an
be built inluding the soure and the CPM modulator, whose state is sn =
(xn−1n−G, φn), being G , max{L− 1, Q}.
In order to formulate the problem and the proposed optimization algorithm,
we now introdue some denitions and assumptions:
 the input sequene {xn} and the state sequene s = {sn} are stationary
and ergodi proesses;
 after having dened an integer representation for the pMG supertrellis
states, we denote µs(i) = P (sn = i), Ps(i, j) = P (sn+1 = j|sn = i) and
Qs(i, j) = P (sn = i, sn+1 = j); i and j range in 0, . . . , pM
G − 1 and we
indiate with τs the set of ompatible (i, j);
5
5
Clearly, µs(i) and Ps(i, j) an be expressed as a funtion of the Qs(·, ·) values.
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 similarly, we denote by µx(n), Px(n,m) and Qx(n,m), respetively, the
invariant probability, transition probability and joint probability of the
input Markov hain state xn−1n−Q. τx represents the set of ompatible
(n,m);
 we assume that the phase state φn is independent of the shift register part
of the state sn. Moreover, we assume that the phase state is uniformly
distributed. Hene
P (φn,x
n−1
n−G) = P (φn|xn−1n−G)P (xn−1n−G) =
1
p
P (xn−1n−G).
From the above assumptions it turns out that the joint probability Qs(i, j) an
be represented as a funtion of the input statistis only.
Sine x is in one-to-one orrespondene with the sequene of the supertrellis
states, the mutual information between the input x and the output y an be
equivalently expressed as the mutual information between the state sequene
s and the output y. Hene, the aim of this work is to optimize the input
harateristis in order to maximize the overall spetral eieny
CQ = max
Px(n,m)
I(s;y)
BW
(2.57)
being I(s;y) the mutual information between sequenes {sn} and {yn} and
BW the normalized CPM bandwidth aording to a given bandwidth deni-
tion. It is worth noting that the bandwidth also depends on the input dis-
tribution, hene it is inherently embedded in the maximization step
6
. Indeed,
in this ase we will show that it an be expressed as a funtion of the input
proess autoorrelation, whih in turn depends on the joint pmf Qx(n,m).
Maximization in (2.57) turns out to be a hard task. A similar problem was
solved in [23℄ for inter-symbol interferene hannels, but without taking into
aount the signal bandwidth modiation due to input orrelation. We pur-
sued the same approah here, eventually nding the optimization algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Evaluation of Markov apaity CQ
Initialization: pik arbitrary distributions Qx(n,m) and µx(n) respeting
onstraints (2.60).
repeat
Expetation step. Compute Tˆs(i, j) by means of the algorithm in [21℄,
aording to the input distribution Qx.
Maximization step. Update Qx and µx by solving the optimization
problem of eq. (2.59) subjet to the linear onstraints (2.60).
until onvergene
The algorithm requires the evaluation of the following quantities
Ts(i, j) = lim
N→∞
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
E
log P (sn = i, sn+1 = j|y)P (sn=i,sn+1=j|y)µs(i)Ps(i,j)
P (sn = i|y)
P (sn=i|y)
µs(i)

(2.58)
where E[·] denotes expetation. An approximation of the above quantities an
be evaluated by means of a Monte Carlo average and the algorithm in [21℄. We
will denote these approximated values as Tˆs(i, j).
The algorithm iteratively performs two steps: an expetation step, in whih
Tˆs(i, j) are evaluated aording to the input distribution desribed by Qx and a
maximization step, in whih the following onstrained maximization is arried
out
arg max
Qx(·,·),µx(·)
∑
(i,j)∈τs Qs(i, j)
(
Tˆs(i, j) − log Qs(i,j)P
k Qs(i,k)
)
BW (Qx(·, ·), µx(·)) (2.59)
6
A bandwidth denition whih ensures a mathematial tratability is that given by the
Carson's rule desribed in the next Setion and also onsidered in the numerial results.
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subjet to
0 ≤ Qx(n,m) ≤ 1, ∀n,m
Qx(n,m) > 0 iff (n,m) ∈ τx
0 ≤ µx(n) ≤ 1, ∀n
µx(k) =
∑
n
Qx(n, k) =
∑
m
Qx(k,m), ∀k∑
k
µx(k) = 1 .
(2.60)
It is worth noting that, with respet to [23℄ in whih the maximization step
turns out to be an eigenvalue problem and hene an be arried out in losed-
form, no losed-form solutions exist for the ase at hand due to the presene of
the denominator in (2.59). However, sine the above onstraints are linear, a
linearly-onstrained non-linear optimization algorithm, based on the projeted
gradient iterative method, is arried out to solve (2.59). Partial derivatives of
the argument of (2.59) will be in part derived in the next Setion, for the (prop-
erly modied) Carson's bandwidth. It is important to note that the derivatives
of eah Qs(i, j) with respet to eah Qx(n,m) and µx(n) an be easily derived
under the onsidered assumptions.
As a nal remark, we would like to point out that we neither ensure the
global onvergene of the proposed iterative method, nor formulate theorems
on its loal onvergene behavior. However, in all the simulations arried out
the proposed algorithm was able to reah onvergene in a few iterations.
2.5.2 The Carson's Bandwidth for Correlated Input
The one-sided Carson's bandwidth is dened for CPM signals
7
as [17℄
B = 2 (β +K) fm (2.61)
7
With respet to [17℄, a parameter K was introdued here, (similarly to what done in [31℄
for FM modulations, to better represent the CPM signal. In the original formula of [17℄ it
was K = 1.
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where, denoting by m(t) the signal
m(t) =
∑
n
xnu(t− nT )
fm is the one-sided eetive bandwidth of m(t) and the parameter β is the so-
alled eetive FM modulation index given by β = h
√
Pm/fm. We an express
the parameter fm as [17℄
fm =
Pm
2Sm (0)
(2.62)
being Pm the power of m(t) and Sm(f) its PSD, given by
Sm(f) =
Sx (f)
T
| U(f) |2 (2.63)
whereas
Pm =
1
T 2
+∞∑
n=−∞
Rx(n) p(nT ) (2.64)
with
p(t) = T u(t)⊗ u(−t)
with support in the interval [−LT,LT ]. In (2.63), U(f) is the Fourier transform
of u(t) and Sx(f) denotes the PSD of the transmitted symbols
Sx(f) =
+∞∑
n=−∞
Rx(n) e
−j2πnfT
(2.65)
being Rx (n) = E {xk xk−n} the autoorrelation funtion of {xn}.
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Using the above expressions, we have
fm =
2
T
L∑
n=−L
Rx(n) p(nT )
+∞∑
n=−∞
Rx(n)
(2.66)
β =
h
2
+∞∑
n=−∞
Rx(n)√√√√ L∑
n=−L
Rx(n) p(nT )
(2.67)
from whih it follows that
BT = 2h
√√√√ L∑
n=−L
Rx(n) p(nT ) +K
4
L∑
n=−L
Rx(n) p(nT )
+∞∑
n=−∞
Rx(n)
. (2.68)
The Carson's normalized bandwidth in (2.68) depends on the CPM pa-
rameters (phase pulse and modulation index) as well as on the input symbol
autoorrelation. Sine the input we are onsidering is an aperiodi irreduible
Markov hain, it turns out that [33℄
Rx(n) =
{
a(n)Tdiag(µx)a(0) 0 ≤ n ≤ Q− 1
a(Q− 1)Tdiag(µx)Pn−Q+1x a(0) n ≥ Q
(2.69)
where µx and Px are a vetor and a matrix olleting the probability mass
funtions µx(n) and Px(n,m), respetively. Matrix diag(µ) is a diagonal matrix
whose entries in the main diagonal are the element of µ. a(n) is a vetor
[a0(n), a1(n), . . . , aMQ−1(n)] where we denoted with
aℓ(n), ℓ = 0, . . . ,M
Q − 1, n = 0, . . . , Q− 1
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the n-th most reent symbol of state ℓ, where ℓ enodes in a predened way
the MQ available states.
In order to apply the optimization algorithm proposed in the previous Se-
tion, all partial derivatives
∂BT
∂Qx(ℓ,m)
and
∂BT
∂µx(ℓ)
have to be evaluated. From (2.68)
and applying the omposition rule for derivatives it turns easily out that
∂BT
∂Qx(ℓ,m)
=
h
L∑
n=−L
∂Rx(n)
∂Qx(ℓ,m)
p(nT )√√√√ L∑
n=−L
Rx(n) p(nT )
+K
4
L∑
n=−L
∂Rx(n)
∂Qx(ℓ,m)
p(nT )
+∞∑
n=−∞
Rx(n)
−K
4
+∞∑
n=−∞
∂Rx(n)
∂Qx(ℓ,m)
L∑
n=−L
Rx(n)p(nT )(
+∞∑
n=−∞
Rx(n)
)2
(2.70)
∂BT
∂µx(ℓ)
=
h
L∑
n=−L
∂Rx(n)
∂µx(ℓ)
p(nT )√√√√ L∑
n=−L
Rx(n) p(nT )
+K
4
L∑
n=−L
∂Rx(n)
∂µx(ℓ)
p(nT )
+∞∑
n=−∞
Rx(n)
−K
4
+∞∑
n=−∞
∂Rx(n)
∂µx(ℓ)
L∑
n=−L
Rx(n)p(nT )(
+∞∑
n=−∞
Rx(n)
)2 .
(2.71)
Hene, the expressions of the partial derivatives of BT with respet to µx(ℓ)
and Qx(ℓ,m) an be obtained from the partial derivatives of Rx(n), whih
is the only term in (2.68) that depends on the statistial properties of the
sequene x. Therefore, we now derive the partial derivatives of Rx(n). In or-
der to highlight the fat that the autoorrelation funtion depends on the the
probabilities Qx(ℓ,m), µx(ℓ) and Px(ℓ,m) =
Qx(ℓ,m)
µx(ℓ)
, we now denote it by
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Rx(n;Px(Qx,µx),µx), being Qx,Px and µx two matries and a vetor ol-
leting the probabilities Qx(ℓ,m), Px(ℓ,m) and µx(ℓ) respetively. It turns out
that
∂Rx(n;Px(Qx,µx),µx)
∂µx(ℓ)
=
∑
i
∑
j
∂Rx(n;Px(Qx,µx),µx)
∂Px(i, j)
∂Px(i, j)
∂µx(ℓ)
+
∑
i
∂Rx(n;Px(Qx,µx),µx)
∂µx(i)
∂µx(i)
∂µx(ℓ)
=
∑
j
∂Rx(n;Px(Qx,µx),µx)
∂Px(ℓ, j)
(
−Qx(ℓ, j)
µx(ℓ)
2
)
+
∂Rx(n;Px(Qx,µx),µx)
∂µx(ℓ)
(2.72)
∂Rx(n;Px(Qx,µx),µx)
∂Qx(ℓ,m)
=
∑
i
∑
j
∂Rx(n;Px(Qx,µx),µx)
∂Px(i, j)
∂Px(i, j)
∂Qx(ℓ,m)
+
∑
i
∂Rx(n;Px(Qx,µx),µx)
∂µx(i)
∂µx(i)
∂Qx(ℓ,m)
=
1
µx(ℓ)
∂Rx(n;Px(Qx,µx),µx)
∂Px(ℓ,m)
(2.73)
where
∂Rx(n)
∂µx(ℓ)
=
 [a(n) ◦ a(0)]ℓ 0 ≤ n < Q[a(Q− 1) ◦ (Pn−Q+1x · a(0))]
ℓ
n ≥ Q (2.74)
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being ◦ is the Hadamard produt. Similarly, it follows that8
∂Rx(n)
∂Px(ℓ,m)
=

0 0 ≤ n < Q[
n−Q∑
r=0
(Px
r)T diag(µx)a(Q− 1)a(0)T
(
Pn−Q−rx
)T]
ℓ,m
n ≥ Q .
(2.76)
Remark. In the expression of the Carson's normalized bandwidth, in (2.68),
an innite summation on the elements of the autoorrelation funtion Rx(n)
appears. However, it an be proved [33, 35℄ that the autoorrelation is domi-
nated by a geometrially dereasing sequene, hene there exist onstants c > 0
and 0 < r < 1 suh that |Rx(n)| < crn. Therefore, the innite summation is
well approximated by trunating it to N ′ terms, for a suitably large N ′.
2.5.3 Numerial Results
Bandwidth Considerations
First of all, we evaluate the eetiveness of the onsidered bandwidth deni-
tions (those based on the spetral power onentration as well as those obtained
by modifying the Carson's rule) to desribe the ommuniation system at hand.
We onsider a frequeny division multiplexing (FDM) transmission of three in-
dependent CPM signals, with the same parameters but with independent data
and timing oset. We assume that the reeiver is interested in the entral sig-
nal only and that the two interfering signals are plaed at a distane from the
entral one given by the bandwidth denition. Neither the transmitter shaping
lter nor the reeiver front end are hanged.
The evaluation of bit error rate of the main signal in this senario is useful
to assess the eetiveness of the assumed bandwidth denitions to desribe the
8
Equations (2.74) and (2.76) were obtained by means the following well-known result [34℄
∂
∂X
a
T
X
n
b =
n−1X
r=0
(Xr)T abT (Xn−1−r)T (2.75)
where a and b are olumn vetors of a given size k and X is a non-singular square matrix
of size k.
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system at hand. In Fig. 2.18 two ases are onsidered, namely an otal CPM for-
mat with L = 2, raised-osine frequeny pulse (2-RC), h = 1/7, and a payload
size of 880 information bits, and a quaternary 3-RC modulation with h = 2/7
and a payload size of 1760 in information bits. In both ases, a SCCPM system
is onsidered, where the outer ode is a R = 1/2 onvolutional ode (CC) with
generators (7, 5)8 and 10 iterations of the overall deoder are performed. For
dierent bandwidth denitions, the resulting performane loss due to the in-
terferene from the adjaent hannels is assessed. It an be observed that some
denitions highly underestimate the eetive bandwidth oupany, thus the
interferene is large and so is the performane loss. Among the two onsidered
bandwidth denitions and the various parameters, two eetive bandwidth
measures turn out to be the Carson bandwidth with parameter K = 1.5 and
the bandwidth denition based on spetral power onentration and a power
ratio of at least 99.5%.
Finally, in Fig. 2.19 we onsider a quaternary CPM sheme with 2-RC
and h = 2/7 in the same senario, but we impose dierent interferene on-
ditions. Indeed, we assess the BER performane when the power of the two
adjaent CPM signals is doubled with respet to the entral signalthey ex-
hibit the same PSD but a doubled bandwidth. The same onlusions deriving
from Fig. 2.18 still hold for this ase: the Carson bandwidth with parameter
K = 1.5 and the 99.5% bandwidth are eetive bandwidth measures, while the
Carson bandwidth with K = 1, 99% and 98% bandwidths underestimate the
eetive bandwidth oupany.
Iterative Optimization of the Spetral Eieny
In this Setion, the outomes of the proposed optimization algorithm in four
dierent senarios are shown in terms of spetral eieny in bps/Hz (under
the Carson's bandwidth denition with parameter K = 1.5, where not expli-
itly stated otherwise) versus Eb/N0, Eb being the reeived signal energy per
information bit and N0 the one-sided noise power spetral density.
It is important to remark that the optimization is arried out for eah
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(b) Quaternary 3-RC, h = 2/7, payload size of 1760 bits
Figure 2.18: Interferene due to adjaent hannels in FDM systems with dif-
ferent bandwidth assumptions.
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Figure 2.19: Interferene due to adjaent hannels in FDM systems with dif-
ferent bandwidth assumptions. Power and information rate of interferers are
doubled respet to the CPM signal of interest.
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ES/N0 and of ourse for a given ES/N0 Markov apaity CQ is stritly larger
than Ci.u.d. On the ontrary, for a xed Eb/N0 this property is not ensured and
the optimized Markov apaity ould be smaller than the symmetri informa-
tion rate at the same Eb/N0. This stems from the fat that Eb/N0 and ES/N0
are related by the information rate in bits per hannel use (the numerator
of (2.57)), whih is a result of the optimization proedure.
The rst onsidered CPM format is the binary 2-RC with a modulation
index h = 1/3. The proposed input optimization method was arried out for
1st- and 2nd-order Markov input. In Fig. 2.20(a), beside the symmetri infor-
mation rate Ci.u.d., the apaity for independent and asymptotially optimally
distributed input Ci.a.o.d. following the tehnique in [18℄ is shown. It is im-
portant to note that for binary modulations Ci.a.o.d. = Ci.u.d.. Hene shaping
only does not give benets in this ase. On the other hand, the same gure
shows that Markov apaities C1 and C2, obtained by means of the proposed
optimization method, outperform Ci.u.d., espeially for medium to high Eb/N0
values.
In Fig. 2.20(b) the same senario is onsidered, but the spetral eieny
shown on the y-Axis was evaluated using the 99.5% bandwidth denition (al-
though the optimization algorithm was arried out with the Carson's band-
width as above). As it an be seen, optimization with respet to a given band-
width denition does not usually give good results when a dierent denition
is used in the spetral eieny evaluation.
In order to give more insights on the results obtained by the proposed opti-
mization algorithm, we analyze the optimal soure transition probabilities for
the above mentioned senario at Eb/N0 = 4 dB (orresponding to a spetral
eieny of 1 bps/Hz and 1.26 bps/Hz for Q = 1 and Q = 2 respetively).
In Table 2.4 the optimized soure transition probabilities are shown for both
1st- and 2nd-order Markov inputs. It an be observed that the optimal distri-
butions, whih are of ourse symmetri due to the symmetry of the original
problem, tend to redue the state transitions whih are assoiated to an in-
rease of the bandwidth.
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Figure 2.20: Spetral eieny for a binary 2-RC with h = 1/3.
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Table 2.4: Optimal Markov soures for a binary 2-RC with h = 1/3 at Eb/N0 =
4.0 dB.
(a) 1st order
(xn−1) 0 1
xn = 0 .824 .176
xn = 1 .176 .824
(b) 2nd order
(xn−2, xn−1) 00 01 10 11
xn = 0 .855 .683 .317 .145
xn = 1 .145 .317 .683 .855
In Fig. 2.21, the PSD of the transmitted signal for the above mentioned 1st-
and 2nd-order optimized soures is ompared with the PSD of the transmitted
signal with i.u.d. inputs. Due to the orrelation of the input symbols {xn}, in
both ases the PSD tends to be onentrated around a peak at a normalized
frequeny of about fT = 0.16. Thanks to this power onentration property,
the transmitted power alloated in the highest frequenies is muh limited
with respet to the i.u.d. ase. In Fig. 2.22, the SPC for the same senario is
shown. It is instrutive to see that, depending on the onsidered perentile of
the spetral power bandwidth denition, dierent behaviors are observed. For
example, for power perentile lower than 85%, the bandwidth in the i. u. d. ase
is lower than those of the orrelated inputs, while within the range 85% and
about 98% the orrelated inputs lead to muh lower bandwidths. Moreover,
over 96% the 2nd-order input exhibits a bandwidth larger than that of the
1st-order ase.
Table 2.5 shows the normalized Carson's rule bandwidth for both i.u.d. and
orrelated inputs. Moreover, for this senario the normalized 90% and 99.5%
bandwidths have been evaluated as well, through integration of the numerially
evaluated PSDs, and this measure onrms the bandwidth redution gained by
the optimized 1st-order Markov input over the i.u.d. input. On the ontrary,
while the Carson's bandwidth of the 2nd-order orrelated input is largely re-
dued with respet to the 1st-order ase, its 99.5% bandwidth is larger. This
is a further proof of the large dierenes between the onsidered bandwidth
denitions, and of the fat that the optimization with respet to a bandwidth
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Figure 2.21: PSD of the CPM signal with i.u.d. inputs and with the optimized
1st- and 2nd-order Markov inputs desribed in Table 2.4.
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Figure 2.22: Spetral Power Conentration for a binary 2-RC with h = 1/3.
Table 2.5: Normalized bandwidth (under dierent denitions) for the i. u. d.
ase and the optimized orrelated inputs for a binary 2-RC with h = 1/3.
Carson (K = 1.5) 90% 99.5%
i. u. d. 1.41 0.478 1.03
Q = 1 0.61 0.42 0.80
Q = 2 0.48 0.40 1.00
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denition does not usually give good results using a dierent denition.
It is interesting to note that in all simulations we arried out, the largest
impat of proposed optimization method is on the bandwidth rather than
on the information rate, i.e., we observed that typially the optimized soure
leads to a possibly large redution of the denominator of (2.57), rather than
an inrease of the numerator.
An interesting inidental result of the peakedness of the PSD after the
input optimization is that it an help the arrier phase synhronization. Sine
it turns out that in CPM based ommuniation systems phase synhronization
ould be one of the hardest tasks to be arried out at the reeiver [36℄, this is
a further benet of employing a properly orrelated input optimized with the
proposed algorithm.
Finally, in Fig. 2.23 the autoorrelation funtion R(τ) = E{s(t;x)s∗(t −
τ ;x)} for the CPM signals with i. u. d. and orrelated inputs is onsidered. It
is worth noting that for orrelated inputs the autoorrelation funtion exhibits
sidelobs, whereas the main lobe is tighter than in the i. u. d. ase. This fat
ould have an impat also in the timing and frame synhronization parts of the
reeiver if performed following a non data-aided (NDA) tehnique. Obviously
the autoorrelation funtion for orrelated inputs is not signiant if timing
and frame synhronization tehniques are data-aided (DA), sine pilot symbols
in the preamble are not preoded. In suh a ase, it is suient to properly
design the symbols sequene in the preamble to avoid a bandwidth inrease
with respet to the payload part of the burst.
We now onsider another quaternary modulation format, 3-RC with h =
2/7. In Fig. 2.24, the spetral eieny urves are shown and onsiderations
similar to the previous ases an be arried out. We analyze the optimal soure
transition probabilities for the above mentioned senario at about Eb/N0 =
2.2 dB (orresponding to a spetral eieny of roughly 1.6 bps/Hz for Q = 1).
From Table 2.6, whih shows the optimized soure transition probabilities for
a 1st-order Markov input, it is lear that the state transitions assoiated to an
inrease of the bandwidth are not enouraged. In Fig. 2.25(a) it an be seen
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Figure 2.23: Autoorrelation funtion of the CPM transmitted signal for a
binary 2-RC with h = 1/3.
Table 2.6: Optimal 1st-order Markov soure for a quaternary 3-RC with h =
2/7 at Eb/N0 ≃ 2.2 dB.
(a) Transition probabilities (Px(i, j))
(xn−1) 0 1 2 3
xn = 0 .364 .191 .003 .008
xn = 1 .619 .680 .126 .009
xn = 2 .009 .126 .680 .619
xn = 3 .008 .003 .191 .363
(b) State probabilities (µx(i))
(xn−1) 0 1 2 3
.118 .382 .382 .118
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Figure 2.24: Spetral eieny for a quaternary 3-RC with h = 2/7.
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Table 2.7: Normalized bandwidth (under dierent denitions) for the i. u. d.
ase and the optimized orrelated input for a quaternary 3-RC with h = 2/7.
Carson (K = 1.5) 90% 99.5%
i. u. d. 1.20 0.74 1.24
Q = 1 0.60 0.67 1.13
that the orrelation of the input symbols {xn}makes the power spetral density
onentrated around a peak at a normalized frequeny fT = 0.19. Hene, with
a 1st-order Markov input optimized with respet to Carson's bandwidth, the
spetral power alloated in the highest frequenies dereases with respet to
the i.u.d. input as underlined by Fig. 2.25(b). However, we annot ahieve a
signiant redution when a bandwidth denition based on the spetral power
onentration is onsidered. Table 2.7 onrms this remark sine while Carson's
rule bandwidth signiantly redues, the 90% and 99.5% bandwidths remain
unhanged when an optimized 1st-order Markov input is exploited instead of
the i. u. d. input. To onlude with this modulation format, in Fig. 2.26 we
show the autoorrelation funtions. In this ase also, for the optimized 1st-
order Markov input we have some seondary lobes but also a slightly narrower
prinipal lobe with respet to the i. u. d. input ase.
Finally, in the following we take into aount an otal modulation format
2-RC with h = 1/7. In this senario the shaping tehnique proposed in [18℄
exhibits a limited gain at high Eb/N0 values (see Fig. 2.27), even if the alphabet
size is large. This is probably due to the fat that with a modulation index
equal to 1/7 the signal bandwidth is so redued that, shaping the input, we
annot ahieve a further signiant bandwidth redution. On the other hand,
orrelating the input by a 1st-order Markov hain, we obtain a large inrease of
the spetral eieny. We analyze the optimal soure transition probabilities
for the above mentioned senario at about Eb/N0 = −1 dB (orresponding to a
spetral eieny of 0.4 bps/Hz for Q = 1). While in the former senarios the
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Figure 2.25: PSD and SPC of a CPM signal with i.u.d. input and with the
optimized 1st-order Markov input desribed in Table 2.6.
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Figure 2.26: Autoorrelation funtion of the CPM transmitted signal for a
quaternary 3-RC with h = 2/7.
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Figure 2.27: Spetral eieny for an otal 2-RC with h = 1/7.
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Table 2.8: Optimal 1st-order Markov soure for an otal 2-RC with h = 1/7
at Eb/N0 ≃ −1 dB.
(a) Transition probabilities (Px(i, j))
(xn−1) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
xn = 0 .090 .087 .066 .046 .046 .028 .032 .090
xn = 1 .245 .378 .279 .122 .046 .028 .032 .090
xn = 2 .215 .322 .370 .289 .047 .028 .032 .090
xn = 3 .090 .085 .173 .312 .092 .028 .032 .090
xn = 4 .090 .032 .028 .092 .312 .173 .085 .090
xn = 5 .090 .032 .028 .047 .289 .370 .322 .215
xn = 6 .090 .032 .028 .046 .122 .279 .378 .245
xn = 7 .090 .032 .028 .046 .046 .066 .087 .090
(b) State probabilities (µx(i))
(xn−1) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
.056 .156 .180 .108 .108 .180 .156 .056
signal-to-noise ratio was large so that C1 heavily outperformed the Ci.u.d., in
this ase the signal-to-noise ratio is low and C1 is slightly greater than Ci.u.d..
However, Table 2.8, in whih the optimized soure transition probabilities are
shown for 1st-order Markov input, underlines that transitions assoiated to a
redution of the bandwidth start to be enouraged in, despite the small signal-
to-noise ratio.
In Fig. 2.28, the PSD and the SPC of the transmitted signal with 1st-
order optimized soure and i.u.d. inputs are ompared. We an observe that
the PSD for orrelated inputs tends to be onentrated around a peak at
a normalized frequeny of about fT = 0.27, whih auses sidelobes in the
relevant autoorrelation funtion (see Fig. 2.29). From the SPC funtions we
an understand that not only Carson's bandwidth is strongly redued but
also bandwidth denitions based on the SPC derease. Table 2.9 onrms this
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Table 2.9: Normalized bandwidth (under dierent denitions) for the i. u. d.
ase and the optimized orrelated input for an otal 2-RC with h = 1/7.
Carson (K = 1.5) 90% 99.5%
i. u. d. 1.69 0.91 1.63
Q = 1 0.85 0.78 1.42
remark.
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Figure 2.28: PSD and SPC of a CPM signal with i.u.d. input and with the
optimized 1st-order Markov input desribed in Table 2.8.
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Figure 2.29: Autoorrelation funtion of the CPM transmitted signal for an
otal 2-RC with h = 1/7.
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Brute-Fore Optimization of the Spetral Eieny
In the following, we analyze a tehnique for the optimization of the spetral
eieny based on the brute-fore approah. The maximization in (2.57) is ar-
ried out by hoosing the maximum among all values obtained by omputing the
spetral eieny funtion on a grid of points, orresponding to a disretization
of the domain of the input probabilities Px(n,m). In partiular, the informa-
tion rate I(s;y) is omputed by means of a Monte Carlo numerial average,
following the algorithm developed in [21℄ and we an exploit a bandwidth de-
nition based on spetral power onentration sine this method does not require
losed-form expressions for bandwidth derivatives. Clearly, the brute-fore op-
timization has a very large omputational omplexity so that it is impratial in
all those ases with a large number of soure states. For reduing the amount
of variables, we impose the following symmetry onditions (justied by the
symmetry of the original problem): Px(n,m) = Px(M
Q−n,MQ−m) for eah
n = 0, . . . ,MQ−1 and m = 0, . . . ,MQ−1. Moreover, another redution of the
number of variables omes from the onstraints: Px(n,m) = 1−
∑
k 6=m Px(n, k)
for eah m = 0, . . . ,MQ − 1.
In Fig. 2.30, we show the spetral eieny results for the brute-fore
optimization with respet to the 99.5% bandwidth in the ase of the binary
CPM format onsidered in Fig. 2.20. In suh a ase, the number of variables
Px(n,m) is 1 when Q = 1 and 2 when Q = 2. Comparing Fig. 2.30 with
Fig. 2.20(b), it is lear that also the spetral eieny dened with the 99.5%
bandwidth an be inreased exploiting the orrelated inputs instead of i. u. d.
inputs.
In Fig. 2.31 and in Fig. 2.32 the brute-fore optimization with respet
to the 99.5% bandwidth has been arried out for a quaternary sheme with
L = 2, retangular frequeny pulse (2-REC) and with h = 1/4, and for a
quaternary 3-RC with h = 2/7, respetively. Sine when Q = 2 the number of
variables to be optimized is too large, we just analyzed the ase with Q = 1
haraterized by six variables Px(n,m). From Fig. 2.31 it an be observed
that the spetral eieny dened with the 99.5% bandwidth an be inreased
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Figure 2.30: Spetral eieny for a binary 2-RC with h = 1/3. Brute-fore
optimization w. r. t. the 99.5% bandwidth.
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Figure 2.31: Spetral eieny for a quaternary 2-REC with h = 1/4. Brute-
fore optimization w. r. t. the 99.5% bandwidth.
exploiting the orrelated inputs, but it is not inreased with respet to the
independent asymptotially and optimally distributed inputs (optimized with
the Carson's bandwidth but represented in Fig. 2.31 with respet to the 99.5%
bandwidth). In Fig. 2.32 just a minor eieny improvement, with respet to
the independent asymptotially and optimally distributed inputs, is ahieved
at high values of the signal-to-noise ratio through orrelated inputs.
Finally in Fig. 2.33, in Fig. 2.34 and in Fig. 2.35 it is shown the eet of
the brute-fore optimization of the spetral eieny on the information rate
I (i.e., the numerator of (2.57)), whih is represented on the y-Axis. It is inter-
esting to note that, as previously remarked, the largest impat of the proposed
optimization method is on the bandwidth rather than on the information rate,
i.e., the optimized soure leads to a possibly large redution of the denominator
of (2.57), rather than an inrease of the numerator (I1 is always lower than
Ii.u.d.).
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Figure 2.32: Spetral eieny for a quaternary 3-RC with h = 2/7. Brute-
fore optimization w. r. t. the 99.5% bandwidth.
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Figure 2.33: Information rate for a binary 2-RC with h = 1/3. Brute-fore
optimization w. r. t. the 99.5% bandwidth.
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Figure 2.34: Information rate for a quaternary 2-REC with h = 1/4. Brute-
fore optimization w. r. t. the 99.5% bandwidth.
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Figure 2.35: Information rate for a quaternary 3-RC with h = 2/7. Brute-fore
optimization w. r. t. the 99.5% bandwidth.
Chapter 3
CPM Redued-Complexity
Soft-Output Detetion
We onsider ontinuous phase modulations (CPMs) in iteratively deoded se-
rially onatenated shemes. Although the overall reeiver omplexity mainly
depends on that of the CPM detetor, almost all papers in the literature on-
sider the optimal maximum a posteriori (MAP) symbol detetion algorithm
desribed in Setion (2.3.1) and only a few attempts have been made to design
low-omplexity suboptimal shemes. This problem is faed here by onsider-
ing the ase of an ideal oherent detetion. We rst investigate the possibility
to redue the omplexity of the optimal algorithm by means of redued-searh
tehniques. Then, we onsider two alternative approahes based on the approxi-
mation of the CPM signal as the superposition of linearly modulated signals. In
partiular, we will onsider two extensions of the Laurent deomposition, orig-
inally proposed for binary CPM signals, to M -ary CPM formats, namely the
Mengali and Morelli (MM) deomposition and the Green (G) deomposition.
We will also onsider the CPM representation based on orthogonal omponents
proposed by Moqvist and Aulin (denoted in the following as MA). The om-
bination of the redued-searh tehniques for omplexity redution with those
based on a proper deomposition of the CPM signal will be also investigated.
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3.1 Introdution
Continuous phase modulations (CPMs) form a lass of onstant envelope sig-
naling formats whih are eient in power and bandwidth [1℄. Moreover, the
reursive nature of the modulator desribed in Setion 1.2, makes the CPM
signaling formats attrative in serially onatenated shemes to be iteratively
deoded [4, 37℄.
Several deomposition approahes for CPM signals, applied to the design of
detetion algorithms, were presented in the literature. For serially onatenated
CPM signals with iterative deoding, the Rimoldi deomposition approah [2℄
is usually adopted to derive the optimal maximum a posteriori (MAP) symbol
detetion algorithm (e.g., see [4, 38℄). However, for this approah an expliit
tehnique for state redution, suh as that in [39℄, or redued searh, suh
as that in [40℄, should be employed to limit the reeiver omplexity [41℄. A
similar observation an be made for other approahes based on alternative
representations of the CPM signal, suh as those in [4245℄.
On the other hand, the Laurent representation, originally devised in [46℄ for
binary modulation formats, and one of its possible extensions to the general
ase of M -ary CPM signals, namely that proposed by Mengali and Morelli
(MM) in [16℄, are more attrative from the point of view of the omplexity
redution.
1
These representations allow to deompose the CPM signal as a
superposition of linearly modulated signals. The observation that most of the
signal power is ontained in a limited number of linearly modulated ompo-
nents (the so-alled prinipal omponents) allows to design a reeiver based on
these omponents only, simplifying the reeiver front-end and automatially re-
1
The MM approah was also extended to the ase of M -ary multi-h CPM signals in [47℄.
Multi-h shemes were originally studied to improve the distane properties of unoded dig-
ital phase modulation, ompared to mono-h digital phase modulation. The basi idea is to
inrease the distane by keeping distint signals apart over longer intervals. For oded CPM
systems however, the ode restritions help to keep signal traes separate. Also in the turbo
ode era, it is lear that the inner ode or modulation should not be seleted for high free
distane. This removes the main motivation to examine multi-h signals.
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duing the number of trellis states, at least when MAP sequene detetion and
the Ungerboek observation model are adopted [48℄.
2
In fat, for the Forney
observation model, a more omplex multidimensional whitened mathed lter
(WMF) must be adopted [50℄, and it an be also shown that the automati
state redution does not happen, due to the memory introdued by the WMF.
The generalization of the approah in [48℄ to MAP symbol detetion of
CPM signals, even in a perfetly oherent setting, is not trivial. All the well
known materialization of the MAP symbol detetion strategy in the literature
(e.g., see [6℄) have been obtained by using a probabilisti derivation based on
the hain rule and the properties of a Markov soure observed through a dis-
rete memoryless hannel. Hene, this derivation annot be diretly extended
to the Ungerboek observation model. For linear modulations in the presene
of inter-symbol interferene, this problem has been reently solved in [52℄ by
using a properly dened fator graph (FG) and the sum-produt algorithm
(SPA) [7℄. This solution is extended in [53℄ to CPM signals, showing that the
designed redued-omplexity detetion algorithms entail only a minor perfor-
mane degradation with respet to the optimal MAP symbol detetors when
employed in serially onatenated shemes with iterative detetion/deoding.
3
An alternative (with respet to the MM approah) extension of the Lau-
rent deomposition to the ase of M -ary CPM signals, possibly multi-h, has
been reently proposed by Green (G) in [56℄. The use of this deomposition
2
In analogy with the problem of detetion in the presene of inter-symbol interferene,
for CPM signals a set of suient statistis obtained through a bank of lters mathed
to the pulses of the Laurent representation, as in [48℄, is said to form the Ungerboek ob-
servation model [49℄. On the ontrary, when the multidimensional whitened mathed lter
front-end desribed in [50℄ is used, we say that the Forney observation model is employed
for detetion [51℄.
3
We mention here that a deomposition very similar to that in [16℄ has been reently pro-
posed in [54,55℄. With respet to the Mengali and Morelli approah, a better approximation
of the pulses of the PAM omponents is provided based on the minimum mean square error
riterion. We veried that, with respet to the Mengali and Morelli approah, it gives no
advantages from the viewpoint of reduing the omplexity of the detetion algorithm for a
given performane.
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for omplexity redution purposes will be also investigated and ompared with
the previously mentioned solutions. Although this approah seems not to pro-
due any automati state-omplexity redution, it is attrative espeially for
the purpose of redution of the front-end omplexity. The investigation was
also extended to the CPM representation based on orthogonal omponents,
proposed by Moqvist and Aulin in [57℄, whih seems to be interesting sine a
very redued number of signal dimension an be eetively used to represent
a general CPM signal.
3.2 Detetor Model and Complexity Evaluation
We onsider the transmission over an ideal oherent hannel and, realling (2.11),
the omplex envelope of the reeived signal an be written as
r(t) = s(t;x) + w(t) (3.1)
where s(t,x) is the CPM signal (1.1) and w(t) is a omplex-valued additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) proess with independent omponents, eah
with two-sided power spetral density N0.We also assume that the information
symbols {xn} are independent, so that the a priori probability P (x) of the
information sequene x an be fatorized as
P (x) =
N−1∏
n=0
P (xn) (3.2)
where P (xn) is the a priori probability of the information symbol xn. We refer
to Setion 1.2 for an in deep desription of the signal model s(t,x).
Optimal MAP symbol detetion is desribed in Setion 2.3.1 and the result-
ing algorithm is denoted in the following as Full-Complexity algorithm (FC).
By analyzing suh an algorithm we see that the FC-based detetor, as well as
all the redued-omplexity detetors we will propose, an be deomposed as
the asade of two bloks, the front end stage (FE) and the detetion algo-
rithm (DA), see Fig 3.1. In partiular, the FE stage is the blok omposed by
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Figure 3.1: CPM detetor blok diagram.
all lters neessary to derive the suient statistis, denoted by y in Fig 3.1,
from the reeived signal r(t), while the DA blok is the detetion algorithm
working on a trellis. In detail, we onsider a soft-output DA whih provides to
a following error orreting ode the a posteriori probabilities P (xn|y) for all
information symbols xn, employing the suient statistis supplied by the FE.
If we do not take into aount a SCCPM iterative sheme, the a priori symbols
probabilities P (xn) employed by the DA are uniformly distributed and the DA
operates just one time for eah odeword. On the other hand, if a SCCPM iter-
ative sheme is onsidered, then at eah iteration the DA omputes a posteriori
symbol probabilities starting from the input symbol distribution provided by
the ode. In both ases, the FE stage works just one time for eah odeword.
Thus, it is lear that the detetor omplexity an be seen as the sum of
the omplexity of its omponents blok, the FE and the DA. In general, the
elements aeting the DA omplexity are the number of trellis states, the num-
ber of branhes and the branh metri evaluation. However, sine all detetors
we will derive exhibit approximately the same number of branhes and the
same metri omplexity, the major elements inuening the DA omplexity
is the number of trellis state, whih is assumed in the following as the mea-
sure for the omplexity of suh a blok. The FE omplexity is evaluated in
terms of total number of length-T intervals spanned by the mathed lters.
In fat, if we onsider a digital implementation of the front end, for a given
oversampling fator, the number of performed additions and multipliations
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is just related to the total number of length-T intervals. Looking at the FC
algorithm of Setion 2.3.1, we derived that the FE is omposed by ML length-
T lters {s˜(t;xn, ωn)} (1.16), one for eah trial value of (xn, ωn), where ωn
is the CPM orrelative state (1.4). These lters are neessary to ompute the
suient statistis y(xn, σn) dened in (2.12) and olleted in the vetor y.
The number of trellis states in the DA is pML−1. Hene, sine a lot of CPM
formats whih are attrative from a spetral eieny point of view exhibit
large values of parameters M , L, and p, the FC omplexity beomes unfeasible
for suh modulation shemes. Hene, in this hapter we will provide a set of
detetors whih will be ompared in term of DA omplexity and FE omplex-
ity, with the aim of reduing the omplexity with respet to the FC assuring
a negligible performane degradation.
In onlusion, all detetors we desribe in the following will be ompared
in terms of DA omplexity and FE omplexity. It is lear that for SCCPM
iterative shemes, where FE operates just one time for eah odeword while
the DA operates one time for eah iteration, the dominant fator in the overall
detetor omplexity omputation is the DA omplexity. On the other hand,
for all those shemes in whih both the DA and the FE operates just one
time for eah odeword, both fators must be taken into aount in the overall
omplexity evaluation.
3.3 Redued-Complexity Algorithms Based on MM
Deomposition
3.3.1 MM Deomposition
The omplex envelope of the CPM signal (1.1) may be exatly expressed as [16℄
s(t,x) =
F−1∑
k=0
∑
n
ak,npk(t− nT ) (3.3)
where F = (M−1)2(L−1) log2M is the number of linearly modulated pulses {pk(t)},
and {ak,n} are the so-alled pseudo symbols (hereafter, simply referred to as
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symbols). The expression of pulses {pk(t)} and that of symbols {ak,n} as a
funtion of the modulation parameters and of the information symbols {xn}
an be found in [16℄. By trunating the summation in (3.3) to the rst K < F
terms, we obtain the approximation
s(t,x) ≃
K−1∑
k=0
∑
n
ak,npk(t− nT ) . (3.4)
Most of the signal power is onentrated in the rst M − 1 omponents, i.e.,
those assoiated with the pulses {pk(t)} with 0 ≤ k ≤ M − 2, whih are
denoted as prinipal omponents [16℄. As a onsequene, a value of K = M −1
may be used in (3.4) to attain a very good tradeo between approximation
quality and number of signal omponents. In fat, it was shown in [48℄ that
MAP sequene detetion only based on prinipal pulses often attain the same
performane as the orresponding optimal detetion. A nie feature of the
prinipal omponents is that their symbols {ak,n}M−2k=0 an be expressed as
a funtion of xn and a0,n−1 only [16℄. For example, the symbol a0,n an be
omputed as [16℄
a0,n = a0,n−1ejπhxn . (3.5)
From (3.5) it is lear that the pseudosymbol a0,n−1 denition is very similar
to the phase state πn denition in (1.5); in partiular:
a0,n = e
jπhπn+L . (3.6)
Hene, symbols {a0,n}, as the phase state πn, an assume p dierent values
per time epoh [16℄ (we reall that the modulation index is dened as h = r/p,
where r and p are relatively prime integers). In partiular, when n is odd, they
belong to the alphabet Ao = {ej2πhm,m = 0, 1, . . . , p− 1}, while, when n is
even, they belong to Ae = {ejπhej2πhm,m = 0, 1, . . . , p− 1}.4
We adopt the following equivalent representation for symbols xn and a0,n [2℄
xn = 2x¯n − (M − 1) (3.7)
a0,n = e
−jπh(M−1)(n+1)ej2πhψn (3.8)
4
When r is even, Ao and Ae oinide.
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so that x¯n ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,M − 1} and ψn ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p− 1}. The integer ψn an
be reursively updated as follows
ψn = [ψn−1 + x¯n]p (3.9)
where [·]p denotes the modulo p operator. In the following, we will exploit
the one-to-one orrespondene between the sequenes {a0,n} and {ψn}.
3.3.2 MAP Symbol Detetion Based on the MM Deomposi-
tion
We represent the reeived signal (3.1) onto an orthonormal base and denote
by r its vetor representation. Exploiting the onstant envelope of the CPM
signal, we an write [48℄
5
p(r|x) = p(r|x,ψ) ∼∝
∏
n
Gn(xn, ψn−1) (3.10)
where ψ = {ψn} and
Gn(xn, ψn−1) = exp
{
1
N0
Re
[
M−2∑
k=0
pk,na
∗
k,n
]}
(3.11)
pk,n = r(t)⊗pk(−t)|t=nT being the output of a lter mathed to the pulse pk(t),
sampled at time nT . The symbol
∼∝ has been used in (3.10) to denote an
approximate proportionality relationship. The approximation here is related
to the fat that we are onsidering the prinipal omponents only. We notie
that the funtions Gn(xn, ψn−1) are not probability density funtions (pdfs)
nor they are proportional to pdfs. In the arguments of Gn, we omitted the
dependene on the reeived signal and exploited the above mentioned property
that all symbols {ak,n}M−2k=0 in (3.11) depend on xn and ψn−1 only. In order to
implement the MAP sequene detetion strategy, the maximization of the pdf
p(r|x) an be performed by using the Viterbi algorithm with branh metris
5
In [48℄ the reader will nd the so-alled likelihood funtion, whih is proportional to
ln p(r|x).
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given by lnGn(xn, ψn−1) ∝ Re[
∑M−2
k=0 pk,na
∗
k,n]. Hene, the resulting reeiver
works on a trellis whose state is dened by ψn−1, and thus the number of
trellis states is p [48℄. So, it is very interesting to note that the detetor based
on MM deomposition rst of all redues the FE omplexity by approximating
the signal with only its prinipal omponents and, as seondary eet of FE
redution, an automati trellis state redution also arises. Among all CPM
signal deompositions we will present, the MM is the only one whih attains a
DA omplexity redution.
In the following, we extend the tehnique for omplexity redution of MAP
sequene to MAP symbol detetion (see also [53℄). The joint a posteriori prob-
ability mass funtion (pmf) P (x,ψ|r) an be expressed as
P (x,ψ|r) ∝ p(r|x,ψ)P (ψ|x)P (x) . (3.12)
By using (3.10) and observing that we an further fator the terms P (x) and
P (ψ|x) in (3.12) as
P (x) =
N−1∏
n=0
P (xn) (3.13)
P (ψ|x) = P (ψ−1)
N−1∏
n=0
In(ψn, ψn−1, xn) (3.14)
where In(ψn, ψn−1, xn) is an indiator funtion to one if xn, ψn−1, and ψn
respet the onstraint (3.9) and equal to zero otherwise, we obtain
P (x,ψ|r) ∼∝ P (ψ−1)
N−1∏
n=0
In(ψn, ψn−1, xn)P (xn)Gn(xn, ψn−1) . (3.15)
The orresponding FG, depited in Fig. 3.2, is yle-free. Hene, the appliation
of the SPA with a non-iterative forward-bakward shedule, produes the exat
marginal a posteriori probabilities (APPs) of symbols {xn} (exept for the
approximation related to the use of the prinipal omponents only). In the
gure, we dened Pe(xn) as the extrinsi information on xn, i.e., Pe(xn) =
P (xn|r)/P (xn). With referene to the messages in Fig. 3.2, by applying the
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xn
µb,n−1
P (xn)
P (xn)
Pe(xn)
GnIn ψnψn−1
µf,n
Figure 3.2: Fator graph orresponding to eqn. (3.15), in the n-th time interval.
updating rules of the SPA, messages µf,n(ψn) and µb,n(ψn) an be omputed
by means of the following forward and bakward reursions
µf,n(ψn) =
∑
ψn−1
∑
xn
µf,n−1(ψn−1)Gn(xn, ψn−1)In(ψn, ψn−1, xn)P (xn)
=
∑
xn
µf,n−1(ψˇn−1)Gn(xn, ψˇn−1)P (xn) (3.16)
µb,n−1(ψn−1) =
∑
ψn
∑
xn
µb,n(φn)Gn(xn, φn−1)In(ψn, ψn−1, xn)P (xn)
=
∑
xn
µb,n(
ˇˇψn)Gn(xn, ψn−1)P (xn) (3.17)
where in (3.16)
ψˇn−1 = [ψn − x¯n]p
(i.e., given ψn and xn, ψˇn−1 is suh that In(ψn, ψˇn−1, xn) = 1), whereas in
(3.17)
ˇˇψn = [ψn−1 + x¯n]p
(i.e., given ψn−1 and xn, ˇˇψn is suh that In( ˇˇψn, ψn−1, xn) = 1), and with the
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following initial onditions
µf,−1(ψ−1) = P (ψ−1) (3.18)
µb,N−1(ψN−1) = 1/p . (3.19)
Finally, the extrinsi APPs of symbols {xn} an be omputed by means of the
following ompletion
Pe(xn) =
∑
ψn−1
∑
ψn
µf,n−1(ψn−1)µb,n(φn)In(ψn, ψn−1, xn)Gn(xn, ψn−1)
=
∑
ψn
µf,n−1(ψˇn−1)µb,n(ψn)Gn(xn, ψˇn−1) . (3.20)
Hene, as already stated, the MM detetion algorithm not only redues the
FE omplexity by employing just the lters mathed to the prinipal pulses,
but also the DA omplexity is redued by a fator equal to pML−1/p = ML−1,
that is the ratio between the number of states of the optimal reeiver and that
of the proposed reeiver. Among all CPM signal deompositions, the MM is
the only one bringing to a DA omplexity redution.
Extension of the Algorithm
When the onsidered CPM format is suh that L > 2, several simulation
results show that the redued-omplexity detetor based on the prinipal om-
ponents exhibits a signiant performane loss with respet to the optimal
detetor. This is due to the presene of some non-prinipal omponents of the
MM representation, denoted as seondary omponents, with a non negligible
power. In other words, the performane degradation is not due to the dete-
tion algorithm but to the inaurate signal approximation. In partiular, for
all onsidered CPM formats with L = 3 and M = 4, we found eight seondary
pulses {pk(t)} with a non-negligible power, as we an observe from the example
reported in Fig. 3.3. When these seondary omponents are taken into aount,
the funtions Gn in (3.11) depend also on xn−1, sine symbols {ak,n} related
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Figure 3.3: Signal pulses for a 3RC modulation with h = 2/7 and M = 4.
to the onsidered seleted seondary omponents require the knowledge of the
past information symbol xn−1 [16℄. Hene, Gn in (3.11) is replaed by
G
′
n(xn, xn−1, ψn−1) = exp
{
1
N0
Re
[∑
k∈K
pk,na
∗
k,n
]}
(3.21)
where K is the set of all onsidered pulses, i.e., the M − 2 prinipal pulses
and the 8 seleted seondary pulses. Thus, extending the derivation desribed
before, we an derive a forward-bakward detetion algorithm in whih the
trellis state is dened as the ouple (ψn−1, xn−1) and whose FG is provided in
Fig 3.4. In this way, we obtain a soft-output detetor working on pM states,
with a redution fator with respet to the optimal sheme equal to ML−2.
Hene, even if the FE and DA omplexity redution is not lower than that in
the ase of MM algorithm with just the prinipal pulses, MM algorithm with
some seondary pulses allows us to obtain more or less the same performane
of the FC detetor when L = 3 with a omplexity redution in both the FE
and DA.
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xn
P (xn)
G
′
nIn
Pe(xn)
(ψn−1, xn−1) µf,n
µb,n−1
(ψn, xn)
P (xn)
Figure 3.4: Fator graph orresponding to MM based algorithm with some
seleted seondary pulses, in the n-th time interval.
A further redution an be obtained by resorting to a proper redued-searh
tehnique, similar to the FT algorithm we will desribe in Setion 3.6, explained
in the following. At eah time epoh n, we selet p forward metris and explore
only the paths extending from the related states. Then, only the paths seleted
in this way are onsidered while performing the bakward reursion and the
ompletion stage. In this ase, the redution fator with respet to the optimal
sheme is equal to ML−1, exatly as in the basi version of the algorithm, that
is when only the prinipal omponents are onsidered. As a riterion for the
redued searh, we found onvenient not to selet the p states (ψn−1, xn−1)
with the best forward metris, but to selet, for eah of the possible p values
of ψn−1, the value of xn−1 providing the best metri.
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3.4 Complexity-Redution Based on the G Deom-
position
As already antiipated in Setion 3.3.2, in ontrast with the MM deomposi-
tion, the CPM deompositions in [42, 54, 56, 57℄ allow to redue the front end
omplexity but not the state omplexity of the DA. They have in ommon
that the redution in the front end omplexity is reahed by omputing the
suient statistis in (2.12) using alternative representations of the omplex
envelope of a CPM signal. The CPM detetor, i.e., the DA, remains unhanged
with respet to the FC detetor.
3.4.1 The G Deomposition
Based on an extension of the Laurent deomposition desribed in [56℄, in the
interval [nT, (n + 1)T ] the omplex envelope of the CPM signal (1.1) an be
exatly expressed as
6
s(t,x) =
2L−1−1∑
k=0
Lk−1∑
m=0
bk,m,n
L−1∏
i=0
ui+m+Lβ2k,i,n−[i+m]L(τ) (3.22)
where [·]L denotes the modulo L operator, t = nT + τ, τ ∈ [0, T ) and
βk,i ∈ {0, 1} are the oeients of the binary representation of the index k,
i.e.,
k = βk,0 + 2βk,1 + . . .+ 2
L−1βk,L−1. (3.23)
The number of terms in the kth subgroup is equal to
Lk = min
i=1,...,L−1
{L(2− αk,i)− i} (3.24)
where αk,i is the ith bit in the radix-2 representation of k, i.e., k =
∑L−1
i=1 2
i−1αk,i,
and αk,0 = 0. The omplex oeients {bk,m,n} and the pulses {ui,n(τ)} are
6
In [56℄, the author explains that the deomposition (3.22) holds only when the produt
h · |xn| is not an integer for any possible value of xn.
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data-dependent; in partiular bk,m,n is a nonlinear funtion of the input se-
quene:
bk,m,n = e
jπnejπh
PL−1
i=0 (1−βXk(m),i)αn−i
(3.25)
where Xk(j) is dened as
Xk(0) = 2k
Xk(j) = 2Xk(j − 1) + 1 (3.26)
0 ≤ k ≤ 2L−1 − 1; 1 ≤ j ≤ Lk − 1
and πn is the CPM phase state, reursively dened in (1.5). The time-varying
basi pulse ui,n(τ) in (3.22) is of the form
ui,n(τ) =

sin [2πh|xn|q(τ + iT )]
sin(πh|xn|) , 0 ≤ i ≤ L− 1
sin [πh|xn| − 2πh|xn|q(τ + (i− L)T )]
sin(πh|xn|) , L ≤ i ≤ 2L− 1
0 otherwise.
(3.27)
The key dierene between this deomposition and that by MM desribed
in Setion 3.3.1 is that pulses {ui,n(τ)} are now data-dependent; in parti-
ular on the nth symbol interval, the pulses whih ontribute to the CPM
waveform in (3.22) depend on the magnitudes of the L most reent symbols:
{|xn|, . . . , |xn−(L−1)|}. Therefore it is lear that the oherent reeiver requires
2L−1−1∑
i=0
Li
(
M
2
)L
(3.28)
mathed lters of length T . However, most of the signal power is ontained in
the rst terms of the outer summation and hene in many ases of pratial
interest, we an adopt the following signal approximation of the CPM signal
in the interval [nT, (n+ 1)T ]:
s(t,x) ≃
Q−1∑
k=0
Lk−1∑
m=0
bk,m,n
L−1∏
i=0
ui+m+Lβ2k,i,n−[i+m]L(τ) (3.29)
with Q < 2L−1.
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3.4.2 MAP Symbol Detetion Based on the G Deomposition
The MAP symbol detetion strategy based on the G deomposition an be
arried out as the optimal MAP symbol detetion strategy desribed in Se-
tion 2.3.1. In fat, from (3.22) we nd that the neessary mathed lters have
length T . Hene, we an derive a BCJR algorithm in whih the forward and
bakward reursions have the same expression and the same probabilisti mean-
ing of the reursions desribed in Setion 2.3.1. The only dierene is in the
omputation of the vetor y of suient statistis. In this ase at hand, re-
plaing (3.29) in (2.12) we nd
yn(xn, σn) ≃
∫ (n+1)T
nT
r(t)
Q−1∑
k=0
Lk−1∑
m=0
b∗k,m,n
L−1∏
i=0
ui+m+Lβ2k,i,n−[i+m]L(τ)dt
=
Q−1∑
k=0
Lk−1∑
m=0
b∗k,m,n
∫ (n+1)T
nT
r(t)
L−1∏
i=0
ui+m+Lβ2k,i,n−[i+m]L(τ)dt
=
Q−1∑
k=0
Lk−1∑
m=0
b∗k,m,nΓk,m,n (3.30)
where we have dened {Γk,m,n} as a output of the bank of length-T mathed
lters:
Γk,m,n ,
∫ T
0
r(τ + nT )
L−1∏
i=0
ui+m+Lβ2k,i,n−[i+m]L(τ)dτ. (3.31)
As previously mentioned, in many ases of pratial interest we an om-
pute a very good approximation of yn by trunating the outer summation in
(3.30) (i.e., over the variable k), taking a value of Q lower than 2L−1. Hene,
we nd a suboptimal detetor that with respet to the optimal FC detetor
(i.e., when Q = 2L−1) has the same number of trellis states in the DA (pML−1)
but a redued number of front end lters.
When Q = 1, a further simpliation an allow a redution in the number
of trellis states. Let us dene
ck,n , a0,ne
jπh
PL−1
i=0 β2k,iαn−i
(3.32)
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where a0,n is desribed in (3.5). By some mathematial manipulations it an
be proved that bk,m,n = ck,n−m. Hene, when Q = 1 (3.30) beomes
yn(xn, σn) ≃
L0−1∑
m=0
c∗0,n−mΓ0,m,n (3.33)
where from (3.24) L0 = L + 1 and c0,n = a0,n. By trunating the summation
over the variable m onsidering m = 0 and m = 1, we obtain:
yn(xn, σn) = a
∗
0,nΓ0,0,n + a
∗
0,n−1Γ0,1,n (3.34)
whih just depends on the present symbol xn, on ψn whih is the integer repre-
sentation of a0,n and whih an assume p values, and on {|xn|, . . . , |xn−(L−1)|}
(neessary to desribe Γ0,m,n and Γ0,1,n). In onlusion, we an dene a new
signal state whih belongs to a set of ardinality p(M/2)L−1 instead of pML−1.
Hene, in suh a ase a redution in DA omplexity is also possible, but, as
we will see in Setion 3.7, suh a detetor does not work due to the bad signal
approximation. In all pratial ases we need Q > 1 to have a good FE stage.
3.5 Complexity-Redution Based on the MA Deom-
position
3.5.1 The MA Deomposition
The method in [57℄ (denoted as prinipal omponents (PC) method) proposed
to ompute an eient orthonormal base for the spae spanned by a given
signal set, an be applied to the nite set of CPM waveform provided in (1.16).
We reall suh expression
si(t) , s˜(t;xn, σn) =
√
2Es
T
ejπhπn exp
{
j2πh
L−1∑
m=0
xn−mq(t+mT )
}
,
0 ≤ t ≤ T (3.35)
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where σn = (ωn, πn) is dened in (1.4) and (1.5) and i is a given integer repre-
sentation of the variables (xn, σn), i = 0, 1, . . . , pM
L− 1. The main advantage
of the orthonormal base representation in [57℄ with respet to the well-known
Gram-Shmidt tehnique, is that base funtions are sorted in order of impor-
tane: the energy ontent in the rst K funtions is maximized.
Following this idea, we assume a set of linearly independent CPM waveform
removing the ontribution of phase state πn from (3.35); thus we obtain the
set {s¯k(t)}M
L−1
k=0 (already dened in (1.17))
s¯k(t) , s¯(t;xn, ωn) = exp
{
j2πh
L∑
l=0
xn−lq(t+ lT )
}
, 0 ≤ t ≤ T (3.36)
k = 0, 1, . . . ,ML − 1
where k is a given integer representation of the variables (xn, ωn) = (x
n
n−L+1).
7
Initially we nd the normalized ross-orrelation Hermitian matrixR of dimen-
sion ML ×ML, whose element (i, j) is given by the following inner produt
〈·, ·〉
R(i, j) , 〈s¯i(t), s¯j(t)〉 =
∫ T
0
s¯i(t)s¯
∗
j (t)dt. (3.37)
The matrix R an be uniquely deomposed by the so-alled singular value
deomposition as
R = US2UH (3.38)
where UH denotes the omplex onjugate transpose of U, U is an unitary
matrix (UUH = UH U = I) of dimension ML ×ML and S2 is a diagonal
matrix of dimension ML ×ML, S2 = diag(λ0, λ1, . . . , λML−1). Note that the
diagonal entries of S2, (λ0, λ1, . . . , λML−1), are the non negative eigenvalues of
R, sorted in dereasing order. Finally from [57℄ it is proved that the pursued
vetor of ML orthonormal base funtions b(t),
b(t) ,
[
b0(t), b1(t), . . . , bML−1(t)
]T
(3.39)
7
In the following we will present a time ontinuous derivation; a pratial implementation
an be realized by sampling the set {s¯i(t)}
ML−1
i=0 of CPM waveforms.
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is given by
b(t) = S−1UH s¯(t) (3.40)
where s¯(t) ,
[
s¯0(t), s¯1(t), . . . , s¯ML−1(t)
]T
and
S−1 = diag(1/
√
λ0, 1/
√
λ1, . . . , 1/
√
λML−1) .
When ompared to the Gram-Shmidt proedure, this method does not
have the disadvantage of numerial instability and produes base funtions that
are optimal when a signal spae redution is attempted: for any trunation of
the base b(t) to the K < ML rst member funtions, there is no other signal
base with K members that arries an higher portion of the signal energy.
3.5.2 MAP Symbol Detetion Based on the MA Deomposi-
tion
The orthonormal CPM base representation an be employed to implement
the optimal MAP symbol detetion strategy desribed in Setion 2.3.1. In
pratie, instead of projeting the reeived signal r(t) (reported in (3.1)) onto
the original CPM set {s¯(t;xn, ωn)} as in (2.12), one an projet r(t) and the
ML CPM waveforms s¯(t;xn, ωn) onto the orthonormal set {bi(t)}M
L−1
i=0 .
In fat, representing the reeived signal as
r(t) =
N−1∑
n=0
rn(t)
where rn(t) , r(t)retT (t− nT ), 8 rn(t) and si(t) an be exatly expressed as
rn(t) =
ML−1∑
j=0
rn,jbj(t) n = 0, 1, . . . ,N − 1 (3.41)
s¯i(t) =
ML−1∑
j=0
s¯i,jbj(t) i = 0, 1, . . . ,M
L − 1 (3.42)
8
retT (t) = 1 if 0 ≤ t < T , retT (t) = 0 elsewhere.
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where the projetions rn,j and s¯i,j are dened as
rn,j = 〈rn(t), bj(t)〉 (3.43)
s¯i,j = 〈s¯i(t), bj(t)〉 (3.44)
i, j = 0, 1, . . . ,ML − 1
n = 0, 1, . . . ,N − 1.
Thus replaing (3.41) and (3.42) into (2.12)
yn(xn, σn) = e
−jπn
∫ (n+1)T
nT
r(t)s¯∗(t− nT ;xn, ωn)dt
= e−jπn
∫ T
0
rn(t− nT )s¯∗i (t)dt
= e−jπn
∫ T
0
ML−1∑
j=0
rn,jbj(t)
ML−1∑
k=0
s¯∗i,kb
∗
k(t) dt
= e−jπn
ML−1∑
j=0
ML−1∑
k=0
rn,j s¯
∗
i,k
∫ T
0
bj(t)b
∗
k(t)dt
= e−jπn
ML−1∑
j=0
rn,j s¯
∗
i,k (3.45)
where we have exploited the orthonormality of {bj(t)} funtions.
Sine base funtions produed trough the method of prinipal omponents
desribed in Setion 3.5.1 are sorted in dereasing energy order, we an redue
the set of funtions bj(t) employed in the omputation of projetions. In other
words, we an approximate (3.45) as
yn(xn, σn) ≃
K−1∑
j=0
rn,j s¯
∗
i,k (3.46)
reduing the set of front end lters from ML to K < ML. Thus, just as in
the ase of the G deomposition of Setion 3.4, the MA deomposition allows
a FE omplexity redution but the trellis of the detetion algorithm remains
the same on the FC detetor.
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3.6 Redued-Searh Algorithms
We now investigate some tehniques aiming to a omplexity redution in the
DA stage, without eets on the FE stage. In order to obtain a redued-
omplexity DA, we an adopt the redued-searh tehnique [58℄: the algorithm
still works on a full-state trellis, that is no state redution [39℄ is performed,
but it explores only a subset of the possible paths on the trellis. In priniple, we
an apply this method to both type of trellises we have derived in previous Se-
tions: the trellis of the full omplexity algorithm (whatever is the FE, i.e. the
optimal one or an approximated version obtained by the G or MA deomposi-
tions) or the trellis of the MM detetor. Hene, we desribe the redued-searh
algorithm while operating on the the FC trellis and then, we try to apply suh
a tehnique to the DA of the MM detetor (see Setion 3.6.3).
3.6.1 Rationale
Sine the lower the metri (either forward or bakward) of a state, the more
negligible its ontribution to the summations of the reursions and ompletion,
it is natural to explore only the paths extending from the states with the largest
metris. Let us suppose to keep memory, at eah time epoh, of the S largest
forward and the S largest bakward metris only, and to explore only the paths
extending from the related states while performing the reursions. In the state
metris omputation, the ontribution orresponding to unexplored paths is
onsidered null. If we onsider the number S of saved metris as a measure
of the omplexity of the algorithms
9
, the redution fator with respet to the
full-omplexity BCJR algorithm is about pML−1/S.
By onneting the states whose forward metris have been saved, a set
of forward-seleted-paths (FSPs) is progressively built, and the same an be
9
Although a more rigorous evaluation of the omplexity would also take into aount the
additional omputational load in implementing the various algorithms, the adopted hoie
is the most ommon in the literature. More detailed omplexity omparisons an be found
in [40℄.
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done in order to dene a set of bakward-seleted-paths (BSPs). The values
of the forward (respetively, bakward) metris related to states whih do not
belong to the set of FSPs (respetively, BSPs) are not available during the
ompletion stage. The unavailable metris are traditionally replaed by zero,
thus negleting the terms ontaining them while omputing the summations.
In this ase, any state an give a non-zero ontribution to the ompletion only
if it belongs to both FSPs and BSPs, so that the eetive trellis is given by the
intersetion of FSPs and BSPs [40℄. This algorithm, whih will be referred to
as double-trellis (DT) algorithm, an exhibit a poor performane sine the sets
of FSPs and BSPs are built independently of eah other, and their intersetion
ould thus be almost empty. For this reason, in [58℄ it is suggested not to build
any set of BSPs and to perform the bakward searh over the set of FSPs, thus
giving a predominant role to the forward reursion. We will refer to this solution
as forward-trellis (FT) algorithm. From a omputational viewpoint, the FT
algorithm is simpler than the DT algorithm, sine it requires to ompare and
sort the metris in the forward reursion only, while this proedure is avoided
in the bakward reursion. A detailed disussion on the riterion for seleting
the most onvenient solution between the DT and the FT algorithm, based
on the physial features of the onsidered nite-state mahine, an be found
in [40℄. Following these arguments, we an state that, in the ase of detetion of
CPM signals, there exists no physial reason to privilege one reursion instead
of the other, so that the DT algorithm is expeted to be more eetive.
10
The
simulation results reported in Setion 3.7 onrm this onjeture.
3.6.2 Optimization
A ouple of tehniques for improving the eetiveness of the DT algorithm are
desribed in the following.
As stated before, a traditional ompletion replaing the unavailable metris
by null values works on a subset of paths given by the intersetion of FSPs and
10
For the same reason, the redued-omplexity algorithms based on state redution [39℄
annot be suessfully applied.
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BSPs. While in the ase of the FT algorithm the intersetion oinides with
the set of FSPs, in the ase of the DT algorithm the intersetion ould result
almost empty, sine the sets of FSPs and BSPs are built independently of eah
other. This issue is addressed in [59℄, where the authors propose a ompletion
on a window of multiple trellis setions, thus implying a signiant inrease in
the omputational omplexity of the ompletion stage. We propose a simpler
solution allowing the ompletion stage to work not on the intersetion but on
the union of the sets of FSPs and BSPs, so that all the metris saved during the
reursions an give a ontribution to the nal result. The way to do this on-
sists of replaing the unavailable metris in (2.21) by proper non-zero values.
For eah time epoh n, let ηMINf,n be the lowest metri saved during the forward
reursion, and let ηMINb,n be the lowest metri saved during the bakward reur-
sion (expressions for forward and bakward reursions are provided in (2.17)
and (2.18), respetively). When a given state σn does not belong to the set of
FSPs at time epoh n, any non-zero value lower or equal to ηMINf,n ould be a
reasonable hoie for replaing the unavailable metri ηf,n(σn) while perform-
ing the ompletion (2.21). Sine we found, by means of extensive omputer
simulations, that overestimating the unavailable metris provides a better per-
formane than underestimating them, we hoose the largest value in the allowed
range. Hene, when the fator ηf,n(σn) in (2.21) is not available, we replae it
by ηMINf,n . Similarly, when ηb,n+1(σn+1) is not available, we replae it by η
MIN
b,n+1.
When both fators are not available, we instead ignore the ontribution of the
orresponding path. This solution, whih will be referred to as non-zero (NZ)
ompletion, auses only a slight inrease in omputational omplexity [40℄, but
ensures a signiant performane improvement (see the simulation results in
Setion 3.7).
A further optimization tehnique an be obtained by exploiting the prob-
abilisti meanings of the state metris, provided in (2.19) and (2.20) and here
realled:
ηf,n(σn) ∝ P (σn|yn−10 )
ηb,n(σn) ∝ p(yN−1n |σn) .
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In partiular, (2.19) and (2.20) imply that the FSPs are seleted based on the
MAP riterion, while the BSPs are seleted based on the maximum-likelihood
(ML) riterion. These dierent riteria, whih result equivalent only when the
modulation symbols are equally likely and the reeiver does not perform itera-
tive deoding, have a signiant impat on the reliability of the seleted paths,
that is on the probability that suh paths inlude the orret one [40℄. It is
intuitive to onjeture that the MAP approah is more reliable, and extensive
omputer simulations onrm this fat. As a onsequene, the redued-searh
forward reursion is more reliable than the redued-searh bakward reursion.
An eetive solution for this asymmetry is presented in [40℄, with fous on
the BCJR algorithm when employed for MAP symbol detetion over han-
nels aeted by inter-symbol interferene (ISI), and onsists of modifying the
denition of the bakward reursion so that also the BSPs an be seleted
based on the MAP riterion. Sine this modiation ensures a signiant per-
formane improvement when ISI hannels are onsidered, it is interesting to
investigate the appliability of the algorithms in [40℄ to the problem at hand.
Unfortunately, the reursive denition of the state σn implied by (1.5) makes
the diret appliation of suh algorithms impossible. An alternative solution
for building a MAP-based set of BSPs is desribed in the following.
Let us temporarily assume to know, for eah time epoh n and eah state σn,
the a priori probability P (σn) that σn is the orret state, and let us dene
the modied bakward metri η˜b,n(σn) as follows
η˜b,n(σn) = ηb,n(σn)P (σn) . (3.47)
Then, taking into aount (2.20), we an write
η˜b,n(σn) ∝ p(yN−1n |σn)P (σn) = p(yN−1n , σn) ∝ P (σn|yN−1n ) (3.48)
showing that it is possible to build a MAP-based set of BSPs by working on
the modied bakward metris {η˜b,n} instead of the lassial ones {ηb,n}. In
pratie, while performing the redued-searh bakward reursion at a given
time epoh n, the algorithm exeutes the following steps:
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1. it extends the BSPs from time epoh n + 1 to time epoh n for the
omputation of the metris {ηb,n};
2. it omputes the metris {η˜b,n} by saling the metris {ηb,n} aording
to (3.47);
3. it inludes the states σn with the best S metris {η˜b,n(σn)} in the set of
BSPs, saving the orresponding metris;
4. it sales the saved metris {η˜b,n} bak to {ηb,n} aording to (3.47).
We will refer to this algorithm as modied double-trellis (MDT) algorithm. It
is worth noting that, with respet to the DT algorithm, the forward reursion
and the ompletion stage (either lassial or non-zero) are exatly the same.
Now, the point is how to ompute the terms {P (σn)} required in (3.47). Due
to the reursive denition of the state σn, they an be omputed as follows
P (σn+1) =
∑
αn
∑
σn
T (αn, σn, σn+1)P (σn)P (αn) (3.49)
after initializing the values of {P (σ0)} aording to the available informa-
tion on the atual rst state σ¯0, as explained in the disussion related to the
reursion (2.17). In pratie, if we want to perform a MAP-based redued-
searh bakward reursion, we have to perform the additional full-searh re-
ursion (3.49) just for the omputation of the terms {P (σn)}. Clearly, the latter
reursion represents the bottlenek of the method from a omplexity viewpoint,
thus making the relevane of the MDT algorithm mainly theoretial.
In onlusion, among the various redued-searh algorithms desribed so
far, the best hoie in terms of performane/omplexity tradeo is expeted to
be the DT-NZ algorithm.
3.6.3 Appliation to the Trellis of MM Detetor
The detetion algorithm based on the MM deomposition and the optimal
BCJR algorithm desribed in Setion 2.3.1 are both haraterized by a for-
ward reursion, a bakward reursion, and a ompletion stage. In priniple, it
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is thus possible to apply the redued-searh tehniques desribed in Setion 3.6
to both of them. On the other hand, while the appliation of suh tehniques
to the optimal BCJR algorithm is justied by the probabilisti meanings of
the state metri {ηf,n} and {ηb,n} (see the relevant disussion in Setion 3.6),
the same is no longer true when the detetion algorithm based on the MM
deomposition is onsidered. The key dierene is that the state metri {µf,n}
and {µb,n} does not have any probabilisti meaning, and thus the hoie of
exploring only the paths extending from the states with the largest metris
annot be justied. This issue is not only theoretial, sine it is fully on-
rmed by all simulation results, whih denitely prove the ineetiveness of
the redued-searh tehniques when applied to the reursions (3.16) and (3.17).
An interesting exeption arises when we onsider the trellis assoiate to the
extension of the MM detetor, we desribed in Setion 3.3.2.
3.7 Numerial Results
In this setion, the performane of the desribed optimal and simplied de-
tetion shemes is assessed by means of omputer simulations. To ensure a
better numerial stability, the algorithms are implemented in the logarithmi
domain [60℄. First, we onsider the ase of unoded CPM transmissions; then,
we fous on the more interesting ase of SCCPM shemes with iterative de-
oding.
In the key of the gures and in the related disussions, the following nota-
tion is adopted:
 FC: full-omplexity BCJR algorithm (Setion 2.3.1);
 MM-P: BCJR-like algorithm based on the prinipal omponents of the
MM deomposition (Setion 3.3.2);
 MM-PSS: BCJR-like algorithm based on the prinipal and some seleted
seondary omponents of the MM deomposition (Setion 3.3.2);
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 MM-PSS-RS: BCJR-like algorithm based on the prinipal and some se-
leted seondary omponents of the MM deomposition, with the appli-
ation of the redued-searh tehnique (Setion 3.3.2);
 G: BCJR algorithm with the FC-DA stage and simplied FE, based on
the G deomposition (Setion 3.4.2);
 G-R: BCJR algorithm with the FC-DA stage and simplied FE, based
on a subset of lters of the G deomposition, suh that an automati
redution in the number of trellis states is ahieved (Setion 3.4.2);
 MA: BCJR algorithm with the FC-DA stage and simplied FE, based
on the MA orthogonal base omponents (Setion 3.5.2);
 FT: forward-trellis tehnique applied to FC algorithm (Setion 3.6.1);
 DT: double-trellis tehnique applied to FC algorithm (Setion 3.6.1);
 DT-NZ: double-trellis tehnique with non-zero ompletion applied to FC
algorithm (Setion 3.6.2).
3.7.1 Unoded CPM Transmissions
We onsider unoded CPM transmissions, showing the performane of various
detetion shemes in terms of symbol-error rate (SER) versus ES/N0, N0 being
the one-sided noise power spetral density. Eah transmitted frame ontains
1000 symbols, and a minimum of 300 symbol errors are ounted for omputing
eah SER value.
In Fig. 3.5, a quaternary modulation with raised osine frequeny pulse,
L = 2 (2RC), and h = 1/4 is onsidered. In this ase, the BCJR-like al-
gorithm based on the prinipal omponents of the MM deomposition and
working on a 4-state trellis performs exatly as the optimal BCJR algorithm
working on a 16-state trellis. Fig. 3.5 also reports the performane that an
be obtained when the redued-searh tehniques are applied to the optimal
BCJR algorithm reduing the number of states to 3. As an be observed, the
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double-trellis algorithm employing the non-zero ompletion is by far the most
eetive, as onjetured in the theoretial analysis arried out in Setion 3.6,
but the orresponding performane degradation with respet to the FC and
MM-P shemes is signiant. Other simulation results show that the degra-
dation vanishes when the DT-NZ algorithm works on a 4-state trellis, exatly
as the MM-P algorithm. On the other hand, the DT-NZ algorithm is more
omplex than the MM-P algorithm when they work on a trellis with the same
number of states, sine it requires additional operations while building the set
of seleted paths and performing the non-zero ompletion. On the other hand,
it is possible to simplify the front-end by resorting to the G deomposition
with a very low value of Q. A detailed analysis of the front-end omplexity is
reported in the next setion devoted to the more interesting ase of SCCPM
shemes. However, we an antiipate that even from this point of view, the
omplexity of the MM-P algorithm is lower. Hene, in onlusion the most
eient algorithm for this senario is denitely the BCJR-like algorithm based
on the prinipal omponents of the MM deomposition.
In Fig. 3.6, an otal 2RC modulation with h = 1/7 is onsidered. As in the
previous senario, the MM-P algorithm provides the same performane as the
optimal BCJR algorithm, even if it works on a trellis whih is 8 times simpler.
Fig. 3.6 also reports the performane of the algorithms based on redued-searh
tehniques, when they all work on a 5-state trellis, onrming that the DT-NZ
algorithm is the most eetive. Other simulation results show that, if we want a
negligible performane degradation, the DT-NZ algorithm should work on a 7-
state trellis, exatly as the MM-P algorithm. Hene, even for this senario, the
best performane/omplexity tradeo is ensured by the BCJR-like algorithm
based on the prinipal omponents of the MM deomposition.
In Fig. 3.7, a quaternary 3RC modulation with h = 2/7 is onsidered. In
this ase, as expeted aording to the disussion arried out in Setion 3.3.2,
the BCJR-like algorithm based on the prinipal omponents of the MM de-
omposition exhibits a large performane degradation with respet to the op-
timal BCJR algorithm. If we ompare the performane of the MM-P algo-
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Figure 3.5: 2RC modulation with h = 1/4 and M = 4.
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Figure 3.6: 2RC modulation with h = 1/7 and M = 8.
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Figure 3.7: 3RC modulation with h = 2/7 and M = 4.
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Figure 3.8: 3RC modulation with h = 2/7 and M = 4.
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rithm and that of the redued-searh algorithms when they all work on a
7-state trellis, it is lear that the former solution is more eetive at low val-
ues of ES/N0, whereas the latter solutions are more eetive at large values
of ES/N0. In partiular, the DT-NZ algorithm outperforms all other detetion
shemes when ES/N0 is larger than 13 dB. On the other hand, Fig. 3.8 shows
that we an ahieve the optimal performane by taking into aount also some
seleted seondary omponents of the MM deomposition, and applying the
MM-PSS algorithm, whih works on a 28-state trellis, or even the MM-PSS-
RS algorithm, whih works on a 7-state trellis. Hene, as in all other onsidered
senarios, the hoie of resorting to detetion shemes based on MM deompo-
sition is more eetive than applying redued-searh tehniques to the optimal
BCJR algorithm, whatever is the onsidered FE (an approximated version de-
rived by G or MA deompositions, as well as the full omplexity front end).
3.7.2 Iterative Deoding of SCCPM Shemes
We now onsider SCCPM shemes with iterative deoding, reporting the per-
formane in terms of bit error rate (BER) versus Eb/N0, Eb being the reeived
energy per information bit. The relevant system model is depited in Fig. 3.9.
The onsidered onatenated shemes are ompletely dened by the outer ode
desription, the odeword length, the type of interleaver (bit or symbol), the
type of mapping, the CPM parameters, and nally the total number of itera-
tions for the iterative deoding proess. In our omputer simulations, dierent
SCCPM shemes, whose details are summarized in Tables 3.1, are onsidered.
In all these shemes we onsider a CPM modulation format onatenated with
a non-reursive rate-1/2 onvolutional ode (CC) with generators G1 = 7 and
G2 = 5 (otal notation) and the hannel phase is onsidered known to the
reeiver. A dithered relative prime bit interleaved is used and oded bits are
mapped into CPM symbols by using natural mapping.
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Figure 3.9: Transmitter and reeiver struture for the onsidered SCCPM
shemes.
Fig. 3.10 3.11 and 3.12 3.13 and 3.14
Pulse 2RC 2RC 3RC
M 4 4 4
h 1/4 1/4 2/7
Mapping Gray Natural Natural
Outer ode CC (7,5) r = 1/2 CC (7,5) r = 1/2 CC (7,5) r = 1/2
Codeword 2048 1760 2000
length
Interleaver Bit or Symbol Bit Bit
Iterations 20 10 10
Table 3.1: Details of the onsidered SCCPM shemes.
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SCCPM Shemes with L=2
In Fig. 3.10 we onsider the onatenation of the above mentioned onvolu-
tional ode with a quaternary 2RC modulation having h = 1/4. Two oded
bits are mapped into one quaternary symbol by Gray mapping. The redued-
omplexity soft-output detetor based on the MM-P algorithm has only p = 4
states, whereas the optimal detetor has pML−1 = 16 states. A symbol in-
terleaver of length 1024 symbols and a bit interleaver of length 2048 bits are
onsidered, and 20 iterations are performed.
11
In [38℄ some onsiderations have
been arried out about the advantages and disadvantages, in terms of onver-
gene threshold and error oor, of symbol interleavers with respet to bit inter-
leavers in SCCPM shemes. In partiular, it has been shown that systems with
symbol interleaving usually have a lower onvergene threshold and a higher
error oor. In our simulation, the error oor does not appear, but the result on
the onvergene threshold is onrmed. In any ase, it an be observed that,
irrespetively of the used interleaver, the MM-P algorithm, with 4 trellis states,
exhibits a negligible performane loss with respet to the FC algorithm.
In Fig. 3.11 we analyze the same SCCPM sheme of Fig. 3.10, but now
with a bit interleaver of length 1760 bits and natural mapping. As expeted,
the performane of the optimal FC algorithm with a FE based on the G deom-
position and Q = 2L−1 = 2 is idential to that of the optimal BCJR algorithm
with optimal FE. However, even when Q = 1, thus reduing the number of
length-T mathed lters from 16 to 12, there is no loss with respet to the
optimal performane. Note that, in both ases, unless expliit redued-searh
tehniques are applied, there is no redution in the number of trellis states. An
automati redution in the number of trellis states may be obtained when the
solution desribed in Setion 3.4.2, and denoted as G-R, is adopted. As men-
tioned, this solution onsists of taking into aount only a subset of mathed
lters of the ase Q = 1. In this ase, the number of trellis states is halved from
16 to 8. In Fig. 3.11 the urve denoted as G-R with 16 states represent the
11
A dithered relative prime (DRP) interleaver [61℄ is used in both ases.
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Figure 3.10: 2RC modulation with h = 1/4 and M = 4. Comparison between
symbol and bit interleaver.
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Figure 3.11: 2RC modulation with h = 1/4 and M = 4: FC algorithm with
G-based FE and DT-NZ algorithm.
performane when, working on the full omplexity trellis, among all mathed
lters of the set Q = 1, we onsider the two lters whih assure the automati
state redution. The performane loss is signiant and when we exploit the
state redution (urve denoted as G-R with 8 states) the algorithm does not
work.
In Fig. 3.11, the urve related to the MM algorithm and working on a
4-state trellis is not shown sine, as demonstrated in Fig. 3.10, it exhibits a
negligible performane loss with respet to the FC algorithm. On the ontrary,
the performane of the best redued-searh algorithm, namely the DT-NZ,
applied to the trellis of optimal BCJR algorithm, is also reported. Although
the DT-NZ algorithm works on a 4-state trellis, the degradation is large.
In Fig. 3.12, CPM format and senario are the same of Fig. 3.11 and per-
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Figure 3.12: 2RC modulation with h = 1/4 and M = 4: FC algorithm with
MA-based algorithm.
formane of FC algorithm with FE based on MA deomposition is analysed.
While when K = 1 (i.e. the front end is omposed by just one length-T lter)
MA detetor shows an heavy loss, for K values greater or equal to 2, it ahieves
the performane of FC algorithm with optimal FE. In other words, by means
of MA-based FE the number of length-T lters an be redued from ML = 16
to 2: this solutions leads to a minimum in front end omplexity although a
redution in the number of trellis states is not ahieved.
It is interesting to reall that, for all onsidered CPM formats, the DT-
NZ algorithm and the MM-P algorithm exhibit a similar performane when
unoded transmissions are onsidered (see Figs. 3.5-Fig. 3.8 and the relevant
disussion). Hene, we an state that the DT-NZ algorithm is very eetive
in produing hard deisions, but denitely ineetive in produing soft dei-
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sions to be exploited in iterative deoding. In Table 3.2 the number of trellis
states and the front end omplexity are ompared for all onsidered detetion
algorithms. It is important to observe that sine we are onsidering SCCPM
shemes, the omputational omplexity is mainly determined by the number
of trellis states sine the front end stage proesses eah odeword just one
time while the detetion algorithm operates on eah odeword one time every
iteration.
Algorithm Total number of Trellis
length-T lters states
FC 16 16
MM-P 7 4
G, Q = 2 16 16
G, Q = 1 12 16
MA, K = 2 2 16
MA, K = 1 1 16
Table 3.2: Front end omplexity and number of trellis states for a 2RC modu-
lation with h = 1/4 and M = 4.
In onlusion, while the FC algorithm with a FE based on the MA de-
omposition exhibits the lowest FE omplexity (just two length-T lters are
suient) without omplexity redution in the DA stage, the MM-P algorithm
allows us to ahieve the optimal performane with the minimum trellis om-
plexity and a very redued front end omplexity. Hene, if the FC detetor with
a MA-based FE and the MM-P algorithm an be onsidered as two equally
valid solutions if unoded CPM transmissions are onsidered, MM-P algorithm
is the best solution for all SCCPM shemes with L = 2 .
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SCCPM Shemes with L=3
In Fig. 3.13, we onsider the onatenation of the above mentioned onvolu-
tional ode with a quaternary 3RC modulation having h = 2/7. We adopt a
DRP bit interleaver of length 2000 bits, and the oded bits are mapped into
quaternary symbols by natural mapping. At the reeiver side, iterative deod-
ing is employed, performing 10 iterations. In this ase, the MM-P algorithm
provides, in terms of number of states, a redution fator equal to 16 with re-
spet to the FC algorithm but, as expeted aording to the disussion arried
out in Setion 3.3.2, the orresponding performane degradation is signiant.
Hene, to ahieve the optimal performane, we have to take into aount some
seleted seondary omponents and apply the MM-PSS algorithm, whih pro-
vides a redution fator equal to 4. Unlike the results in Fig. 3.8, related to
an unoded transmission of the same CPM format, Fig. 3.13 also shows that
the appliation of the MM-PSS-RS algorithm auses a limited, but still signi-
ant, performane degradation. On the other hand, the MM-PSS-RS algorithm
works on a trellis with only 7 states per time epoh, providing a redution fa-
tor equal to 16 with respet to the optimal FC algorithm, and an be thus
onsidered as a onvenient tradeo. Even in this ase, the algorithms based on
redued-searh tehniques and diretly applied to the optimal FC algorithm
are not a onvenient solution: the best of them, namely the DT-NZ algorithm,
annot ahieve the performane of the MM-PSS-RS algorithm, even when it
works on a larger trellis with 28 states.
In Fig. 3.14 we onsider the same SCCPM sheme and the same senario
of Fig. 3.13 and we shows the performane of the FC detetion algorithm when
we onsider G-based and MA-based front end stages. Regarding the FE based
on the G deomposition, sine the solution with Q = 1 does not work, it is
useless to assess the performane of the G-R algorithm (with redued DA)
and it is neessary to inrease the value of Q. Fig. 3.14 demonstrates that the
performane of the approximated G-based FE is lose to the performane of
the FC algorithm for Q ≥ 2 (urves with Q > 2 are not reported in the gure
sine they oinide with the FC urve when optimal FE is onsidered). In other
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Figure 3.13: 3RC modulation with h = 2/7 and M = 4: performane of MM
and DT-NZ algorithms.
words, as summarized in Table 3.3, the G deomposition in this ase allows
a redution in the number of length-T mathed lters from 64 to 48 with no
redution in the number of trellis states. Same onlusions hold for the MA
deomposition: it is not possible to ahieve a redution in the number of trellis
states but K = 2 length-T lters are suient in the front end. Also with this
CPM format, MA algorithm is the detetor whih assures the minimum front
end omplexity.
In onlusion, for all the onsidered SCCPM shemes, the approah provid-
ing the simplest front end is that based on the CPM deomposition proposed
by Moqvist and Aulin, while the most onvenient solution in terms of trellis
omplexity results that based on the CPM deomposition proposed by Men-
gali and Morelli, whih also redues the FE omplexity, possibly ombined with
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Figure 3.14: 3RC modulation with h = 2/7 and M = 4: performane of FC
algorithm with G-based and MA-based FE.
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Algorithm Total number of Trellis
length-T lters states
FC 64 112
MM-P 10 7
MM-PSS 26 28
MM-PSS-RS 26 7
G, Q = 4 64 112
G, Q = 3 56 112
G, Q = 2 48 112
G, Q = 1 32 112
MA, K = 2 2 112
MA, K = 1 1 112
Table 3.3: Front end omplexity and number of trellis states for a 3RC modu-
lation with h = 2/7 and M = 4.
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proper tehniques for redued trellis searh (see the MM-PSS-RS algorithm).
For that reason, the hoie of resorting to detetion shemes based on MM
deomposition ensures the best performane/omplexity tradeo.
Chapter 4
CPM Detetion Algorithms in
the Presene of Phase Noise
We onsider ontinuous phase modulations (CPMs) in iteratively deoded se-
rially onatenated shemes. The problem of designing low-omplexity sub-
optimal detetion algorithms for maximum a posteriori symbol detetion for
CPMs, already desribed in Chapter 3 for the ase of a oherent hannel, is
faed here for the ase of a transmission over a typial satellite hannel aeted
by phase noise. An ideal frequeny synhronization is assumed. We desribe a
ouple of dierent approahes for detetion, whih basially dier in the way
they model the phase noise (PN) and perform the phase traking. We also
exploit the Mengali and Morelli deomposition (Setion 3.3.1), whih allows
to approximate the CPM signal as the superposition of linearly modulated
omponents, reduing the number of states required to desribe the system.
4.1 Introdution
Two major problems in the design of pratial systems employing CPM sig-
nals are the large omplexity in the reeiver (in terms of front end lters and
number of states in the trellis) and the sensitiveness to inaurate arrier syn-
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hronization [1℄. The former problem is addressed in Chapter 3 for the ase
of an ideal oherent reeiver, showing that the algorithms ensuring the most
onvenient performane/omplexity tradeo are those based on the Mengali
and Morelli (MM) deomposition [16, 46℄, whih allows to redue the number
of states required to desribe the system. In this Chapter, we address the latter
problem, onsidering the transmission of a CPM signal over a typial satellite
hannel whih introdues phase noise.
We fous on algorithms whih an ope with strong phase noise, assuming
an ideal frequeny synhronization. Although several soft-input soft-output
(SISO) detetion algorithms suitable for iterative detetion/deoding have
been reently designed for linear modulations transmitted over hannels af-
feted by a time-varying phase (see for example [6264℄ and referenes therein),
less attention has been devoted to CPM signals. An exeption is represented
by [65, 66℄ where, based on the approah in [63, 67℄, joint detetion and phase
synhronization is performed by working on the trellis of the CPM signal or on
an expanded trellis and using multiple phase estimators in a per-survivor fash-
ion
1
. We onsider here various algorithms for MAP symbol detetion, distin-
guishing two main approahes: the Non-Bayesian approah and the Bayesian
approah. The non-Bayesian approah does not require any assumption on the
statistial properties of the phase noise, sine the phase noise is simply on-
sidered as a sequene of unknown parameters to be properly estimatedthe
above mentioned algorithms presented in [65℄ follow the Non-Bayesian ap-
proah. On the other hand, the rationale of the Bayesian approah onsists
of assuming a proper probabilisti model for the phase noise, for example the
Wiener model [29,30℄, and to exploit it for deriving algorithms for MAP sym-
bol detetion, as also done in [63℄ for the ase of linear modulations. For some
algorithms derived by suh an approah, we also propose a trivial extension to
the ase of phase noise modeled by the sum of two rst order auto-regressive
Gaussian proesses (SATMODE PN model proposed in Setion 2.4.2). In this
1
As a partiular ase of this general approah, the use of a single phase estimator is also
onsidered in [66℄ to trade performane against omplexity.
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Chapter it is shown that Bayesian approah ensures a better performane,
even if the atual phase noise does not math the assumed Wiener model. As
in Chapter 3, we again resort to the MM deomposition to redue the om-
plexity of the front end ltering stage and the size of the trellis required to
desribe the modulator state. Moreover, for the derivation of the MAP symbol
detetion algorithm, we adopt the framework based on fator graphs (FGs)
and the sum-produt algorithm (SPA) [7℄ (see Setion 1.3.2 for an overview),
sine the lassial probabilisti arguments an not be exploited when the MM
deomposition is employed (Setion 3.3). In partiular, to derive algorithms of
pratial omplexity, we manage all ontinuous random variables in the FG
by means of the anonial distribution approah [7,68℄, whih allows to imple-
ment a Bayesian algorithm without dramatially inreasing the omplexity of
the reeiver with respet to the ideal oherent ounterpart.
4.2 Channel Model and Ideal Coherent MAP Sym-
bol Detetion
We reall some onepts on CPM transmissions over hannels aeted by phase
noise, already presented in Setions 2.4.1 and 2.4.3. When a transmission over
a typial satellite hannel is onsidered, the omplex envelope of the reeived
signal an be written as
r(t) = s(t;x)ejθ(t) + w(t) (4.1)
where s(t;x) is the CPM signal, whose omplete model desription is provided
in Setion 1.2, θ(t) is the phase noise introdued by the hannel, and w(t) is
the omplex-valued additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with independent
omponents, eah with two-sided power spetral density N0. In all ases of
pratial interest, the phase noise θ(t) is slowly varying with respet to the
symbol interval T , so that we an approximate (4.1) in the n-th symbol interval
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as follows
r(t) ≃ s(t;xn, σn)ejθn + w(t) (4.2)
= s˜(t+ nT ;xn, σn)e
jθn + w(t) , t ∈ [nT, nT + T ) (4.3)
where θn = θ(nT ), σn is dened in (1.18) and s˜(t;xn, σn) in (1.16). We also
assume that the information symbols {xn} are independent, so that the a priori
probability P (x) of the information sequene x an be fatorized as
P (x) =
N−1∏
n=0
P (xn) (4.4)
where P (xn) is the a priori probability of xn. Under the ideal hypothesis of a
oherent reeiver whih perfetly knows the phase noise {θn}, the optimal algo-
rithm for MAP symbol detetion turns out to be an instane of the well-known
BCJR algorithm [6℄, and it is already desribed in Setion 2.3.1. The only dif-
ferene with respet to the senario in whih we derive optimal MAP symbol
detetion in Setion 2.3.1, is the presene of the disrete-time phase noise θn;
however, sine we assume an ideal oherent detetion algorithm derivation, θn
is known and it is suient to replae the branh metri in (2.15) by
Fn(xn, σn) = exp
[
1
N0
Re
{
yn(xn, σn)e
−jθn
}]
(4.5)
neessary to take into aount the hannel phase.
The BCJR algorithm is haraterized by the forward and bakward reur-
sions provided in (2.17) and (2.18), and by the ompletion stage (2.21). Let us
to point out that, when the CPM modulation is suh that L > 1, the following
equivalent ompletion stage an be adopted [40℄
P (xn|y) ∝
∑
σn+1
S(xn, σn+1)ηf,n+1(σn+1)ηb,n+1(σn+1) (4.6)
where S(xn, σn+1) is the trellis indiator funtion, equal to one if xn and σn+1
satisfy the trellis onstraints and to zero otherwise. Let us point out that the
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ompletion (4.6) is simpler than (2.21), sine it does not require the omputa-
tion of the branh metris
Suh algorithm will be onsidered as an ideal benhmark for testing the ef-
fetiveness of the algorithms presented in the remainder of this hapter, whih
have to perform detetion in the absene of knowledge of the phase noise. In
this ase, among the various algorithms for MAP symbol detetion, we distin-
guish two main approahes, namely the non-Bayesian one and the Bayesian
one, whose formulations are desribed and disussed in Setion 4.3 and Se-
tion 4.4, respetively. Detailed omparisons of the performane of the proposed
algorithms will be then reported in Setion 4.5.
4.3 Non-Bayesian Algorithms
4.3.1 Rationale
The non-Bayesian approah does not require any partiular assumption on
the statistial properties of the phase noise, sine the hannel phase is sim-
ply modeled as a deterministi and possibly time-varying parameter unknown
to the reeiver. The algorithms are based on the so-alled pseudo-oherent
strategy, whih onsists of resorting to the same detetion algorithm as if the
reeiver were perfetly oherent, replaing the phase values {θn} by proper
estimates {θˆn} [29℄. All algorithms for oherent detetion desribed in Chap-
ter 3 an be adopted for the pseudo-oherent approah, so that dierent non-
Bayesian algorithms an be derived. In terms of omplexity, the resulting al-
gorithms are similar to their oherent ounterparts, sine the front end lters
and the detetion trellis are exatly the same, and the overhead omputations
required for phase traking is often negligible [66℄. In this work, we fous on
algorithms derived from the optimal oherent reeiver, whose formulation is
reported in Setion 4.2. The various non-Bayesian algorithms desribed in the
following dier in the way they ompute the estimates {θˆn}, used in the branh
metris (4.5) instead of the atual phase values {θn}.
Several options for phase traking, that is for omputing the estimates {θˆn},
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are available [29℄. The most simple option onsists of generating, at eah
time epoh n, a unique estimate θˆn used in the omputation of the branh
metri Fn(xn, σn) irrespetively of the trial values of the symbol xn and the
state σn. On the other hand, one an perform per-state traking, propagating
over the trellis one phase estimate θˆn(σn) for eah state σn, and omputing
the branh metri Fn(xn, σn) based on the related estimate θˆn(σn) [29℄. When
the system is designed to work at low values of the signal-to-noise ratio and
the phase noise is strong, the former approah is denitely ineetive, and it
is mandatory to perform per-state traking [29,66℄. In partiular, this happens
when serially onatenated shemes to be iteratively deoded are onsidered.
In this ase, another design option arises: one an use, in all iterations, the
estimates evaluated during the rst iteration, or, alternatively, update the es-
timates at every iteration, taking advantage of the information produed by
the SISO deoder, so that the phase traking is iteratively rened.
The omplexity of the phase estimation is learly inreased when per-state
traking and/or iterative rening are performed. On the other hand, the om-
plexity of whole reeiver is mainly due to the reursions and the ompletion of
the BCJR algorithm, and is thus not signiantly aeted by the non-Bayesian
synhronization stage [66℄. This motivates our hoie of fousing on the algo-
rithms whih ensure the best performane, adopting both per-state traking
and iterative rening.
4.3.2 Proposed Algorithm
All proposed non-Bayesian algorithms produe the phase estimates {θˆn} based
on proper phase-loked loops (PLLs) [29℄. We also onsidered the vetor traker
strategy [69℄, that is the estimation of the phasor ejθn instead of the salar θn.
Sine we did not verify any performane improvement, as expeted aording
to [69℄, we fous on PLL-based algorithms due to their lower omplexity.
First, let us onsider an ideal PLL, referred to as genie-aided (GA) PLL
in the following, whih knows the atual symbol xn and the atual state σn
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at eah time epoh n. The rst order2 GA-PLL is governed by the following
update rule [29℄
θˆn+1 = θˆn + γ Im
{
yn(xn, σn)e
−jθˆn
}
(4.7)
where γ is the step size of the loop, and yn(xn, σn) is dened in (2.12). We
an employ a known preamble for eah data symbol sequene, in order to
initialize the reursion (4.7) to the value orresponding to the maximum-
likelihood (ML) phase estimation over the preamble [29℄. This option, with
respet to a randomly-initialized PLL, ensures a muh better performane [29℄.
Similarly to the forward update rule (4.7), we an dene a bakward update
rule as follows
θˆn−1 = θˆn + γ Im
{
yn(xn, σn)e
−jθˆn
}
. (4.8)
In this ase, sine in many system standard (see for example the DVB-RCS)
no known postamble is present after the data symbols, we an only randomly
initialize the reursion (4.8). This motivates our hoie of implementing the
GA-PLL using the forward update rule (4.7) only. As a benhmark for all
non-Bayesian algorithms, we an onsider the BCJR algorithm desribed in
Setion 4.2, replaing the atual phase osets {θn} in the branh metris (4.5)
by the estimates {θˆn} produed by the GA-PLL. It is lear that any PLL-based
algorithm annot perform better than this ideal algorithm.
Let us now desribe pratial algorithms, onsidering rst the implemen-
tation of the forward reursion (2.17). As stated before, we onsider per-state
phase traking, omputing one phase estimate θˆn(σn) for eah state σn at eah
time epoh n, and exploiting θˆn(σn) in the omputation of the branh met-
ris related to all trellis paths extending from σn. For all trial values of the
initial state σ0, the estimate θˆ0(σ0) is initialized to the same value, possibly
the ML phase estimation over the preamble. The point is how to derive an
update rule similar to (4.7), taking into aount that the atual symbol xn and
the atual state σn are unknown to the reeiver. At any given time epoh n,
2
It is known [29℄ that higher order PLLs do not provide any performane improvement
when the frequeny oset is not present, as in (4.3).
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let θˇn+1(xn, σn) be the phase estimate at time epoh n+ 1 related to the trial
symbol xn and the trial state σn, dened as
θˇn+1(xn, σn) = θˆn(σn) + γ Im
{
yn(xn, σn)e
−jθˆn(σn)
}
(4.9)
simply extending (4.7) to the ase of per-state traking.
3
It is worth to notie
that, for eah value of the future state σn+1, every ouple (xn, σn) ompatible
with σn+1 arries a dierent estimate of the atual phase oset θn+1. Now, the
problem is how to ombine the various estimates {θˇn+1(xn, σn)} to obtain the
estimate θˆn+1(σn+1) required to perform the forward reursion. In pratie,
we have to dene a riterion for properly weighting the dierent estimates.
A ouple of dierent solutions are disussed in the following. Both of them
require the denition, at eah time epoh n and for eah trial symbol xn and
trial state σn, of the oeient
Wn+1(xn, σn, σn+1) = T (xn, σn, σn+1)Fn(xn, σn)ηf,n(σn) (4.10)
whih equals the ontribution given by the onsidered trellis path to the for-
ward metri ηf,n+1(σn+1) related to the orresponding future state σn+1 (see (2.17)).
We point out that the omputation of the terms (4.10) is done while perform-
ing the forward reursion (2.17), and is not to be onsidered an overhead due
to phase traking. The simplest solution, exploited in [66℄, onsists of set-
ting θˆn+1(σn+1) equal to the estimate θˇn+1(xn, σn) related to the trellis path
giving the largest ontribution to the forward metri ηf,n+1(σn+1). Formally,
for eah given value of σn+1, we obtain
θˆn+1(σn+1) = θˇn+1(xˆn, σˆn) (4.11)
with
(xˆn, σˆn) = arg max
(xn,σn)
{Wn+1(xn, σn, σn+1)} . (4.12)
3
The phase estimates {θˇn+1(xn, σn)} an be also used in the omputation of the branh
metris {Fn(xn, σn)}, instead of the estimates {θˆn(σn)}. In this ase, per-branh phase trak-
ing is performed, sine dierent phase estimates for eah trellis path are exploited.
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Alternatively, we an use the terms {Wn+1(xn, σn, σn+1)} as weight fators
for the omputation of the estimates {θˆn+1(σn+1)} as averages of the esti-
mates {θˇn+1(xn, σn)}, as follows
θˆn+1(σn+1) =
∑
xn
∑
σn
Wn+1(xn, σn, σn+1) θˇn+1(xn, σn)∑
xn
∑
σn
Wn+1(xn, σn, σn+1)
=
∑
xn
∑
σn
Wn+1(xn, σn, σn+1) θˇn+1(xn, σn)
ηf,n+1(σn+1)
. (4.13)
Aording to the notation in [29℄ and widely adopted in the literature, both
the update rules (4.11) and (4.13) are instanes of trellis-based phase traking,
but the former is deision-direted, while the latter is soft-deision direted.
Interestingly, the update rule (4.11) an be seen as an approximation of (4.13),
obtained by negleting all terms {Wn+1(xn, σn, σn+1)} exept the largest one.4
Hene, the latter strategy is expeted to be more eetive. On the other hand,
the average operation in (4.13) learly requires a omputational overhead with
respet to (4.11). The simulation results reported in Setion 4.5 show that
suh an inrease in omplexity is often justied by a signiant performane
improvement. We will refer to the update rule (4.11) simply as PLL update,
whereas we will refer to the update rule (4.13) as weighted PLL (W-PLL)
update.
So far, we only onsidered the appliation of per-state phase traking to
the forward reursion (2.17), but the same strategies an be adopted while
performing the bakward reursion (2.18). It is indeed trivial to derive, based
on the GA bakward update rule (4.8), the bakward ounterparts of (4.9),
(4.11), and (4.13). In pratie, a bakward reursion with joint phase traking
an be performed similarly to the forward reursion. It is worth notiing that
this approah leads to a set of phase estimates produed during the bakward
reursion whih are not onstrained to be equal to those produed during the
forward reursion. In this ase, the ompletion stage (2.21) is not unambigu-
ously dened, sine the branh metris {Fn(xn, σn)} an be omputed based
4
From a oneptual viewpoint, the above mentioned dierenes are similar to those o-
urring between the Viterbi algorithm and the BCJR algorithm [6,70℄.
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on the phase estimates produed during the forward reursion as well as those
produed during the bakward reursion. This issue has been addressed in [66℄,
where the authors investigate several ways for ombining the phase estimates
produed in the reursions. We propose an alternative solution, whih onsists
of performing the ompletion stage based on (4.6) instead of (2.21).
5
The key
point is that the implementation of (4.6) allows to perform the ompletion
stage without omputing the branh metris, so that no phase estimate has
to be exploited. One omputed the forward/bakward state metris, this ap-
proah does not introdue any further approximation in the ompletion stage,
as instead done by all algorithms whih perform the ompletion stage expli-
itly omputing the branh metris based on phase estimates. Hene, this is
expeted to be the most eetive solution when the two reursions perform
phase traking independently eah other.
As a nal design option, we onsider the possibility of exploiting the phase
estimates produed during the forward reursion while performing the bak-
ward reursion and the ompletion stage, so that per-state phase traking is
performed only one. This approah is suggested in [66℄, where it is shown
that the bidiretional phase estimation suers the rotational invariane of the
CPMs, so that phase slips our more frequently.
6
Then, even if we aept that
we have to perform monodiretional phase traking, it is natural to wonder if
there exists a physial reason for doing this during the forward reursion and
not in the bakward reursion. A signiant advantage in favour of performing
forward phase traking is due to the fat that, as stated before, the estimates
an be reliably initialized to the value produed by a ML phase estimation over
the preamble, while the same annot be always done for the bakward phase
traking sine frequently no postamble follows the data stream. Hene, when
5
As explained in Setion 4.2, the ompletion (4.6) an be adopted only when the on-
sidered CPM format has orrelation length larger than one. This ondition holds for high
spetral eieny CPM formats we will onsider.
6
In [66℄, it is also shown that the bidiretional phase estimation is to be preferred when
the phase osets are time-invariant. Anyway, this is not the ase of the satellite hannel
onsidered in this hapter.
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onsidering monodiretional phase traking, we will always refer to forward
phase traking.
4.4 Bayesian Algorithms
The rationale of the Bayesian approah onsists of assuming a proper prob-
abilisti model for the phase noise {θn}, and of exploiting it for deriving al-
gorithms for MAP symbol detetion. The Bayesian approah does not require
any partiular deomposition of the CPM signal, and thus it ould be di-
retly applied to a reeiver exploiting the exat signal model (1.1). In other
words it an be applied onsidering the full number of CPM states. In par-
tiular, in Setion 2.4.3 three algorithms have been derived following suh an
approah (denoted to as DP, D-DP and I-DP). However, even if suh algo-
rithms an be useful for information rate omputation, they are not suitable
to be implemented in pratial detetors, due to the large omplexity of the
full-omplexity trellis (see Chapter 3). Thus, we fous on the appliation of
the Bayesian approah to a reeiver whih exploits the MM deomposition de-
sribed in Setion 3.3.1, based on the prinipal omponents only, when L = 2.
When the CPM modulation is suh that L > 2, the MM deomposition based
on the prinipal omponents only is ineetive (Chapter 3). In this ase, we
will onsider also some seleted seondary omponents.
4.4.1 Derivation of the Algorithms
We model the phase noise as a rst order proess. In partiular, we hoose a
disrete-time Wiener proess [29, 30℄ with inremental variane over a symbol
interval equal to σ2∆, implying the following update rule
θn+1 = θn +∆n (4.14)
where {∆n} are independent and identially distributed Gaussian random vari-
ables with mean zero and standard deviation σ∆, and θ0 is a random variable
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uniformly distributed in [0, 2π). It is worth noting that, having assumed zero-
mean inrements ∆n, we pratially assumed a perfet frequeny synhroniza-
tion, aording to the hannel model disussed in Setion 4.2. We will show
that, provided that the parameter σ2∆ is properly set, the model (4.14) ensures
a good approximation of several atual phase noise proesses, so that the de-
signed Bayesian algorithms are eetive even when the phase noise is not a
Wiener proess, as proved by the simulation results reported in Setion 4.5.
We fous on the appliation of the Bayesian approah to a reeiver whih
exploits the desribed MM deomposition and in this ase, a set of suient
statistis for MAP symbol detetion is given by [53℄
pk,n =
∫ +∞
−∞
r(t)pk(t− nT ) dt , k ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,K} , n ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,N − 2}
(4.15)
that is the output, sampled at symbol rate, of a bank of lters mathed to the
prinipal pulses pk(t)
7
(K = M − 2 is the number of prinipal pulses).
We now derive the algorithm for MAP symbol detetion. To this purpose,
we rst fatorize the joint distribution p(x,ψ,θ|r) as
p(x,ψ,θ|r) ∝ P (x)P (ψ|x)p(θ)p(r|x,θ,ψ) (4.16)
where θ = {θn} and r is the vetor representation of the reeived signal onto
an orthonormal base, while ψn, dened in (3.9), is the integer representation
of the pseudosymbol a0,n whih represents the state of the CPM signal when
approximated by just the prinipal omponents of the MM deomposition (see
Setion 3.3.1). In partiular, ψn belongs from the alphabet {0, 1, . . . , p−1} and
hene it an take p values. Then, after dening
Hn(xn, ψn−1, θn) = exp
{
1
N0
Re
[
M−2∑
k=0
pk,na
∗
k,n(xn, ψn−1)e
−jθn
]}
(4.17)
7
Rigorously, the samples {pk,n} give a set of suient statistis only if θn an be onsid-
ered onstant over L+1 symbol intervals [53℄. Suh an approximation holds in all senarios
of interest.
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we an further fatorize the terms in (4.16) as follows
P (x) =
N−1∏
n=0
P (xn) (4.18)
P (ψ|x) = P (ψ−1)
N−1∏
n=0
In(ψn, ψn−1, xn) (4.19)
p(θ) = p(θ0)
N−1∏
n=1
p(θn|θn−1) (4.20)
p(r|x,θ,ψ) ∝
∏
n
Hn(xn, ψn−1, θn) (4.21)
where In(ψn, ψn−1, xn) is an indiator funtion, equal to 1 if xn, ψn−1, and ψn
satisfy the onstraint (3.9) and to zero otherwise. Finally, taking into aount
that p(θn|θn−1) is a Gaussian pdf in θn with mean θn−1 and variane σ2∆, we
obtain
8
p(x,ψ,θ|r) ∝ P (ψ−1)p(θ0)
N−1∏
n=0
In(ψn, ψn−1, xn)P (xn)
Hn(xn, ψn−1, θn)g(θn−1, σ2∆; θn) . (4.22)
The FG orresponding to (4.22) has yles. However, by lustering [7℄ the
variables θn and ψn−1 into a global system state denition εn = (ψn−1, θn),
we obtain the FG in Fig. 4.1, whih is yle-free. Hene, by applying to it the
SPA with a non-iterative forward-bakward shedule, we obtain, exept for the
above mentioned approximations, the exat a posteriori probabilities P (xn|r)
neessary to implement the MAP symbol detetion strategy. With referene
to the messages in the gure, the resulting forward-bakward algorithm is
8
A Gaussian pdf in the variable x, with mean η and variane ρ2, is denoted as g(η, ρ2;x).
Note that, sine the hannel phase is dened modulo 2pi, the probability density funtion
p(θn+1|θn) is not rigorously Gaussian, but it an pratially be onsidered Gaussian sine
typially σ∆ ≪ 2pi.
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xn
P (xn)
P (xn)
Pe(xn)
νb,n+1(εn+1)
νf,n(εn) InHnP (θn+1|θn) νf,n+1(εn+1)
νb,n(εn)
εn εn+1
Figure 4.1: Fator graph orresponding to eqn. (4.22).
haraterized by the following reursions and ompletion
νf,n+1(ψn, θn+1) =
∑
xn
P (xn)
∫
νf,n(ψˇn−1, θn)
Hn(xn, ψˇn−1, θn)g(θn, σ2∆; θn+1)dθn
(4.23)
νb,n(ψn−1, θn) =
∑
xn
P (xn)Hn(xn, ψn−1, θn)∫
νb,n+1(
ˇˇψn, θn+1)g(θn, σ
2
∆; θn+1)dθn+1
(4.24)
Pe(xn) =
∑
ψn
∫∫
νf,n(ψˇn−1, θn)νb,n+1(ψn, θn+1)Hn(xn, ψˇn−1, θn)
· g(θn, σ2∆; θn+1)dθndθn+1
(4.25)
where ψˇn−1 = [ψn−x¯n]p, ˇˇψn = [ψn−1+x¯n]p and x¯n is the integer representation
for symbol xn we have introdued in (1.11). Sine we do not assume to have any
information on the initial/nal modulator state nor hannel phase, all metris
are initialized to the same value, whih is irrelevant provided that it is positive.
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A proof of the following properties is given in [53℄.
Property 1. For eah ℓ = 0, . . . , p− 1,
νf,n([ψn−1 + ℓ]p, θn) = νf,n(ψn−1, θn + 2πhℓ) (4.26)
νb,n([ψn−1 + ℓ]p, θn) = νb,n(ψn−1, θn + 2πhℓ) . (4.27)
Property 2. The extrinsi information Pe(xn) in (4.25) is given by the sum
of p terms (one for eah value of ψn), all assuming the same value, i.e., they
do not depend on ψn, for any given xn.
From the rst property it follows that it is not neessary to evaluate and
store all pdfs νf,n(ψn−1, θn) and νb,n(ψn−1, θn) for dierent values of ψn−1.
It is for instane suient to evaluate ν¯f,n(θn) = νf,n(ψn−1 = 0, θn) and
ν¯b,n(θn) = νb,n(ψn−1 = 0, θn). From the seond property, it follows that only
one term in (4.25) needs to be evaluated. The MAP symbol detetion strategy
an therefore be simplied as follows
ν¯f,n+1(θn+1) =
∑
xn
P (xn)
∫
ν¯f,n(θn − 2πhx¯n)Hn(xn, ψn−1 = [−x¯n]p, θn)
· g(θn, σ2∆; θn+1)dθn
(4.28)
ν¯b,n(θn) =
∑
xn
P (xn)Hn(xn, ψn−1 = 0, θn)
∫
ν¯b,n+1(θn+1 + 2πhx¯n)
· g(θn, σ2∆; θn+1)dθn+1
(4.29)
Pe(xn) ∝
∫∫
ν¯f,n(θn)ν¯b,n+1(θn+1 + 2πhx¯n)Hn(xn, ψn−1 = 0, θn)
· g(θn, σ2∆; θn+1)dθndθn+1 .
(4.30)
In pratie, in eah reursion the pdf of the hannel phase is estimated, and
these estimates are then exploited in the nal ompletion.
This algorithm involves integration and omputation of ontinuous pdfs
in the reursions and in the ompletion stage, and it is thus not suited for
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diret implementation. A solution for this problem is suggested in [68℄ and
onsists of the use of anonial distributions, i.e., the pdfs ν¯f,n(θn) and ν¯b,n(θn)
omputed by the algorithm are onstrained to belong to proper anonial
families, haraterized by a simple parametrization. Hene, over the FG just
the parameters of the pdf are propagated, rather than the pdf itself. Two
algorithms based on this approah will be now desribed.
4.4.2 Proposed Algorithm
First Algorithm
A straightforward implementation of the algorithm is obtained by disretizing
the hannel phase: only the D phase values {2πi/D}D−1i=0 are onsidered [62,64℄.
In this way, the pdfs ν¯f,n(θn) and ν¯b,n(θn) beome pmfs and the integrals
in (4.28), (4.29), and (4.30) beome summations. This algorithm will be re-
ferred to as per-state disretized-phase algorithm (per-state DP-algorithm).
In order to distinguish it from that one desribed in Setion 2.4.3 based on
phase noise disretization and Rimoldi [2℄ CPM signal representation, we de-
note the algorithm as MM-DP algorithm (where MM suggests it is derived
based on the MM deomposition). When the number D of disretization levels
is large enough, the MM-DP-algorithm beomes optimal (in the sense that its
performane approahes that of the exat algorithm), and it an thus be on-
sidered as a performane benhmark for any other Bayesian algorithm. Due
to the nature of the CPM trellis, a simple implementation of the MM-DP-
algorithm an be ahieved only if D is onstrained to be a multiple of 2p when
r is odd, or a multiple of p when r is even. Moreover, to further simplify the
algorithm, we implement it negleting all terms {g(θn, σ2∆; θn+1)} whih fall
below a proper threshold valuein pratie, we aept the most likely phase
transitions only. In the simulation results reported in Setion 4.5, the value of
D is always onstrained to be a multiple of 2p, and the threshold value is set
suh that all but three phase transitions from eah value of θn are negleted.
In onlusion, the algorithm works on a trellis with D states per time epoh
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and with 3M branhes extending from eah node.
Seond Algorithm
By observing that the Tikhonov distribution ensures a very good performane
with a low omplexity when used as a anonial distribution in detetion al-
gorithms for phase noise hannels [64℄, the pdfs ν¯f,n(θn) and ν¯b,n(θn) are on-
strained to have the following expressions
ν¯f,n(θn) =
p−1∑
m=0
q
(m)
f,n t (zf,n; θn − 2πhm) (4.31)
ν¯b,n(θn) =
p−1∑
m=0
q
(m)
b,n t (zb,n; θn − 2πhm) (4.32)
where, for eah time index n, {q(m)f,n ,m = 0, 1, . . . , p−1} ({q(m)b,n ,m = 0, 1, . . . , p−
1}) and zf,n (zb,n) are, respetively, p real oeients and one omplex oe-
ient, and t (z; θ) is a Tikhonov distribution with omplex parameter z, dened
as
t (z; θ) =
eRe[ze
−jθ]
2πI0(|z|) (4.33)
I0(x) being the zero-th order modied Bessel funtion of the rst kind. Note
that, in order to obtain pdfs, the relation
∑p−1
m=0 q
(m)
f/b,n = 1 must hold.
Three approximations are now introdued for deriving the proposed dete-
tion algorithm.
i. The onvolution of a Tikhonov and a Gaussian pdf is still a Tikhonov pdf,
with a modied omplex parameter [64℄, i.e.,∫
t(z;x)g(x, ρ2; y)dx ≃ t
(
z
1 + ρ2|z| ; y
)
. (4.34)
ii. Sine, for large arguments, I0(x) ≃ ex, we approximate
eRe[ze
−jθ] ≃ 2πe|z|t(z; θ) . (4.35)
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iii. Let z be a omplex number, {um,m = 0, 1, . . . , p − 1} a set of omplex
numbers, and {qm,m = 0, 1, . . . , p−1} a set of real numbers suh that
∑
m qm =
1, then the following approximation holds∑
m
qmt
(
zej2πhm + um; θ
)
≃
∑
m
qmt
(
wej2πhm; θ
)
(4.36)
where w = z +
∑
ℓ qℓuℓe
−j2πhℓ
. The approximation (4.36) is good espeially
when |z| is suiently larger than eah |um|, or when there exists m suh that
qm ≫ qm, ∀m 6= m.
In order to illustrate the derivation of the proposed algorithm, we onsider
the ase of a binary modulation, i.e., M = 2, and hene K = 1.9 In this ase
1
N0
K−1∑
k=0
pk,na
∗
k,n =
1
N0
p0,na
∗
0,n = yne
−j2πhψn
(4.37)
where we dene yn =
1
N0
p0,ne
jπh(n+1)(M−1)
. We now derive the redued-omplexity
forward reursion. Substituting (4.17) in (4.28) and assuming that ν¯f,n−1(θn−1)
has the anonial expression (4.31), we obtain
ν¯f,n+1(θn+1) =
∑
xn
P (xn)
p−1∑
m=0
q
(m)
f,n
∫
g(θn, σ
2
∆; θn+1)
· t (zf,n; θn − 2πh(x¯n +m)) eRe[yne−jθn ]dθn . (4.38)
Now, hanging the rst summation index in ℓ = m+x¯n, using (4.34) and (4.35),
disarding irrelevant multipliative fators, and negleting |yn| with respet to
|zf,n|, we have
ν¯f,n+1(θn+1) =
∑
ℓ
[∑
xn
P (xn)q
([ℓ−x¯n]p)
f,n
]
e|zf,n+yne−j2πhℓ|t
(
zf,ne
j2πhℓ + yn
1 + σ2∆|zf,n|
; θn
)
. (4.39)
9
The generalization to non-binary ases is straightforward from a oneptual viewpoint.
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The resulting ν¯f,n+1(θn+1) is not in the onstrained form (4.31). However, by
applying the approximation (4.36), we obtain the following updating equations
for the parameters of the anonial distribution (4.31)
q
(ℓ)
f,n+1 ∝
[∑
xn
P (xn)q
([ℓ−x¯n]p)
f,n
]
e|zf,n+yne−j2πhℓ| (4.40)
zf,n+1 =
zf,n + yn
∑
m q
(m)
f,n+1e
−j2πhm
1 + σ2∆|zf,n|
. (4.41)
It is worth notiing that, before omputing the oeient zf,n+1, we have to
normalize the p real oeients q
(ℓ)
f,n+1 so that their sum is unitary. Sine we do
not assume to have any information on the initial phase oset, the oeients
are initialized aording to
q
(ℓ)
f,0 = 1/p
zf,0 = 0 .
In addition, sine at the rst step of the forward reursion the approximation
(4.36) does not hold, we use the following values for the reursive oeients
at time n = 1
q
(ℓ)
f,1 = δℓ
zf,1 =
y0
1 + σ2∆|y0|
where δℓ represents the Kroneker delta.
Similarly, it is also possible to nd the bakward reursive equations. We
report the nal expressions only:
u(xn;m) =
P (xn)q
([m]p)
b,n+1 e
|z′b,n+1+yne−j2πhm|∑
ℓ
∑
x P (x)q
(ℓ)
b,n+1e
|z′b,n+1+yne−j2πhℓ|
q
(ℓ)
b,n =
∑
xn
u(xn; ℓ+ x¯n) (4.42)
zb,n = z
′
b,n+1 + yn
∑
m
(∑
xn
u(xn;m)
)
e−j2πhm (4.43)
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where z′b,n+1 =
zb,n+1
1+σ2∆|zb,n+1|
and oeients u(·; ·) have been introdued to
simplify the notation (they do not need to be stored, sine they are not involved
in the ompletion stage). The initial values of the bakward oeients are
q
(ℓ)
b,N = 1/p q
(ℓ)
b,N−1 =

P (xN−1 = −1) ℓ = 0
P (xN−1 = +1) ℓ = p− 1
0 else
zb,N = 0 zb,N−1 = yN−1
Finally, substituting (4.31) and (4.32) into (4.30) and disarding irrelevant
onstants, the extrinsi information is evaluated as
Pe(xn) ∝
∑
ℓ
∑
m
q
(ℓ)
f,nq
(m)
b,n+1 · exp
(∣∣∣zf,nej2πh(ℓ+x¯n) + z′b,n+1ej2πhm + yn∣∣∣) .
(4.44)
In summary, this detetion algorithm is based on three steps: a forward
reursion in whih, for eah time epoh n, one omplex and p real oeients
are evaluated based on (4.40) and (4.41), a bakward reursion, based on (4.42)
and (4.43), whih proeeds similarly, and nally a ompletion (4.44), whih
onsists of the sum of p2 terms (although only a small amount of them an be
numerially signiant). This algorithm will be referred to as per-state CBC-
algorithm (MM-CBC).
4.4.3 Extension of the Algorithms
When the onsidered CPM format is suh that L > 2, several simulation results
of Chapter 3 show that the redued-omplexity detetor based on the prini-
pal omponents only exhibits a signiant performane loss with respet to the
optimal detetor when the ideal oherent reeiver is onsidered. This is due to
the presene of some non-prinipal omponents of the MM representation, de-
noted to seondary omponents, with a non-negligible power. In partiular, for
all onsidered CPM formats with L=3, we found eight seondary pulses {pk(t)}
with a non-negligible power (Setion 3.3.2). When these seondary omponents
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are taken into aount, the funtions Hn in (4.17) depend also on xn−1, sine
the symbols {ak,n} related to the onsidered seleted seondary omponents
require the knowledge of the past information symbol xn−1 [16℄. Hene, extend-
ing the derivation desribed before, we obtain a forward-bakward detetion
algorithm in whih the trellis state is dened as (θn, ψn−1, xn−1). Again, a
pratial implementation of suh an algorithm requires to resort to approahes
based on anonial distributions. In partiular, the phase disretization leads
to the extended per-state DP-algorithm, while the Tikhonov parametrization
leads to the extended per-state CBC-algorithm. While the MM-DP extension
is trivial, this is not the ase of the MM-CBC-algorithm. However we do not
report the details of suh algorithm sine as we will see from numerial results
of Setion 4.5, it always exhibits worse performanes. In the extended per-state
DP-algorithm the number of trellis state is DM , sine we have D phase lev-
els for eah possible value of xn−1. On the other hand, the extended per-state
CBC-algorithm at eah time epoh n has to ompute pM real oeients and
one omplex oeient per reursion. In onlusion, the extended versions of
both algorithms are about M -times more omplex than the related ounter-
parts based on the prinipal omponents only. This inrease in omplexity
an be faed by means of redued-searh tehniques addressed to the MM de-
omposition, as explained in Setion 3.3.2. In this ase, the omplexity is the
same as that of the basi algorithms in Setion 4.4.2, but some performane
degradation is expeted (Chapter 3).
4.4.4 Bayesian Algorithms based on double-AR1 Phase Noise
Model
All Bayesian algorithms derived until now, are arried out by onsidering a
rst order phase noise model, i.e., a disrete-time Wiener model. On the other
hand, sometimes hannels of pratial interest are aeted by a phase noise
whih an be modeled as the sum of two rst order auto-regressive lters. This
is the ase of the SATMODE phase noise, whih impairs satellite ommuni-
ations haraterized by low-ost equipment, and whose double-AR1 model is
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desribed in Setion 2.4.2. In Chapter 2, numerial results show that the de-
tetor derived until now, based on just a single-AR1 PN generation, exhibits a
signiant performane degradation when employed on double-AR1 PN gen-
eration (see Setion 2.4.4). Thus, it an be useful to derive some Bayesian
algorithms based on suh double-AR1 PN model, as in the ase of the D-DP-
BCJR algorithm desribed in Setion 2.4.3. Setion 2.4.4, demonstrate that the
information rate loss ahieved by these algorithms with respet to the oher-
ent ase, is lose to zero. However, the good result in performane is reahed
at the prie of an inreased trellis state omplexity sine the system state is
omposed by the union of the CPM state, with the state of both the two phase
noise omponents. Thus these algorithms annot be taken into aount for sys-
tems of pratial interest. Finally in Setion 2.4.3, we also propose an improved
version of the DP algorithm (the so alled I-DP), suitable when onsidering
double-AR1 PN with a very fast omponent, whih an be approximated as
jitter, independent from sample to sample. The trellis of the I-DP algorithm is
based on the full-omplexity CPM trellis based on the Rimoldi deomposition
and thus is omposed by DpML−1 states. We an redue the omplexity by
applying the same tehnique desribed in Setion 2.4.3 to the MM-DP algo-
rithm of Setion 4.4.2, whih is based on the MM deomposition and ounts
just D trellis states. The way to obtain the Improved-MM-DP (I-MM-DP)
starting from MM-DP is very similar to that used to derive the I-DP in Se-
tion 2.4.3. In partiular, rstly we just need to hange the mean and variane
of the Gaussian pdf in (4.22) representing phase noise probability transition
p(θn+1|θn), sine the PN θn is no more modeled as a Wiener model but as
an AR1 proess. Seondly, in order to take into aount also the seond PN
omponent θf,n (i.e., the faster omponent), we ompute the branh metri
Hn(xn, ψn−1, θn) in (3.11) by averaging over suh a omponent. Sine suh a
omponent is a zero mean Gaussian random variable, with variane σ2f , the
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branh metri beomes:
Hn(xn, ψn−1, θn) =
∫
θf,n
exp
{
−θ
2
f,n
2σ2f
}
·
exp
{
1
N0
Re
[
M−2∑
k=0
pk,na
∗
k,n(xn, ψn−1)e
−j(θn+θf,n)
]}
dθf,n . (4.45)
where the integral in (4.45) an be evaluated as a simple sum by disretizing the
faster phase omponent θf,n as done for the slower omponent θn. Hene the
I-MM-DP algorithm is obtained by just inreasing the branh metri omple-
tion of the MM-DP algorithm. However, Setion 2.4.4 show that improved-DP
algorithm does not get signiant information rate improvement with respet
to the simple DP algorithm. We will verify this statement in the Setion 4.5,
by numerial results.
Detetion Algorithm Based on Phase Noise Linear Predition
In the following, we propose a Bayesian algorithm based on linear predition
of the phase noise proess. In partiular, we extend the approximate linear
preditive approah desribed in [71℄, for a general time-varying phase proess
θn. We assume θn stationary and desribed by a given autoorrelation sequene
of the phasor proess hn = e
jθn
, denoted by
Rh(k) = E
{
ejθn+ke
−jθn
}
. (4.46)
First of all, we fous on the vetor y whih ollets the set yn(xn, σn) of suf-
ient statistis of the reeived signal r(t), for the ideal oherent detetor (see
Setion 4.2). These statistis are generated as indiated in (2.12), i.e., by a bank
of lters mathed to all possible length-T CPM waveforms {s¯(t;xn, ωn)}. In
the present Setion, we propose a dierent set of suient statistis, olleted
in the vetor r, obtained projeting the reeived signal r(t) over an alternative
orthonormal base. In detail, the statistis are obtained by oversampling the
reeived signal by an oversampling fator Ns whih respets the anti-aliasing
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ondition; hene, by oversampling the signal r(t) in (4.3) at tn,k = nT+k T/Ns,
we get
rn,k = s˜n,k(xn, σn)e
jθn + wn,k,
n = 0, 1, . . . ,N − 1
k = 0, 1, . . . ,Ns − 1
(4.47)
where we have dened rn,k , r(tn,k), s˜n,k(xn, σn) , s˜(tn,k;xn, σn) and wn,k ,
w(tn,k). In other words, n is the symbol index, while k is the oversampling
index. It is trivial to demonstrate that {wn,k}n,k are independent and uniformly
distributed omplex Gaussian random variables, with zero means and variane
σ2w = 2N0Ns/T . From that onsideration, we nd the following expression for
the pdf p(r|x)
p(r|x) =
N−1∏
n=0
exp
{
− 1
σ2w
Ns−1∑
k=0
∣∣∣rn,k − s˜n,k(xn, σn)ejθn∣∣∣2
}
. (4.48)
We dene
r
′
n,k(xn, σn) ,
rn,k
s˜n,k(xn, σn)
= rn,k s˜
∗
n,k(xn, σn) (4.49)
so that, replaing (4.49) in (4.47), when onsidering the transmitted sequene
we get
r
′
n,k(xn, σn) = e
jθn + w
′
n,k (4.50)
where w
′
n,k , wn,ks˜
∗
n,k(xn, σn) is statistially equivalent to wn,k. Hene, we an
exploit the reeived samples (4.50) to perform ejθn estimation, based on linear
predition ltering. We derive
ejθˆn =
∑C
i=1 pir
′
n−i,0(xn−i, σn−i)∣∣∣∑Ci=1 pir′n−i,0(xn−i, σn−i)∣∣∣ (4.51)
where C assumes the meaning of predition order and {pi}Ci=1 are the preditor
oeients. The preditor oeients an be omputed by solving a Wiener-
Hopf linear system Rp = b, where p , (p1, p2, . . . , pC)
T
is the unknown
vetor
10
, b = [Rh(1), Rh(2), . . . , Rh(C)]
T
and R is a square C × C matrix
10
The notation (.)T indiates the transposition operator
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whose elements are dened as the autoorrelation funtion of the samples r
′
n,k,
and has the following expression
R(ℓ,m) =
{
Rh(|ℓ−m|) if ℓ 6= m
Rh(0) + σ
2
w if ℓ = m .
(4.52)
Replaing (4.51) in (4.48), we derive
p(r|x) ≃
N−1∏
n=0
exp
{
− 1
σ2ǫ
Ns−1∑
k=0
|Gn(xn, . . . , xn−C , σn, . . . , σn−C)|2
}
(4.53)
where σ2ǫ is the mean square error predition error, whih an be expressed
as [71℄
σ2ǫ = Rh(0) + σ
2
w −
C∑
i=0
piRh(i) . (4.54)
and
Gn(xn, . . . , xn−C , σn, . . . , σn−C) , rn,k−s˜n,k(xn, σn)
∑C
i=1 pir
′
n−i,0(xn−i, σn−i)∣∣∣∑Ci=1 pir′n−i,0(xn−i, σn−i)∣∣∣ .
(4.55)
By employing (1.16), we an write the s˜n,k(xn, σn) denition as
s˜n,k(xn, σn) = s¯(tn,k;xn, ωn) e
jπn
= s¯n,k(xn, ωn) e
jπn
(4.56)
where s¯(tn,k;xn, ωn) (1.17) is the omponent of the CPM waveform, depending
on just the present symbol xk and on the orrelative state ωn (1.4); πn (1.5)
is the phase state and we dened s¯n,k(xn, ωn) , s¯(tn,k;xn, ωn). Thus, repla-
ing (4.56) and (4.49) in (4.55), we nd that the Gn(xn, . . . , xn−i, σn, . . . , σn−i)
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funtion beomes
Gn(xn, . . . , xn−i, σn, . . . , σn−i) = (4.57)
= rn,k − s¯n,k(xn, σn)
∑C
i=1 pirn−i,0s¯
∗
n−i,0(xn−i, ωn−i) e
j(πn−πn−i)∣∣∣∑Ci=1 pirn−i,0s¯∗n−i,0(xn−i, ωn−i)∣∣∣
= rn,k − s¯n,k(xn, ωn)
∑C
i=1 pirn−i,0s¯
∗
n−i,0(xn−i, ωn−i) e
jπh
Pi−1
m=0 xn−L−m∣∣∣∑Ci=1 pirn−i,0s¯∗n−i,0(xn−i, ωn−i)∣∣∣ .
(4.58)
Sine the orrelative state is omposed by the L− 1 most reent past symbol,
we understand that the funtion Gn just depends on the present symbol xn
and on a set of L−1+C past symbols given by (xn−1, . . . , xn−(L−1+C)). Thus,
by dening a new system state
µn ,
(
xn−1, . . . , xn−(L−1+C)
)
(4.59)
we have
Gn(xn, . . . , xn−i, σn, . . . , σn−i) ≡ Gn(xn, µn) , (4.60)
and the pdf in (4.53) an be written as
p(r|x) ≃
N−1∏
n=0
Vn(xn, µn) (4.61)
where
Vn(xn, µn) , exp
{
− 1
σ2ǫ
Ns−1∑
k=0
|Gn(xn, µn)|2
}
(4.62)
Finally, we an derive the MAP symbol detetion strategy by marginalizing
p(x,µ|y) (where vetor µ ollets µn elements, with n from 0 to N −1) by FG
and SPA. In detail, by Bayes rule
p(x,µ|r) ∝ p(r|x,µ)P (µ|x)P (x)
= P (µ0)
N−1∏
n=0
Vn(xn, µn)I(xn, µn, µn+1)P (xn) (4.63)
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where I(xn, µn, µn+1) is the trellis indiator funtion, equal to one if xn, µn,
and µn+1 satisfy the trellis onstraints and to zero otherwise. It is lear that
fatorization (4.63) is equivalent to the fatorization in (2.14) of the optimal
oherent detetor, where here the state denition µn replaes the CPM state
σn (and thus, also the trellis indiator funtion is dierent), and where the
branh metri Vn(xn, µn) replaes Fn(xn, σn). Thus, forward reursion, bak-
ward reursion and ompletion stage are performed as desribed in (2.17),
(2.18), (2.21), respetively. From (4.59), we know that the BCJR algorithm
we have derived is based on a trellis of ML−1+C states. So, it is lear that its
omputational omplexity rapidly inrease with the parameters L and C. In
the present work, we do not address the problem of omplexity redution for
the desribed algorithm, but we think that a possible solution is represented
by redued-searh tehniques (desribed in Setion 3.6).
Preditor Coeients for Wiener and double-AR1 PN Models
In order to ompute the preditor oeients p by the Wiener-Hopf linear
system Rp = b, we need to assume a statistial model for the phase noise
θn. From suh model we an derive an expression for Rh(k) dened in (4.46),
neessary for the omputation of matrix R (4.52).
If we model the phase noise as a disrete-time Wiener proess of inremental
variane σ2∆, it is easy to verify that
Rh(k) = e
−|k|σ2∆/2 . (4.64)
On the other hand, when we model the PN by the double-AR1 model desribed
in Setion 2.4.2, we an derive Rh(k) as follows. First of all, we reall that the
harateristi funtion of any random variable β is given by
γβ(t) = E
{
ejtβ
}
. (4.65)
Hene, we note from (4.46), that Rh(k) is equivalent to the harateristi fun-
tion of the real random variables (θk+n−θn), omputed for t = 1. The disrete-
time phase noise proess θn we are onsidering, is the sum of two Gaussian rst
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order auto-regressive proesses,
θa,n = a θa,n−1 + va,n
θb,n = b θb,n−1 + vb,n
where va,n and vb,n are two Gaussian zero-mean random variables of variane
σ2v,a and σ
2
v,b, respetively. θa,n and θb,n are still Gaussian random variables of
variane σ2a and σ
2
b , respetively. Thus, it is easy to prove that (θk+n − θn) is
still a Gaussian variable, with mean zero and variane 2[Rθ(0)−Rθ(k)], where
Rθ(k) is the autoorrelation sequene
Rθ(k) = E{θn θn+k} . (4.66)
Thus, sine the harateristi funtion of a zero-mean Gaussian random vari-
able β with variane σ2 is [72℄
γβ(t) = e
−σ2/2
(4.67)
we derive that
Rh(k) = e
[Rθ(k)−Rθ(0)] . (4.68)
Finally, sine the autoorrelation funtion Rθ(k) is the sum of the autoorre-
lation funtions of its AR1 omponents θa,n and θb,n, we get
Rh(k) =
exp
{
σ2a a
|k| + σ2b b
|k|}
exp
{
σ2a + σ
2
b
} . (4.69)
4.5 Numerial results
4.5.1 Simulation environment
In this setion, the performane of various detetion shemes is assessed by
means of omputer simulations. We onsider serially onatenated CPM (SC-
CPM) shemes with iterative deoding, reporting the performane in terms of
bit error rate (BER) versus Eb/N0, Eb being the reeived energy per informa-
tion bit. The relevant system model is depited in Fig. 3.9. In all onsidered
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simulation senarios, the information bits are enoded by means of a 4-states
onvolutional ode with generators (7, 5)8 and rate 1/2, hosen following the
guidelines in [3℄. The obtained ode bits are then interleaved
11
and mapped
onto the M -ary modulation alphabet aording to the natural mapping rule.
At the reeiver side, iterative deoding is performed: one instane of the de-
oder is exeuted after eah instane of the detetor, progressively rening
the reliability of the deisions. The iterative proess stops when the maximum
number of allowed iterations, here set equal to ten, is ahieved. The various
simulation senarios dier for the parameters of the onatenated CPM modu-
lation, for the odeword length, and for the model of the phase noise aeting
the hannel. For all onsidered shemes, the bandwidth of the transmitted sig-
nal and the spetral eieny is also reported.
12
To ensure better numerial
stability, all detetion/deoding algorithms are implemented in the logarithmi
domain [60℄.
In the key of the gures and in the related disussions, the various algo-
rithms are denoted as follows.
 FC-COH: full-omplexity BCJR algorithm for ideal oherent detetion
(Setion 2.3.1).
 MM-DP-P: per-state DP-algorithm based on the prinipal omponents
of the MM deomposition (Setion 4.4.2).
 MM-DP-PSS: extended per-state DP-algorithm based on the prinipal
and some seleted seondary omponents of the MM deomposition (Se-
tion 4.4.3).
 MM-DP-PSS-RS: extended per-state DP-algorithm based on the prini-
pal and some seleted seondary omponents of the MM deomposition,
11
Pseudo-random interleavers are adopted.
12
Aording to a rigorous denition, the bandwidth of a CPM signal is innite. The re-
ported values refer to the bandwidth whih ontains the 99.5% of the signal power, referred
to as 99.5% bandwidth. Hene, the spetral eieny, that is the ratio between the atual
information rate and the bandwidth, is dened with respet to the 99.5% bandwidth.
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with the appliation of the redued searh (Setion 4.4.3).
 MM-CBC: per-state CBC-algorithm based on the prinipal omponents
of the MM deomposition (Setion 4.4.2).
 MM-CBC-PSS: extended per-state CBC-algorithm based on the prini-
pal and some seleted seondary omponents of the MM deomposition
(Setion 4.4.3).
 LP: Bayesian algorithm based on phase linear predition (Setion 4.4.4).
 GA-PLL: non-Bayesian algorithm performing phase traking by means
of a genie-aided PLL (Setion 4.3.2).
 PLL: non-Bayesian algorithm performing per-state phase traking by
means of a PLL based on (4.11) (Setion 4.3.2).
 W-PLL: non-Bayesian algorithm performing per-state phase traking by
means of a PLL based on (4.13) (Setion 4.3.2).
All reported results related to non-Bayesian algorithms refer to monodire-
tional phase traking, sine it was found to ensure a better performane than
bidiretional phase traking in all investigated senarios.
4.5.2 Channels aeted by Wiener phase noise
All simulation results reported in this setion are related to a odeword length
of 2000 bits and a hannel aeted by Wiener phase noise with σ∆ = 5 degrees.
As a omparison, the performane of the oherent benhmark FC-COH is also
reported. The various parameters involved in the implementation of the algo-
rithms have been optimized at a BER equal to 10−4. In partiular, the most
onvenient values of σ∆ used by the MM-DP-P and the MM-CBC-P result
larger than the atual value haraterizing the phase noise.
First, we onsider a onatenated sheme employing a minimum shift key-
ing (MSK) modulation, that is a binary modulation with h = 1/2 and a retan-
gular frequeny pulse of duration T . The 99.5% bandwidth of the transmitted
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Figure 4.2: MSK modulation, odeword of 2000 bits.
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Figure 4.3: 2RC modulation with h = 2/7 and M = 4, odeword of 2000 bits.
signal is equal to 1.706/T , and the spetral eieny with respet to the 99.5%
bandwidth is equal to 0.293 bps/Hz. Fig. 4.2 ompares the performane of this
oding sheme when dierent detetion algorithms are onsidered, showing
that the most eetive one is the MM-DP-P, here implemented with D = 12
quantization levels, whih exhibits a performane degradation of about 0.3 dB
with respet to the ideal benhmark FC-COH. The other Bayesian algorithm,
namely the MM-CBC-P, exhibits a further degradation of about 0.25 dB.13 On
the other hand, Fig. 4.2 shows that the GA-PLL, whih has been desribed in
Setion 4.3.2 to be just an ideal benhmark for any pratial non-Bayesian al-
gorithm, performs worse than the MM-DP-P, and only 0.06 dB better than the
13
In the ases of some CPM formats, whih inlude the MSK modulation, the MM-CBC-P
allows a signiant save in omputational omplexity with respet to the MM-DP-P [53℄,
so that the MM-CBC-P an result more onvenient in terms of performane/omplexity
tradeo. Unfortunately, this onlusion does not hold for the CPM formats onsidered in the
following, whih were seleted in [19℄ based on information theoreti arguments.
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MM-CBC-P, so that we an state that the Bayesian approah is to be preferred.
The poor performane of the PLL denitely onrms this onlusion.
We now onsider a onatenated sheme employing a quaternary raised
osine (RC) modulation with L = 2, referred to as 2RC, and h = 2/7. The
99.5% bandwidth of the transmitted signal is equal to 1.561/T , and the spe-
tral eieny with respet to the 99.5% bandwidth is equal to 0.641 bps/Hz.
Fig. 4.3 shows that the most eetive algorithm is again the MM-DP-P, here
implemented with D = 28 quantization levels. The MM-CBC-P exhibits a
degradation of about 0.3 dB, signiantly better than those related to the
PLL and the W-PLL. Hene, the Bayesian approah is to be preferred even in
this ase. Anyway, it is interesting to notie that the proposed W-PLL exhibits
a gain of about 0.3 dB with respet to the PLL lassially onsidered in the
literature, thus onrming the onjetures reported in Setion 4.3.2.
4.5.3 Channels aeted by the SATMODE phase noise
All simulation results reported in this setion are related to a hannel aeted
by a phase noise generated aording to the SATMODE mask desribed in Se-
tion 2.4.2. In partiular, PN samples are symbol-time (ST) generated, following
the double-AR1 model provided in Setion 2.4.2. Among the various allowed
transmission rates, the worst ase from the viewpoint of the phase noise has
been onsidered, that is the ase of a transmission at 64 kbaud. The set of 4
parameters whih desribe the double-AR1 model at 64 kbaud, are reported in
Table 2.3. As a omparison, the performane of the oherent benhmark FC-
COH is also reported. The various parameters involved in the implementation
of the algorithms have been optimized at a BER equal to 10−4.
First, we onsider a onatenated sheme employing an otal 2RC modu-
lation with h = 1/7. The 99.5% bandwidth of the transmitted signal is equal
to 1.622/T , and the spetral eieny with respet to the 99.5% bandwidth
is equal to 0.925 bps/Hz. The performane of various detetion algorithms
is ompared in Fig. 4.4, when odewords of 1760 bits are transmitted. One
again, the most eetive solution is by far the MM-DP-P, here implemented
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with D = 28 quantization levels. Unlike the previous senarios, in this ase
the best non-Bayesian algorithm, namely the W-PLL, performs better than
the MM-CBC-P. It is worth to notie that, at eah time epoh and in eah
reursion, the MM-DP-P omputes 28 state metris, while the W-PLL om-
putes 56 state metris. Hene, besides being more eetive, the MM-DP-P is
also simpler.
We now onsider a onatenated sheme employing a quaternary 3RC mod-
ulation with h = 2/7. The 99.5% bandwidth of the transmitted signal is equal
to 1.227/T , and the spetral eieny with respet to the 99.5% bandwidth
is equal to 0.815 bps/Hz. The performane of various detetion algorithms is
ompared in Fig. 4.5 and in Fig. 4.6; the former gure refers to the transmis-
sion of odewords of 1760 bits, while the latter gure refers to the transmis-
sion of odewords of 3520 bits. These results show that the odeword length
does not signiantly aet the performane of the onsidered algorithms. It
is interesting to note that, in this ase, the Bayesian algorithms based on the
prinipal omponents of the MM deomposition, namely the MM-DP-P and
the MM-CBC-P, exhibit a poor performane. As explained in Setion 4.4.3,
this behavior was expeted sine the CPM format is suh that L > 2. Hene,
we have to resort to the extended version of the Bayesian algorithms, namely
the MM-DP-PSS and the MM-CBC-PSS, whih exploit also some seleted
seondary omponentsin this ase, we onsider eight seondary omponents.
While the MM-CBC-PSS is denitely ineetive, the MM-DP-PSS, here im-
plemented with D = 28 quantization levels, turns out to be the algorithm
providing the best performane. On the other hand, the W-PLL exhibits a
performane similar to that of the MM-DP-PSS, and thus the hoie of the
most onvenient algorithm should aount also for a omplexity omparison.
At eah time epoh and in eah reursion, both the MM-DP-PSS and the W-
PLL ompute 112 state metris when implemented in the version whih leads
to the results reported in Fig. 4.5. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 4.7, the
omplexity of the MM-DP-PSS an be signiantly redued at the expense of
a limited performane degradation by lowering the value of D from 28 to 14
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Figure 4.4: 2RC modulation with h = 1/7 and M = 8, odeword of 1760 bits.
(thus halving the omplexity), or applying the MM-DP-PSS-RS (thus reduing
the omplexity by about four times). Sine these two solutions provide nearly
the same performane, the latter is learly to be preferred. In pratie, we an
state that the MM-DP-PSS-RS, whih performs similarly to the W-PLL but is
four-times simpler, is the algorithm providing the best performane/omplexity
tradeo.
In onlusion, for eah onsidered senario, we have seleted an algorithm
whih ensures a limited performane degradation with respet to the ideal
oherent benhmark. The seleted algorithms are also fairly simple, sine, in
the worst ase, a trellis with only 28 states per time epoh is required.
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Figure 4.5: 3RC modulation with h = 2/7 and M = 4, odeword of 1760 bits.
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Figure 4.6: 3RC modulation with h = 2/7 and M = 4, odeword of 3520 bits.
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Figure 4.7: 3RC modulation with h = 2/7 and M = 4, 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Figure 4.8: 2RC modulation with h = 1/5 and M = 4 and ode rate r = 0.88.
4.5.4 SATMODE phase noise eets at large spetral eieny
In the following Setion, we show the BER performane for a SCCPM sheme
haraterized by a large spetral eieny value. In partiular, we hoose a
quaternary, 2-RC CPM format with h = 1/5, whose normalized 99.5% band-
width is BW = 1.005, and a blok ode, the extended Bose, Ray-Chaudhuri,
Hoquenghem (eBCH) provided in [73℄, with odeword of 1024 bits and rate
r = 0.88. Hene, the spetral eieny of the SCPPM sheme is η = r log2M =
1.76 bps/Hz, absolutely larger than the spetral eieny of SCPPM shemes
proposed in Setion 4.5.3.
In Fig. 4.8, the bit error rate of the MM-DP algorithm is represented. We
employ suh a detetor sine, from Setion 4.5.3, it results to be the best one in
term of BER performane, when L = 2. In this ase however, also the perfor-
mane of the MM-DP seems to be poor: we note a BER degradation of about
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1.5 dB at BER= 10−5 with respet to the FC algorithm. In Fig. 4.4, for a SC-
CPM sheme with η = 0.925 bps/Hz, the same algorithm exhibits only 0.5 dB
of loss with respet to the FC detetor, and thus the onsidered algorithm gets
worse performane when employed with a system of large spetral eieny.
In Setion 2.4.4, it is demonstrated that, for the onsidered CPM format, all
the algorithms based on a single phase noise disretization (i.e., algorithms like
the DP in Setion 2.4.3 or the MM-DP) and working on a hannel aeted by
a double-AR1 PN, exhibit an IR loss with respet to the IR of the oherent
ase. Suh a IR degradation is of about half dB at medium IR values, and
almost 1 dB at large IR values. Hene, the large BER degradation we have
noted, is only partially justied by information theoreti arguments. Probably,
the BER loss is larger than what was expeted beause of the redued number
of quantization levels in the MM-DP we have employed in BER simulations
(D = 30), with respet to the larger D value employed in the IR simulations.
Moreover, in Fig. 2.14, we see that the IR urve onstrained to the DP detetor
loses less than 0.5 dB at a spetral eieny η of 0.925 bps/Hz, and approxi-
mately 0.8 dB when η = 1.76 bps/Hz; thus, the larger BER degradation when
onsidering a more spetral eient SCCPM sheme, is justied by IR argu-
ments. In Fig. 4.8, we also provide the two BER urves orresponding to the
appliation of the MM-DP algorithm when just the slow-AR1 omponent (or
the fast-AR1 omponent) impairs the hannel, in order to isolate the eets of
the single PN proesses. As expeted from the IR results reported in Fig. 2.14,
most of the BER degradation is due to the fast omponent, whih is hard to
be traked.
In priniple, there are two detetors by whih we an reover the BER
performane loss:
 the rst one is to employ an algorithm based on a double PN disretiza-
tion, one for eah omponents (Setion 2.4.3);
 the seond one is to resort to an improved-DP algorithm (in Setion 2.4.3).
The rst way is not aeptable, due to the very large amounts of trellis state
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neessary to desribe two phase disretizations. Hene, we resort to the im-
proved DP algorithms; in partiular we an employ the I-DP algorithm (Se-
tion 2.4.3), based on the full-omplexity trellis, as well as the MM-I-DP algo-
rithm (Setion 4.4.4), based on the trellis deriving from MM deomposition.
However, from some BER simulations (not reported here), we found that the
BER of the I-MM-DP and of the I-DP are overlapped to the BER of MM-DP
in the senario of Fig. 4.8. Thus, in this ase BER results perfetly onrm the
IR results of Fig. 2.14, where I-DP onstrained IR is pratially overlapped to
the DP onstrained IR.
Finally, in Fig. 2.14 we also show the performane of the LP algorithm
desribed in Setion 4.4.4, where the preditor oeients are omputed as-
suming a double-AR1 phase noise model and a predition order C = 4 . Even
if suh detetor is mathed to the hannel, due to the approximations intro-
dued in its derivation, it has a performane worse than that of the MM-DP
algorithm.
Chapter 5
Multiarrier shemes over
doubly-seletive hannels
In the following hapter we ompare four dierent multiarrier shemes in
a disrete-time, oversampled domain over doubly-seletive hannels. We nd
that all shemes an be implemented in a redued omplexity way, resorting
to suitable fast transforms like DFT (Disrete Fourier Transform), DCT (Dis-
rete Cosine Transform), or DST (Disrete Sine Transform). For all models
we assume either a retangular base pulse or a properly designed prototype
pulse, well loalized in both time and frequeny domains, and we show that
suh a tehnique an be applied to our disrete-time blok-based model. We
highlight the similarities and the dierenes between some reently proposed
multiarrier modulations based on DCT and DST to mathematial onepts
suh as the Wilson base, that in turn will be used to develop a novel and ef-
fetive multiarrier format, ready to be employed in pratial ommuniation
systems.
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5.1 Introdution
Orthogonal Frequeny-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is an eient modula-
tion tehnique belonging to the wide lass of multiarrier modulations, and is
partiularly suited for transmission over linear frequeny-seletive hannels. It
is in fat well known that, by means of OFDM, a linear time-invariant hannel
an be deomposed into a set of orthogonal, interferene-free sub-hannels [74℄,
and exat maximum a posteriori (MAP) detetion an be arried out on a
symbol-by-symbol basis, thus without the need for omplex equalization teh-
niques. Other advantages of OFDM inlude, among others, improved spetral
eieny on frequeny-seletive hannels by means of power alloation and
easier resoure alloation in multiuser senarios. As a onsequene, OFDM has
been already implemented in both wireline appliations (as in the digital sub-
sriber line (DSL) standards) as well as in a wide range of wireless appliations,
ranging from the digital audio and video broadasting (DAB-T, DVB-T, DVB-
SH, DVB-H) standards, to the loal and metropolitan area networks (WLANs
and WMANs).
On the other hand, one of the OFDM most ritial drawbaks, namely the
inreased sensitivity to the hannel impulse response (CIR) time variations, has
restrited the appliation of OFDM to senarios haraterized by suiently
slow variations. In the presene of a rapidly time-varying CIR, where time se-
letivity stems for example from the Doppler eet or the osillators' phase
noise, the orthogonality between the subarriers is destroyed, inter-arrier in-
terferene (ICI) appears [75,76℄, and omplex equalization tehniques must be
employed to ope with the latter eet [77, 78℄.
Reently, multiarrier modulations dierent from OFDM have been pro-
posed to redue the sensitivity to time-variations, in order to be able to ef-
fetively employ suh modulations on doubly-seletive hannels. For example,
some authors have proposed to use either the DCT or the DST as an alterna-
tive to the DFT in the modulator/demodulator implementation, for whih fast
implementations exist (the resulting modulation formats are denoted respe-
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tively as DCT-OFDM and DST-OFDM, in order to distinguish them from the
previously mentioned DFT-OFDM sheme). In partiular in [79℄, the authors
derive onditions on a guard sequene and a front-end prelter for whih a
frequeny seletive hannel an be diagonalized into orthogonal, interferene-
free, parallel sub-hannels when DCT-OFDM is onsidered. Moreover, in [80℄
it is shown that DCT-OFDM outperforms DFT-OFDM system over AWGN
hannel aeted by a arrier frequeny oset and over a frequeny-seletive fast
Rayleigh fading hannel, while in [81℄ it is proved that DCT-OFDM and DST-
OFDM are more robust to the interferene, at the prie of a dramati derease
of the spetral eieny due to a large overhead. It was also pointed out that
suh overhead an be avoided by interspersing the two above mentioned dis-
rete trigonometri transforms (DTT) in the modulator stage (DTT-OFDM),
by transmitting the DCT oeients on the even subarriers and the DST o-
eients on the odd subarriers [81℄. However, this approah was not pursued
further due to the fat that it leads to signals no longer orthogonal on linear
time-invariant (LTI) hannels (though orthogonality is instead ensured on non-
dispersive hannels). We remark that no sheme able to maintain orthogonality
on a doubly-seletive stohasti hannel exists [82℄, thus orthogonality is not a
realisti performane measure when doubly-seletive hannels are onsidered.
An alternative approah to ombat ICI, reently pursued by several au-
thors and denoted as pulseshape OFDM (see, for example, [8386℄ and ref-
erenes therein), onsists in a suitable design of the prototype pulse, so as
to obtain a better time-frequeny loalization with respet to the retangular
pulse employed in standard OFDM, and thus redue ICI. These approahes,
that an be applied to any of the above mentioned multiarrier formats, al-
low low-omplexity symbol-by-symbol detetion, even on rapidly time-varying
hannels.
The aim of this hapter is threefold.
 Firstly, starting from a general lter-bank system, we propose an over-
sampled disrete-time transmitter and reeiver model aiming at the pra-
tial implementation of various multiarrier modulation formats in real-
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isti ommuniation systems.
 Seondly, we show that all the multiarrier modulation formats an be
derived from suh a disrete-time model, with a general prototype lter
(rather than with the standard retangular lter) and a general time
and frequeny spaing between the information symbols; in other word,
we apply pulseshaping tehnique to all the shemes, so extending the
DCT-OFDM, DST-OFDM and DTT-OFDM shemes already present in
literature.
 Finally, inspired by the Wilson base [87, Setion 4.2℄, that turns out to be
a lever way to design well-loalized orthogonal Gabor frames with high
time-frequeny eieny that avoid the limiting fator due to the Balian-
Low theorem [87℄, [88℄, we derive a pratial multiarrier modulation with
exellent performane on doubly-seletive hannels.
For all the above mentioned modulation shemes, we rst assume a ret-
angular prototype pulse, as is usually done in the literature [74, 81℄, then we
design a suitable prototype pulse, well loalized in both the time and frequeny
domains, by means of the tehnique proposed in [89℄ or in [90℄.
5.2 System Model
We onsider a linear modulation sheme as shown in Fig. 5.1, in whih the
information symbols {xi}, generated by a soure at a rate R = (2Q + 1)/T ,
are serial-to-parallel onverted to obtain length-(2Q+1) bloks (also known as
OFDM bloks), Q being an integer design parameter. We will use the following
notation to denote the symbols:
xmn = xm(2Q+1)+n with
n = −Q,−Q+ 1, . . . , Q
m ∈ Z
where m represents the blok index (also denoted as time index ), n is the index
identifying a symbol position inside a blok, and T is the blok period. The
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Figure 5.1: Ideal ontinuous-time lter-bank system.
transmitted symbols {xi} are zero-mean independent random variables (r.v.s)
belonging to a given omplex onstellation. We dene σ2x , E
{|xn|2}. The
transmitted signal, whih is obtained by modulating a set of ontinuous-time
lters {u˜n(t)}, reads
x(t) =
∑
m∈Z
Q∑
n=−Q
xmn u˜n(t−mT ). (5.1)
Filters {u˜n(t)} will be hosen equal to a base pulse (either a retangular pulse
or an appropriately designed pulse, aording to the approah desribed in [85℄)
with a suitable multiplexing in the frequeny domain, as in the uniform lter-
bank approah [91, Chapter 9℄. Hene, index n is usually referred to as the
frequeny (or subarrier) index. We will dene the spetral eieny η, ex-
pressed in symb/s/Hz, as the amount of ode symbols that an be loaded on
a time-frequeny region haraterized by a unitary bandwidth and timewidth.
All the onsidered modulation formats will be designed so that they ahieve
the same spetral eieny, in order to arry out a fair omparison.
After transmission over a noisy doubly-seletive hannel, the reeived signal
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r(t) is
r(t) =
∫ +∞
−∞
h(t, τ) x(t− τ) dτ + w(t) (5.2)
where the zero-mean Gaussian random proess h(t, τ) denotes the time-varying
hannel impulse response (CIR). A wide-sense stationary unorrelated satter-
ing (WSSUS) hannel is assumed, and h(t, τ) = 0 if τ < 0 or τ > τmax, being
τmax the maximal exess delay of the hannel. τmax gives an indiation about
the hannel spreading in the time domain. A similar parameter, denoted as
νmax (maximal Doppler spread), quanties the hannel spreading in the fre-
queny domain [92℄. w(t) is a omplex white Gaussian proess with power
spetral density 2N0.
At the reeiver, the signal is proessed by a bank of 2Q+1 lters. The r-th
sample at the output of the k-th lter {v˜∗k(−t)} is
yrk , yk(rT ) =
∫ +∞
−∞
r(τ) v˜∗k(τ − rT ) , k = −Q, . . . ,Q . (5.3)
In order to obtain a pratial implementation model for the mentioned lter-
bank sheme, we resort to a disrete-time model. In partiular, eah impulse
response lter u˜n(t) (and similarly for v˜k(t)) is approximately represented by
u˜n(t) ≃
∑
i∈Z
u˜n(i) ⊓
(
t
Ts
− i
)
(5.4)
where u˜n(i) , u˜n(iTs), Ts , T/N (N is the oversampling fator) and ⊓(t) is a
retangular pulse dened as
⊓ (α) ,
{
1 if 0 ≤ α < 1
0 otherwise .
(5.5)
The disrete-time representations of the lters, aording to (5.4), is su-
iently aurate provided that a large enough oversampling fator N is em-
ployed. Under this assumption, an equivalent disrete-time representation of
the transeiver is shown in Fig. 5.2, where the two square lters ⊓ (·) play the
role of digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital onverters, respetively.
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Figure 5.2: Pratial oversampled disrete-time lter-bank system.
The disrete-time representation of the transmitted signal (5.1) is
x(t) =
√
1
Ts
∑
m∈Z
Q∑
n=−Q
xmn
∑
i
u˜n(i) ⊓
(
t−mT
Ts
− i
)
(5.6)
where the onstant
√
1/Ts is an energy normalization term. The disrete-
time reeived samples an be obtained by using (5.6) and (5.2) in (5.3), thus
obtaining
yrk =
√
1
Ts
∑
l∈Z
v˜∗k(l)
∫ ∞
−∞
r(t) ⊓
(
t− rT
Ts
− l
)
dt
=
∑
m∈Z
Q∑
n=−Q
Hr,mk,n x
m
n + n
r
k with
k = −Q, . . . ,Q
r ∈ N (5.7)
where
Hr,mk,n ,
∑
l∈Z
v˜∗k (l − rN)
∑
i∈Z
u˜n (i−mN)hl,l−i (5.8)
with
hl,i ,
1
Ts
∫∫ ∞
−∞
h(t+ lTs, τ) ⊓
(
t− τ
Ts
+ i
)
⊓
(
t
Ts
)
dτdt (5.9)
and
nrk ,
√
1
Ts
∑
l∈Z
v˜∗k (l − rN)
∫ ∞
−∞
w(t) ⊓
(
t
Ts
− l
)
dt. (5.10)
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Figure 5.3: System model deomposed into three bloks: the modulator, the
hannel and the demodulator.
From (5.9), the disrete-time CIR hl,i has support over 0 ≤ i ≤ L, where
L = ⌊τmax/Ts⌋+ 1
and ⌊t⌋ means round t down to the nearest integer.
Finally, we provide an alternative system desription, aiming at the system
separation into three dierent bloks: the transmitter, the hannel, and the
reeiver. Replaing (5.8) in (5.7), with a few mathematial manipulations we
obtain the following expression for the statistis yrk
yrk =
∑
l∈Z
v˜∗k(l − rN)
∑
i∈Z
∑
m∈Z
Q∑
n=−Q
xmn u˜n(i−mN)
hl,l−i
+ nrk . (5.11)
Hene we see that our system is omposed of the following three stages, rep-
resented in Fig 5.3.
Modulator : omputes the disrete-time signal s(i)
s(i) ,
∑
m∈Z
Q∑
n=−Q
xmn u˜n(i−mN) (5.12)
whih is the sum of the output of a bank of lters whose input are
the information symbols {xmn }. The signal s(i) is then forwarded to the
hannel.
Channel : omputes the output disrete-time signal p(l) by the onvolution
of the input signal s(i) and the hannel oeients hl,i
p(l) ,
∑
i∈Z
s(i)hl,l−i . (5.13)
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From (5.9), the hannel oeient hl,i is given by the ontribution of the
time-varying hannel impulse response and the two retangular lters
(the digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital onverters).
Demodulator : derives the suient statistis yrk, by ltering the reeived
signal p(l) by the bank of lter {vk(l)}
yrk =
∑
l∈Z
v˜∗k(l − rN)p(l) + nrk . (5.14)
Obviously the thermal noise is generated by the hannel, but it is on-
venient for our purpose to see suh noise as a Gaussian random variable
nrk introdued by the demodulator.
The above general model is valid for all multiarrier shemes, whih are based
however on dierent modulator and demodulator stages. Hene, it will be suf-
ient to provide for the various shemes, the dierent expression for the signal
s(i) in (5.12) and for the statisti yrk in (5.14).
5.2.1 Uniform Filter-Bank
As, already antiipated in Setion 5.2, all multiarrier modulation shemes we
will onsider, derive from the uniform lter-banks system (see [91℄, hapter 9):
frequeny responses of lters {u˜n(i)} and lters {v˜n(i)} are obtained by shifting
the frequeny response of the same real lter u(t), denoted as prototype lter,
by a spaing given by Fn = nF , where F is the spaing between the various
subarriers.
Sine T is the OFDM symbol period and F the arrier separation, eah
oded symbols xmn an be assoiated to the point (Tm, Fn) = (mT,nF ) of a
bidimensional grid in the time-frequeny plane [85℄. Hene, dening ρ , FT ,
the inverse of ρ an be seen as a measure of the spetral eieny η (in terms of
data symbols per seonds per Hertz), sine higher ρ−1 values lead to a redued
spae-frequeny distane between symbols (i.e., a redued distane between
two adjaent grid points).
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In partiular for all employed modulation shemes, we will onsider a ret-
angular prototype length-T pulse with ρ = 1 to obtain Disrete Multitone
(DMT) shemes, and a suitable optimized pulse well loalized in both time
and frequeny domains with ρ ≥ 1 to ahieve pulseshape (PS) shemes.
5.2.2 Symbol-by-Symbol Detetion
Eqn. (5.7) shows that, unless Hr,mk,n = δn−kδr−m with probability one (being δℓ
the Kroneker delta), interferene among the various reeived samples arises,
both in time and frequeny domains. In partiular when Hr,rk,n 6= 0 for n 6= k,
ICI between various subarriers appears, while when Hr,mk,k 6= 0 for r 6= m,
inter-blok interferene (IBI) is present among symbols belonging to dierent
OFDM bloks. In other words, the suient statistis in (5.7) an be written
as
yrk = H
r,r
k,kx
r
k +
∑
m6=r
∑
n 6=k
Hr,mk,n x
m
n + n
r
k (5.15)
where the term Hr,rk,kx
r
k represent the useful signal term, n
r
k is the thermal
noise, while
∑
m6=r
∑
n 6=kH
r,m
k,n x
m
n is the term representing the signal interfer-
ene. Hene, an optimal detetion sheme would in priniple involve a omplex
proessing to ope with suh an interferene. Moreover, the disrete-time noise
samples nrk an be orrelated, thus further ompliating the development of op-
timal reeivers. In order to keep the omputational omplexity of the reeiver
low, lter-banks {u˜n}n and {v˜n}n an be designed with the aim of ensuring
that Hr,mk,n is small, for example in a mean square error (MSE) sense [93℄,
when k 6= n or r 6= m. In this way, a low-omplexity symbol-by-symbol re-
eiver an be used without inurring in large performane penalties. In the
following, a symbol-by-symbol reeiver will always be assumed, although we
point out that more involved equalization algorithms, for example based on
the soft-interferene anellation (SIC) priniple [94℄, ould be employed. Suh
a reeiver approximates the reeived statistis (5.15) as
yrk ≃ Hr,rk,kxrk + nrk (5.16)
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and so it just omputes the oeients Hr,rk,k in order to implement a symbol-by-
symbol detetor. The approximation in (5.16) is an equality in perfet hannel
orthogonalization ondition, i.e., when just the symbol xrk inuenes the output
yrk of the k-th reeiver lter at the r-th interval. As already stated, it is impos-
sible to obtain suh a ondition over a doubly-seletive hannel [82℄, but all the
multiarrier shemes we will derive, assure orthogonality over AWGN hannels,
with retangular prototype pulse as well as with a properly optimized pulse.
Sine in suh a ase hl,i = δi ∀l, the expression for Hr,mk,n oeients in (5.8)
beomes
Hr,mk,n ,
∑
l∈Z
v˜∗k (l − rN) u˜n (l −mN) (5.17)
whih is just a salar produt between the two sequenes v˜k (l − rN) and
u˜n (l −mN). In other word, we say that for all the muliarrier shemes, the
two lter-banks {u˜n}n and {v˜n}n are biorthogonal. In our ase, sine we on-
sider the reeiver lters idential to the transmitter lters, we just need an
orthogonal set of lters. That ondition is important for two reasons. Firstly,
it is important to totally suppress ISI when no dispersion is present; hene
the eet of the doubly-dispersive hannel an be seen as a drift away from
the perfet hannel orthogonalization. By inreasing the hannel dispersivity,
the oeients Hr,mk,n , null on the AWGN hannel, gradually inrease and we
just need to design prototype pulses whih are well loalized in both time and
frequeny domains in order to ombat ICI. Seondly, if we onsider an orthogo-
nal set of reeived lters, from (5.10) we derive that the thermal noise samples
nrk are white; hene they are independent for eah r and k and identially
distributed Gaussian random variables, with zero and variane 2N0.
We now show four dierent approahes to design transmitter and reeiver
lters. The last one has never been proposed for pratial systems in the lit-
erature. We remark that all methods onsist in a suitable multiplexing in the
frequeny domain of a prototype pulse: although retangular pulses are om-
monly employed (e.g., the use of retangular pulses have been proposed for
DCT-OFDM [81℄), their slow frequeny-domain deay behaviour is responsi-
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ble for their poor performane on doubly-seletive hannels, due to the strong
interferene they experiene [75℄. Hene, more loalized pulses in the time-
frequeny domain have been reently proposed [8386℄. In this paper, we will
onsider the pulse stemming from the method proposed in [85℄ for all shemes,
exept the last one, based on Wilson base.
5.3 DFT-OFDM
We now derive the rst modulation sheme based on DFT implementation.
In this ase, the frequeny response of the lters is obtained by shifting the
frequeny response of a prototype lter by Fn = nF . In partiular, denoting
as u(i) the oversampled version of the real prototype lter u(t) at ti = iTs =
i T/N , we nd
u˜n(i) = v˜n(i) , u(i) e
j2πFnti = u(i) ej2π
ni
N
FT . (5.18)
In order to derive modulation shemes for whih a fast implementation exists,
we just onsider rational ρ values, hene ρ = q/p where q and p are integers
and q ≥ p. From the above assumption, (5.18) beomes
u˜n(i) = v˜n(i) = u(i) e
j2π ni q
N p . (5.19)
Thus, replaing (5.19) in (5.12) and in (5.14), we nd the following operation
for the modulator and for the demodulator stages.
Modulator : for eah OFDM symbols, the following Np-IDFT (inverse DFT)
is omputed
XmNp(i) ,
1√
Np
Np−1∑
n=0
xm(n) e
j2π ni
Np
(5.20)
where we have dened xm(n) inserting some zeros in the sequene xmn :
xm(n) ,

xm(2Q+1)+n if 0 6 n 6 Q
0 if Q+ 1 6 n 6 Np−Q− 1
xm(2Q+1)+n−Np if Np−Q 6 n 6 Np− 1.
(5.21)
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Then the sequene s(i) in (5.12) is
s(i) =
√
Np
∑
m
XmNp[(i−mN)q]u(i−mN) (5.22)
and it is passed to the hannel.
Demodulator : substituting (5.19) in (5.14)
yrk =
√
Np
∑
l∈Z
p(l)
1√
Np
e−j2π
kq(l−rN)
Np v(l − rN) + nrk
=
√
Np
∑
l∈Z
v(l) p(l + rN)
1√
Np
e−j2π
kql
Np + nrk. (5.23)
Now, we dene parameter α as
α , min
αˆ
αˆ s.t. u(i) = 0 ∀i > |αˆNp| (5.24)
and (5.23) an be rewritten as
yrk =
√
Np
αNp−1∑
l=−αNp
v(l) p(l + rN)
1√
Np
e
−j2π kql
Np + nrk
=
√
Np
Np−1∑
a=0
α−1∑
b=−α
v(a+ bNp) p(a+ bNp+ rN)
1√
Np
e
−j2π kq a
Np
+nrk
=
√
Np
Np−1∑
a=0
er(a)
1√
Np
e
−j2π kq a
Np + nrk (5.25)
where we dened l , a+ bNp and
er(a) ,
α−1∑
b=−α
v(a+ bNp) p(a+ bNp+ rN) . (5.26)
Hene for eah OFDM symbols, the following Np-DFT is omputed
ErNp(k) ,
Np−1∑
a=0
er(a)
1√
Np
e
−j2π ka
Np
(5.27)
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and then, when k spans from −Q to Q
yrk =
√
NpErNp
(
[kq]Np
)
+ nrk (5.28)
where we adopt the operator [c]Np (whih represents the module-Np of
the integer c) sine we exploit the periodiity of the Np-DFT transform.
In onlusion, for eah transmitted OFDM blok {xmn }n, the modulator has
to ompute an Np-IDFT while the demodulator must perform an Np-DFT.
From that, it is lear that when p = 1, as in the ase of ρ = 1, we have
a minimum in the (I)DFT dimension (whih is N), while in all other ases
(i.e, when ρ is not integer) the (I)DFT length is inreased to Np. For all the
following multiarrier shemes the same onsiderations hold true, where the
DFT is replaed in turn by DCT or DST or both. For all employed modulation
shemes, we will onsider retangular prototype length-T pulse to obtain DMT
(Disrete Multitone) shemes, and a suitable optimized pulse well loalized in
both time and frequeny domains [85℄ to ahieve PS (pulseshape) shemes.
5.3.1 DFT-DMT
We now derive the standard OFDM sheme by hoosing ρ = 1 and
u(i) = v(i) =
1√
N
⊓N (i) (5.29)
where
⊓N (i) ,
{
1 if 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1
0 elsewhere .
(5.30)
Replaing (5.29) and (5.19) in (5.8), from the expression of Hr,mk,n we an verify
that in general, perfet hannel orthogonalization is not ahieved. A method
to remove both the IBI and ICI an be reahed for LTI hannels exploiting
a length-L yli prex (we will denote suh method as CP-DFT-DMT). In
partiular we hoose:
 h(t, τ) ≡ h(τ), from whih (5.9) beomes hl,i = hl−i with support over
[0, L];
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 symbol period T = N
′
Ts (instead of T = NTs) where N
′
= N + L,
while the frequeny spaing is F = 1/(N Ts); hene ρ = FT = N
′
/N =
1 +N/L;
 u˜n(i) has a longer support with respet to v˜k(l):
u˜n(i) =
⊓N ′ (i+ L)√
N ′
ej2π nF iTs =
⊓N+L(i+ L)√
N + L
ej2π
ni
N
(5.31)
v˜k(l) =
⊓N (i)√
N
ej2π kF lTs =
⊓N (i)√
N
ej2π
kl
N . (5.32)
Exploiting these assumptions, from (5.8) we nd Hr,mk,n = 0 if m 6= r (i.e., IBI is
suppressed); moreover oeient Hr,rk,n an be seen as the (k, n)-th element of
a irulant matrix. Sine from the well-known DFT diagonalization property
(see [95℄) suh a matrix is diagonal when pre- and post-multiplied by DFT and
IDFT matries, ICI suppression is also ahieved. In onlusion, the perfet LTI
hannel orthogonalization ahieved thanks to the CP, presents the following
drawbaks:
 energy loss represented by the fator
√
N/(N + L), due to the L symbols
of the CP for eah N symbols, added at the transmitter and disarded
at the reeiver;
 spetral eieny loss represented by the inrease of ρ from 1 to 1+L/N .
Suh a diagonalization annot be ahieved over doubly-seletive hannel.
5.3.2 DFT-PS
Although DFT-DMT with CP is a very eient sheme for LTI hannels, its
performane deeply degrades in presene of a time-varying hannel due to the
IBI and ICI presene. An approah adopted to ope with this problem and
denoted as pulseshape OFDM is based on the design of a prototype pulse, well
loalized in time and frequeny in order to redued the interferene. We an
redue interferene by inreasing the distane between the symbols xnn in the
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time-frequeny grid (i.e., by inreasing T and F ), but it is not aeptable sine
it also redues the spetral eieny ρ−1 of the system. Moreover, we would
like to design a pulse suh that the two banks of lters at the transmitter
and at the reeiver are biorthogonal, as already explained in Setion 5.2. Sine
looking at the modulator/demodulator lter expression (5.18), we nd that
the transmitted signal (5.20) belongs to a Gabor set (verifying the well-known
onnetion between OFDM systems and Gabor frames, see [83℄), we an resort
to Gabor theory. Hene, from the Balian-Low theorem [87℄ we know that it is
not possible to simultaneously satisfy the three following onditions:
 orthogonal lters (to ensure white noise and exat reonstrution when
the identity hannel h(t, τ) ≡ δ(τ) is onsidered);
 pulse u(i) well loalized in time and frequeny domains;
 maximum spetral eieny ρ−1 = 1.
While in the DMT-based shemes, we have maximum spetral eieny (i.e.
ρ−1 = 1) but a bad loalized pulse (the retangular pulse has an innite band-
width with a slow deay), in pulseshape tehnique we want to satisfy the rst
two onditions, and we slightly inrease ρ so loosing spetral eieny in order
to mitigate symbol interferene.
In the following we take into aount a real and symmetri pulse u(t) = v(t)
obtained through the pulseshape tehnique desribed in [85℄.
5.4 DCT-OFDM
In the modulation sheme, if we employ DCT as an alternative to DFT [81℄,
transmitter and reeiver lters are obtained by modulating the prototype lter
u(t) by osine funtions. Sampling at ti = (i+ 1/2)Ts, we nd
u˜n(i) = v˜n(i) = u(i)
√
βn cos [πFnti] = u(i)
√
NpCNp(nq, i) (5.33)
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where we reall that FT = q/p and we denote by CN (n, i) the basis funtion
of DCT-II [96℄:
CN (n, i) ,
√
βn
N
cos
[
π
n(i+ 1/2)
N
]
(5.34)
and βn is 1 if n = 0 and 2 if n = 1, . . . ,N − 1. Moreover in all the following
shemes we hoose the index n, denoting the subarriers, as varying from 0 to
2Q (instead that from −Q to Q). We resort to the DCT sine when IBI and ICI
are present, DCT-based sheme an probably reah better performane with
respet to the DFT-based sheme, due to the energy-ompation property of
DCT transform [97℄ (the interferene power is onentrated around a few low-
index DCT oeients).
Thus, replaing (5.33) in (5.12) and in (5.14), we nd the following opera-
tion for the modulator and for the demodulator stages.
Modulator : for eah OFDM symbols, the following Np-IDCT is omputed
Xmc,Np(i) ,
Np−1∑
n=0
xmc (n)CNp(nq, i) (5.35)
where we have dened the length-Np sequene xmc (n) by zero padding
xmn in the following way:
xmc (n) ,
{
xm(2Q+1)+i if n = i q ∩ 0 6 i 6 2Q
0 elsewhere
(5.36)
Then the sequene s(i) in (5.12) is
s(i) =
√
Np
∑
m
Xmc,Np(i−mN)u(i−mN) (5.37)
and goes to the hannel.
Demodulator : substituting (5.33) in (5.14), we nd
yrk =
√
Np
Np−1∑
a=0
α−1∑
b=−α
v(a+bNp) p(a+bNp+rN)CNp(kq, a+bNp)+n
r
k .
(5.38)
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Sine it is trivial to show that CNp(k, a + bNp) = CNp(k, a) when the
subarrier index k is even, we assume that only the even subarriers
transmit information symbols, while all odd subarriers are suppressed.
Thanks to this assumption, (5.38) beomes
yrk =
√
Np
Np−1∑
a=0
er(a)CNp(kq, a) + n
r
k . (5.39)
where er(a) is dened as in (5.26). Hene, for eah OFDM symbols the
following Np-DCT is omputed
Erc,Np(k) ,
Np−1∑
a=0
er(a) CNp(k, a) (5.40)
and then, when k spans from 0 to 2Q
yrk =
√
NpErc,Np (kq) + n
r
k . (5.41)
As in the DFT ase, for eah OFDM blok the transmitter and the reeiver
arry out an Np-IDCT and an Np-DCT, respetively. However, as assumed
in the derivation of (5.39), in order to employ the DCT-OFDM multiarrier
sheme we need to suppress all odd subarriers, thus inreasing the frequeny
spaing among the information symbols (in partiular the resulting ρ param-
eters is doubled and hene the spetral eieny η is halved). Both the ret-
angular and the optimized pulse u(i) an be employed and, as in the ase of
DFT-DMT, DCT-DMT an also reah perfet hannel orthogonalization over
LTI hannels.
5.4.1 DCT-MAN
Choosing a retangular prototype pulse as in (5.29) and ρ = 1, we derive a
DCT-DMT sheme.By replaing the lter expression in (5.8), we an verify
that perfet hannel orthogonalization is not ahieved as is for DFT-DMT de-
sribed in 5.3.1. A method to ompletely remove interferene in the ase of
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LTI hannels is proposed by Mandyam in [81℄, where suh a ondition is ob-
tained through the use of symmetri extension and yli prex. Sine it an
be easily proved that N -IDCT with all odd inputs equal to zero is equivalent
to a N/2-IDCT whose output sequene o(n) is divided by
√
2 and then sym-
metrially extended (i.e., o(n) = o(N − 1− n) when n = N/2, . . . ,N − 1), the
symmetri extension proposed by Mandyam is exatly equivalent to the odd
subarriers suppression we proposed in Setion 5.4. In onlusion, hannel or-
thogonalization is pursued through a redution in the information throughput
of a fator 1/2 with respet to the DFT-DMT sheme and ρ = 2(1+L/N). We
will denote the sheme exploiting retangular pulse and symmetri extension
as DCT-MAN.
5.4.2 DCT-PS
As in the DFT-OFDM ase, we an fae the strong interferene aeting the
DMT-based sheme (i.e., the DCT-MAN sheme) when employed on a doubly-
seletive hannel, by resorting to a suited pulse well loalized in both time and
frequeny domains. In partiular, it an be shown that the pulse obtained in [89℄
ensures orthogonal DCT-based lter-banks, provided that just even subarriers
are employed. Hene, we will onsider PS-DCT shemes with optimized pulse
and spetral eieny halved with respet to the DFT-PS ase.
5.5 DTT-OFDM
In [81℄, Mandyam also proposed a sheme based on both DCT and DST, with
a retangular prototype pulse. In detail, the prototype lter u(t) is modulated
by a osine funtion for the even subarriers and by a sine funtion for the odd
subarriers. By sampling u˜n(t) and v˜n(t) at ti = (i+ 1/2)Ts, we obtain
u˜n(i) =
{
u(i)
√
Np CNp(nq, i) if n even
u(i)
√
Np SNp(nq − 1, i) if n odd
(5.42)
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and the same is for v˜k(i), where we have dened the basis funtion of DST-
II [96℄:
SN (n, i) ,
√
γn
N
sin
[
π
(n+ 1)(i + 1/2)
N
]
(5.43)
and γn is 1 if n = N − 1 and 2 if n = 0, . . . ,N − 2. Although in [81℄ this
sheme is not further analyzed sine it annot lead to a omplete interferene
anellation over LTI hannels, this is not a signiant drawbak over doubly-
seletive hannels [83℄. Thus, replaing (5.42) in (5.12) and in (5.14), we nd
the following operation for the modulator and for the demodulator stages.
Modulator : for eah OFDM symbols, the following Np-IDCT and Np-IDST
are omputed
Xmc,Np(i) ,
Np−1∑
n=0
xmc (n)CNp(nq, i) (5.44)
Xms,Np(i) ,
Np−1∑
n=0
xms (n)SNp(nq, i) (5.45)
where we have dened the length-Np sequenes xmc (n) and x
m
s (n) as
xmc (n) ,
{
xm(2Q+1)+i if n = i q ∩ i even ∩ 0 6 i 6 2Q
0 elsewhere
(5.46)
xms (n) ,
{
xm(2Q+1)+i if n = i q − 1 ∩ i odd ∩ 0 6 i 6 2Q
0 elsewhere
(5.47)
Then the sequene s(i) in (5.12) is
s(i) =
√
Np
∑
m
[
Xmc,Np(i−mN) +Xms,Np(i−mN)
]
u(i−mN) . (5.48)
Demodulator : substituting (5.42) in (5.14), we nd
yrk =
{ √
Np
∑Np−1
a=0 e
r(a)CNp(kq, a) + n
r
k if k even√
Np
∑Np−1
a=0 e
r(a)SNp(kq − 1, a) + nrk if k odd
(5.49)
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where we have exploited the periodiity
CNp(k, a+ bNp) = CNp(k, a) if k even (5.50)
SNp(k, a + bNp) = SNp(k, a) if k odd (5.51)
and where er(a) is dened as in (5.26). Hene for eah OFDM symbol, the
demodulator omputes the Np-DCT in (5.40) and the following Np-DST
Ers,Np(k) ,
Np−1∑
a=0
er(a) SNp(k, a) (5.52)
and then, when k spans from 0 to 2Q
yrk =
{ √
NpErc,Np(kq) + n
r
k if k even√
NpErs,Np(kq − 1) + nrk if k odd .
(5.53)
Also, for this modulation sheme we an derive a DTT-DMT ase by onsider-
ing a retangular prototype pulse and ρ = 1 (but perfet hannel orthogonal-
ization annot still be ahieved over LTI hannel) and a more general sheme
with ρ > 1 and a suitable optimized prototype pulse (DTT-PS sheme). In
partiular, for DTT-PS we an employ the well-loalized pulse obtained in [85℄
and already employed for DFT-OFDM and DCT-OFDM, sine it ensures or-
thogonality over AWGN hannels.
5.6 ODTT-OFDM
In 1987 Wilson, in order to ahieve good time-frequeny loalization, proposed
the onstrution of a set of funtions, based on sine and osine funtions, where
the various subarriers are haraterized by funtions with a suitable time oset
(see [87℄, Set. 4.2 and referenes therein). In partiular, a ontinuous-time
Wilson orthogonal basis was onstruted by Daubehies, Jaard and Journé in
1991 [90℄ using ombination of elements of Gabor tight frame with redundany
2. Subsequently, disrete-time Wilson funtion sets and frames are introdued
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and disussed in [98, 99℄ and it is shown that a Wilson base an be derived
from Weyl-Heisenberg sets. The onstrution of a Wilson basis for general
time-frequeny latties whose generator matrix is in Hermite normal form is
disussed in [100℄ . In [101℄, these results are extended on the general lattie
of volume 1/2. Finally, in [102℄, the Wilson base onstrution is extended to
Wilson sets and frames with arbitrary oversampling and redundany.
In this Setion, we derive disrete-time expressions for the impulse re-
sponses of a bank of lters, starting from the Wilson funtions set, whose
expression is provided in [87℄; then, we derive an oversampled disrete-time
multiarrier sheme based on suh a basis as an instane of our pratial over-
sampled disrete-time model. In suh a way, we generalize the Wilson base
(obtained for ρ = 1) to all ρ values greater than one and we address the prob-
lem of nding a well-loalized pulse ensuring orthogonality over AWGN for
suh a set of funtion. We will denote suh a sheme as ODTT-OFDM (i.e.,
oset DTT-OFDM), sine it is very similar to the DTT shemes, but impulse
response of some lters are shifted of a time oset equal to T/2. Finally, it is
interesting to note that Wilson base onstrution, as well as the DCT-OFDM
and DTT-OFDM shemes, is not a Gabor set and hene it allows to avoid the
Balian-Low theorem: it an be an orthonormal set of funtions with FT = 1
and employing simultaneously a well loalized pulse.
5.6.1 Wilson Base Derivation
The Gabor funtion set is a windowed Fourier frame expressed as [87℄
pn,m(t) = u(t−mT )ej2πnF t
where u(t) is the window pulse, T is the time spaing, and F the frequeny
spaing. Filter-banks employed in DFT-OFDM sheme are based on suh a
funtion set (where u(t) is the impulse response of the protoype pulse). In 1987,
Wilson proposed to onstrut an orthonormal base with good time-frequeny
loalization, not generated by a strit time-frequeny lattie in order to avoid
the Balian-Low theorem. Hene, Wilson suggested an orthonormal base gn,m(t)
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of the type
gn,m(t) = zn(t−mT ), n ∈ N, m ∈ Z (5.54)
where the ontinuous time Fourier transform Zn(f) of the pulse zn(t) is a
funtion with two peaks, situated near n/2F and −n/2F .
A onstrution is suggested in [90℄ for whih n ∈ N\{0}, m ∈ Z and{
Z1(f) = U(f)
Zn(f) =
1√
2
[
U(f − ℓF ) + (−1)ℓ+kU(f + ℓF )] ejπkfT ∀n > 1 (5.55)
with n = 2ℓ + k, ℓ ∈ N, k = 0 or 1, and ℓ = 0, k = 0 exluded. U(f) is the
Fourier transform of a pulse u(t), whih will play the role of the prototype pulse
in the following derivation. We nd the expression of zn(t) by antitransforming
Zn(f) in (5.55) and replaing it in (5.54). By some mathematial manipulation,
we nd the following ontinuous-time expression for a Wilson funtion set:
gn,m(t) =

u(t−mT ) if n = 1
√
2u(t−mT ) cos [πnF (t−mT )] if
{
[n]4 = 0
n > 1
√
2u(t−mT + T/2) sin [π(n − 1)F (t −mT )] if
{
[n]4 = 1
n > 1√
2u(t−mT ) sin [πnF (t−mT )] if [n]4 = 2√
2u(t−mT + T/2) cos [π(n − 1)F (t−mT )] if [n]4 = 3 .
(5.56)
Hene, the proposed onstrution shows that the key to obtain a good time-
frequeny loalization and orthonormality in the window Fourier framework is
to use sines and osines rather than omplex exponentials.
5.6.2 Modulator and Demodulator Derivation
We now derive a multiarrier sheme belonging to the lter-bank system model
desribed in Setion 5.2 and based on the Wilson base. In partiular, by sam-
pling the ontinuous-time base gn,m(t) (5.56) at ti = (i + 1/2)Ts and by on-
sidering ρ = q/p, q, p ∈ Z, we obtain the following disrete-time expression for
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the impulse response of the lters
u˜n(i) = v˜n(i) =

u(i) if n = 1√
Npu(i)CNp(nq, i) if [n]4 = 0 ∩ n > 1√
Npu(i+N/2)SNp(nq − q − 1, i) if [n]4 = 1 ∩ n > 1√
Npu(i)SNp(nq − 1, i) if [n]4 = 2√
Npu(i+N/2)CNp(nq − q, i) if [n]4 = 3 .
(5.57)
Moreover, for eah OFDM blok we onsider the frequeny index n spanning
from 1 to 2Q + 1, instead that from 0 to 2Q. Thus, replaing (5.57) in (5.12)
and in (5.14), we nd the following operation for the modulator and for the
demodulator stages.
Modulator : for eah OFDM symbol, it omputes the Np-IDCT for the se-
quenes xm0 (n) and x
m
3 (n) (denoted as X
m
0,Np(i) and X
m
3,Np(i) respe-
tively) and the two the Np-IDST for the sequenes xm1 (n) and x
m
2 (n)
(denoted as Xm1,Np(i) and X
m
2,Np(i) respetively), where
xm0 (n) ,

xm(2Q+1)+1 if n = 0
xm(2Q+1)+i if
{
n = i q ∩ [i]4 = 0
1 6 i 6 2Q+ 1
0 elsewhere
(5.58)
xm1 (n) ,
 xm(2Q+1)+i if
{
n = i q − q − 1 ∩ [i]4 = 1
1 6 i 6 2Q+ 1
0 elsewhere
(5.59)
xm2 (n) ,
 xm(2Q+1)+i if
{
n = i q − 1 ∩ [i]4 = 2
1 6 i 6 2Q+ 1
0 elsewhere
(5.60)
xm3 (n) ,
 xm(2Q+1)+i if
{
n = i q − q ∩ [i]4 = 3
1 6 i 6 2Q+ 1
0 elsewhere
(5.61)
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Then the sequene s(i) in (5.12) is
s(i) =
√
Np
{∑
m
[
Xm0,Np(i−mN) +Xm2,Np(i−mN)
]
u(i−mN)
+
∑
m
[
Xm1,Np(i−mN) +Xm3,Np(i−mN)
]
u(i−mN +N/2)
}
.
(5.62)
Demodulator : substituting (5.57) in (5.14), we nd
 if k = 1
yrk =
√
Np Erc,Np(0) + n
r
k
 if [k]4 = 0 ∩ k > 1
yrk =
√
Np Erc,Np(kq) + n
r
k
 if [k]4 = 1 ∩ k > 1
yrk =
√
Np F rs,Np(kq − q − 1) cos
[π
2
ρ (k − 1)
]
−
√
Np F rc,Np(kq − q) sin
[π
2
ρ (k − 1)
]
ǫk + n
r
k
 if [k]4 = 2
yrk =
√
Np Ers,Np(kq − 1) + nrk
 if [k]4 = 3
yrk =
√
Np F rc,Np(kq − q) cos
[π
2
ρ (k − 1)
]
−
√
Np F rs,Np(kq − q − 1) sin
[π
2
ρ (k − 1)
]
/ǫk + n
r
k
where the frequeny index k spans from 1 to 2Q+1, ǫk ,
√
γkq−q−1/βkq−q ,
Erc,Np and E
r
s,Np are dened in (5.40) and in (5.52) respetively and F
r
c,Np
and F rs,Np are Np-DCT and Np-DST of the sequene
F r(a) ,
α−1∑
b=−α
v(a+ bNp) p(a+ bNp+ rN −N/2) . (5.63)
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Hene for eah OFDM symbol, the demodulator omputes two Np-DCT
and two Np-DST.
5.6.3 ODTT-PS
Also for this modulation sheme we an derive an ODTT-DMT ase by on-
sidering retangular prototype pulse and ρ = 1 (but perfet hannel orthog-
onalization annot be ahieved over LTI hannel). We an also onsider an
improved sheme, ODTT-PS, based on a well loalized prototype pulse. How-
ever in this ase we believe that the pulse obtained in [85℄ and employed in
all previous multiarrier shemes, does not ensure orthogonal ODTT lters. In
partiular, we annot mathematially demonstrate orthogonality and numer-
ial results onrm our assumption. Hene, we must ope with the problem
of nding a well loalized pulse, possibly with an exponential deay in both
time and frequeny domains, whih also guarantees orthogonality over AWGN
hannel. In [90℄, the problem is solved for the speial ase of ρ = 1, whih is
the ondition ensuring that the Wilson funtion set is an orthonormal base.
In priniple, sine Wilson base avoid the Balian-Low theorem, we an em-
ploy ODTT-PS sheme with well loalized prototype pulse and simultaneously
ρ = FT = 1. However, that situation is not pratiable sine the distane be-
tween adjaent symbols in the time-frequeny plane is so low that the system is
aeted by a strong performane degradation on a doubly-dispersive hannel.
Hene, we need to generalize the proedure used in [90℄ to nd the expression
of a well loalized impulse ensuring orthogonality.
Unlukily suh a problem is still an open issue. Atually we an just derive
the onditions that the pulse must satisfy in order to provide orthogonality.
Given a funtions set {gn,m(t)} with n ∈ N\{0}, m ∈ Z, orthogonality ondi-
tion an be expressed as
∞∑
n=1
∑
m∈Z
< p(t), gn,m(t) >< gn,m(t), h(t) >=< p(t), h(t) > (5.64)
where we have dened the salar produt between two square summable signals
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p(t) and h(t) as
< p(t), h(t) >,
∫ ∞
−∞
p∗(t)h(t)dt . (5.65)
Hene, by replaing the Wilson base expression (5.54) in (5.64), by some math-
ematial manipulations we nd
1
T
∞∑
n=1
Zn (f)Z
∗
n
(
f − k
T
)
= δk, ∀k ∈ Z . (5.66)
Finally, we replae the expression of Zn(f) given by (5.55) in (5.66) and we
just onsider rational ρ values; we get{
1
T
∑
ℓ∈Z U (f − ℓF )U
(
f − 2iT − ℓF
)
= δi
1
T
∑
ℓ∈Z(−1)ℓU (f − ℓF )U
(
f − 2iT − 1T + ℓF
)
= 0
∀i ∈ Z . (5.67)
In onlusion, we have found two orthogonal onditions (5.67) whih are the
same provided in [98℄. So the open issue is the following: we want to nd a
prototype pulse with impulse response u(t) as lose as possible to a Gaussian
pulse (whih is the best loalized funtion, with Gaussian deay in both the
time and frequeny domains) and whose Fourier transform U(f) is subjet to
the two onstraints in (5.67). Suh a problem is solved in [90℄ for the ase of
ρ = FT = 1 but not yet for the general ase of rational FT values.
5.7 Signal Spetrum and Bandwidth Computation
In order to have a bandwidth denition for the transmitted signal, we ompute
a losed-form expression for the spetrum of signal x(t) (5.6) for eah proposed
multiarrier sheme. In detail, it an be easily shown that the autoorrelation
funtion Rx(τ, t), dened as
Rx(τ, t) = Ex {x(t)x∗(t+ τ)} (5.68)
is yle-stationary with period T . Hene we an make it stationary by adding a
random variable T0, uniformly distributed in [0, T ). Thus, we an dene Rx(τ)
as
Rx(τ) = Ex,T0 {x(t− T0)x∗(t− T0 + τ)} (5.69)
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and by replaing (5.6) in (5.69), with some mathematial manipulation we nd
Rx(τ) =
σ2x
T
∑
i∈Z
∑
ℓ∈Z
Λ
(
τ
Ts
+ i− ℓ
)∑
n
u˜n(i)u˜
∗
n(ℓ) (5.70)
where we have dened
Λ(t) , ⊓(t)⊗ ⊓(−t) =

1− t if 0 6 t 6 1
1 + t if − 1 6 t 6 0
0 elsewhere
. (5.71)
In (5.70), n spans from −Q to Q for the DFT sheme, from 0 to 2Q for the
DCT and DTT shemes and from 1 to 2Q + 1 for the ODTT sheme. Thus,
we nd the power spetral density (PSD) of the stationary proess x(t) by
applying the Fourier transform to Rx(τ) (5.70):
Sx(fT ) =
σ2x
N
sin
2
(
fT
N
)∑
n
∣∣∣∣∣∑
i∈Z
u˜n(i)e
−j2π i
N
fT
∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (5.72)
We dene U˜ sn (f) the sequene Fourier Transform of the prototype pulse u˜n(i)
U˜ sn (f) ,
∑
i∈Z
u˜n(i)e
−j2πi T
N
f
(5.73)
and by substituting (5.73) in (5.72) we obtain
Sx(fT ) =
σ2x
N
sin
2
(
fT
N
)∑
n
∣∣∣U˜ sn (f)∣∣∣2 . (5.74)
DFT-OFDM Spetrum
By replaing in (5.73) the expression (5.19) for the DFT-OFDM sheme, we
get
U˜ sn (f) = U
s (f − nF ) (5.75)
where we dene U s (f) as the Fourier transform of the disrete-time prototype
pulse u(i). Thus the expression of the power spetral density of the DFT-
OFDM signal x(t) is
Sx(f) =
σ2x
N
sin
2
(
fT
N
) Q∑
n=−Q
|U s (f − nF )|2 . (5.76)
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From (5.76) we observe that the signal PSD is omposed by the sum of
2Q+ 1 repetitions of the Fourier transform of the sequene u(i), one for eah
subarrier. In detail, the pulse U s(f) assoiated to the n-th subarrier is en-
tered around the frequeny value f = nF , and hene we an verify that the
distane among adjaent subarriers is atually equivalent to the frequeny
separation F . We know that U s(f) is related to the Fourier transform U(f) of
the ontinuous-time pulse u(t) by
U s (f) =
N
T
∑
i∈Z
U
(
f − iN
T
)
. (5.77)
by whih we see that U s(f) is periodi. As a onsequene, for eah subarrier
we have more than one peak (in detail, one peak for eah repetition of U(f)).
However, the fator sin
2
(
fT
N
)
deriving from the analog-to-digital onverter
⊓(t) in (5.6) plays the role of an envelope for the signal PSD; suh an envelope
strongly attenuates and distorts all peaks of U s(f) lose to f = ±N/T and out
of the range [−N/T,N/T ]. In other words, the peaks whih are not distorted
are those lose to the frequeny zero.
In Fig. 5.4(a), we represent Sx(f) in (5.76) where ρ = FT = 2, λ = 2·10−1,
τmax = 2.14 · 10−6, Q = 31 and N = 140. As explained in [85℄, it is suggested
to hoose T and F aording to the hannel parameters τmax and νmax so that
T
F
=
τmax
νmax
. (5.78)
Thus, we derive T = 6.77 · 10−6 and F = 2.96 · 105. We onsider σ2x = 1 and
the optimized pulse u(i) provided in [85℄. On the x axis we report the fre-
queny f normalized to the OFDM period T , thus eah subarriers is entered
around fT = nρ. We also report the prole of the envelope sin2
(
fT
N
)
in or-
der to see its eets on the spetrum. Looking at the piture, we note that the
transmitted proess x(t) is not bandlimited. Moreover, if we try to derive a
bandwidth denition, based for example on the power spetral onentration,
the bandwidth value B we obtain is greater than fT = N = 140; thus Ts < 2B
(where we know that TS = T/N) and the Nyquist ondition is not satised.
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Figure 5.4: PSD of the transmitted signal x(t) for DFT-OFDM.
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Analyzing the spetrum, we note that most of the power is onentrated in
the range fT ∈ [−Qρ,Qρ] (where in our ase Qρ = 62). All peaks out of this
range are generated by the periodiity of the funtion U s(f) (see (5.77)) and in
partiular, the most powerful ones are related to the most external subarriers.
Hene, in order to redue the bandwidth we need to redue the number Q of
subarriers or to inrease the oversampling fator N . In other words, we need
Qρ
N
≪ 1 . (5.79)
Thus in Fig. 5.4(b) we double the oversampling fator N from 140 to 280.
We an see that all seondary peaks are almost ompletely suppressed and
hene a possible bandwidth denition for the proess x(t) is given by the
frequeny where the Q-th subarrier is entered, inreased by the bandwidth
of a pulse u(t); thus
BT ≃ Qρ+BuT (5.80)
where Bu is a whihever bandwidth denition for the pulse u(t). Sine in
general Qρ≫ BuT , we obtain
BT ≃ Qρ . (5.81)
We will show that, when (5.79) is satised, the bandwidth denition (5.81)
will be the same for all the multiarrier modulation shemes we will onsider.
We now onsidering the Nyquist ondition,
1
Ts
> 2B (5.82)
and substituting the bandwidth denition (5.81) we get
Qρ 6
N
2
(5.83)
whih is ertainly satised when (5.79) is satised.
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DCT-OFDM Spetrum
We replae the lter expression (5.33) for the DCT-OFDM sheme in (5.74)
and the PSD expression beomes
Sx(fT ) =
σ2x
N
sin
2
(
fT
N
) 2Q∑
n=0
βn
4
∣∣∣U s (f − n
2
F
)
+ U s
(
f +
n
2
F
)
e−jπ
n
N
ρ
∣∣∣2 .
(5.84)
Thus, in this ase, two funtions U s(f) are assoiated to eah subarrier, one
at the positive frequeny f = n/2F and the other one at the opposite, i.e.,
f = −n/2F , exept for the n = 0 subarrier whih has just one repetition
U s(f) entered at frequeny 0. Thus, sine n spans from 0 to 2Q, the most
external U s(f) replias are those assoiated to n = 2Q, plaed at f = ±QF as
is for the PSD of the DFT-OFDM ase. Sine also the envelope represented by
the funtion sin
2
(
fT
N
)
is the same, we an derive that all the onsiderations
arried out for DFT-OFDM spetrum are still valid. In partiular, in order
to respet the Nyquist ondition, we need
Qρ
N ≪ 1 and if this ondition is
satised, we an dene the signal banwidth as in (5.81). Finally, we note that
when we suppress all odd subarriers as suggested in Setion 5.4, the bandwidth
denition does note hange.
DTT-OFDM Spetrum
The PSD for the DTT-OFDM signal is
Sx(fT ) =
σ2x
N
sin
2
(
fT
N
)
· 2Q∑
n=0, n even
βn
4
∣∣∣U s (f − n
2
F
)
+ U s
(
f +
n
2
F
)
e−jπ
n
N
ρ
∣∣∣2
+
2Q∑
n=0, n odd
γn
4
∣∣∣U s (f − n
2
F
)
− U s
(
f +
n
2
F
)
e−jπ
n
N
ρ
∣∣∣2
 .
(5.85)
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It is very similar to the PSD of the DCT-OFDM, but here we have a slightly
dierent behaviour between the even subarriers and the odd ones. Also in this
ase the signal bandwidth is given by (5.81).
ODTT-OFDM Spetrum
Finally, by replaing the lter expression (5.57) for the ODTT-OFDM sheme
in (5.74), we get the PSD expression
Sx(fT ) =
σ2x
N
sin
2
(
fT
N
)|U s(f)|2 + 2Q+1∑
n=2, [n]4=0
An +
2Q+1∑
n=2, [n]4=1
Bn
+
2Q+1∑
n=1, [n]4=2
Cn +
2Q+1∑
n=2, [n]4=3
Dn

(5.86)
where
An =
βn
4
∣∣∣U s (f − n
2
F
)
+ U s
(
f +
n
2
F
)
e−jπ
n
N
ρ
∣∣∣2
Bn =
γn
4
∣∣∣∣U s(f − n− 12 F
)
− U s
(
f +
n− 1
2
F
)
ejπ
(n−1)(N−1)
N
ρ
∣∣∣∣2
Cn =
γn
4
∣∣∣U s (f − n
2
F
)
− U s
(
f +
n
2
F
)
e−jπ
n
N
ρ
∣∣∣2
Dn =
βn
4
∣∣∣∣U s(f − n− 12 F
)
+ U s
(
f +
n− 1
2
F
)
ejπ
(n+1)(N−1)
N
ρ
∣∣∣∣2 .
The PSD is represented in Fig 5.5 when λ = 2 · 10−1, τmax = 2.14 · 10−6 ρ = 1,
Q = 31, and N = 140. In that ase, sine ρ = 1, with respet to the set of
parameters of Fig. 5.4, we satisfy the Nyquist ondition and we do not need to
inrease N (or, equivalently, to redue Q). The pulse u(t) we have employed
to obtain Fig 5.5 is that derived in [90℄ and not the pulse of [85℄, employed in
Fig. 5.4 for the DFT spetrum.
By analyzing the PSD in (5.86), we note that subarriers are divided into
four sets (An, Bn, Cn,Dn), depending on the value of [n]4. In detail, when [n]4
spans from 0 to 3, the subarriers belonging to An and Bn are overlapped at the
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same frequeny, and the same is for the subarriers belonging to Cn and Dn.
Finally, we see that the most external subarrier has an odd index n = 2Q+1;
hene is a member of Bn or Dn and so it is entered at the frequeny f = QF ,
as for all previous multiarrier format. Thus the bandwidth denition (5.81) is
valid also for that format.
Conlusions
The work presented in this thesis deals with two modulation shemes, namely
ontinuous phase modulations (CPMs) and multiarrier shemes. The purpose
of this related researh ativity is to overome the main drawbaks of these
modulations, fousing on transmission over satellite hannels (hene, aeted
by phase noise), for CPMs, and on doubly-seletive hannels, for multiarrier
shemes.
In detail, by applying the Arnold and Loeliger method, we omputed the
CPM information rate over AWGN, as well as over hannels aeted by phase
noise (PN). In partiular, we onsidered a Wiener PN proess and also a more
pratial phase noise proess, typial of some satellite real hannels (SAT-
MODE PN), for whih we derived a double rst order auto-regressive model.
Hene, we desribed the PN eet on the CPM information rate. Then, we
have proposed a novel algorithm for the evaluation of the Markov apaity of
CPM signals over the AWGN hannel. Our goal was to maximize the overall
spetral eieny in bps/Hz, hene taking into aount the signal bandwidth
also, through optimization of the transition probabilities of a Markov input of
given order. In order to ensure a mathematial tratability of the onsidered
problem, we employed the Carson's rule for CPM bandwidth, whih has been
shown to possess good auray as well, although in the numerial results we
have also onsidered a bandwidth denition related to the spetral power on-
entration. The numerial results showed that the spetral eienies ahieved
by inputs optimized with the proposed method outperform those obtained by
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i.u.d. inputs, for both binary and non-binary CPMs, as well as those obtained
by memoryless inputs optimized following a tehnique in the literature.
The problem of MAP symbol detetion for CPM signals transmitted over an
ideal oherent hannel has been faed. First, we have realled the optimal algo-
rithm, showing that its omplexity is unmanageable in several ases of pratial
interest. Then, we have presented some redued-omplexity algorithms, based
on two dierent approahes. The rst approah onsists of applying redued-
searh tehniques to the optimal algorithm, while the seond approah onsists
of resorting to deompositions of a CPM signal allowing to redue the number
of states required to desribe the system. In partiular, we have foused on
the Mengali and Morelli deomposition, deriving a BCJR-like algorithm for
MAP symbol detetion by means of the fator graphs and the sum-produt
algorithm. Finally, we have shown several simulation results proving that, for
eah onsidered CPM format, there exists a reeiver whose omplexity is signi-
antly lower than that of the optimal one, and whose performane is pratially
the same. In partiular, the approah providing the simplest front end is that
based on the CPM deomposition proposed by Moqvist and Aulin, while the
most onvenient solution in terms of trellis omplexity results that based on
the CPM deomposition proposed by Mengali and Morelli, possibly ombined
with proper tehniques for redued trellis searh.
We have faed the problem of MAP symbol detetion for CPM signals
transmitted over a hannel whih also introdues phase noise. All design stages
have been arried out with the aim of keeping the omplexity of the proposed
reeivers fairly low. First, based on two dierent design approahes, several de-
tetion algorithms have been designed under the assumption of ideal frequeny
synhronization. Then, by means of omputer simulations, we have seleted the
algorithms whih provide the best performane/omplexity tradeo for various
senarios of interest. In partiular, it has been shown that the seleted algo-
rithms, despite being relatively simple, ensure a performane very lose to that
of the optimal oherent reeiver.
Finally, we have ompared four multiarrier transmission systems in a
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disrete-time, oversampled domain, over doubly-seletive hannels. We have
shown that all shemes an be implemented by resorting to fast transforms
(like DFT, DCT or DST), and for all shemes we have assumed either a ret-
angular prototype pulse or a suitable designed base pulse well loalized in both
time and frequeny domains. Underlying the onnetion between OFDM sys-
tems and the Gabor ommuniation theory, we derives a new sheme whih an
be very promising, sine it is based on an instane of the Wilson base, whih
is a lever way to design well-loalized and orthogonal frames in the windowed
Fourier framework.
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